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From all parts of the country -from users in every branch of the recording
art -hundreds of reports have come in, commenting on the performance of
Audiotape. The typical comments quoted below speak for themselves.
If you haven't tried Audiotape yet, why not see for yourself just what it
can do to improve the quality of your tape recordings? Your local Audio tape and Audiodisc dealer will be glad to fill your requirements. Or, write
to Audio Devices for a free 200 -foot sample reel of either paper or plastic
base Audiotape. It will speak for itself.

"I have tested the
samples on several recorders under
various conditions. Both paper and
plastic base proved to be as fine as
any I have yet used - -good frequency
range and especially low noise

"We find Audiotape
to

be

There

the best so far obtainable.
is less dust, dirt, and grit

accumulation from this tape compared to others - -as a result our machine runs at more constant speed."

lovel (inherent)."

,,14,L
"Have

found

"We've

your

compared

Audiotape with the tape we've been
using and were impressed with the
fidelity and low noise level. The
output for a constant level 1000
cycle input is remarkably good,
showing uniform coating."

tape the best for my recorder. Very
low noise level and very uniform
characteristics are its outstanding qualities. Price is also at-

tractive."

"We have used various tapes in our school work here
and really know that yours is second
to none. You can expect an order
from us shortly."

d

"Results from tapes
tested -- excellent. Low noise levels
--low distortion. Seems to be less
capstan slippage than other tapes.
Attractive prices. All future purchases by us will include Audio tape."

delighted
with the plastic base sample and in
the future plan to order it exclusively. In speech work fidelity is
very important, and we feel that
the plastic Audiotape is the best
we have tried."
"We

are

ll 6224 Itatz°
"Excellent tape-much less flutter due to its ability to fit head contours better. All
of our new tapes w' ll be Audio tapes."

bothered with flutter before, but
now it seems that our discs we duplicate from tape are of much better
tonal quality."

"We are using No.
1251 to record sound tracks for our
educational films. We find the p-od uct very satisfactory and particularly appreciate the flat tape that
does not hump away from the head in
the middle."

2 8e,,,,aeal,4-4.7,1e,/,,..e
"I am happy to report that of several brands of tape
tried, Audiotape has the lowest

consistent noise level. Over -all
response is remarkably consistent
for all parts of each reel."

Adz,- it&tze-

1

find that this
tape excels all other makes now on
market
in
the
quietness, range, and
ease of handling. On the strength
of the test sample, have disposed of
all other makes and am now using
only Audiotape."
"I

"We find that your

plastic Audiotape ñteets our requirements far better than the
others we were using. We were

"We

are

Noise level very low and quality
excellent. We use it whenever a good
reproduction is desired. We find
your tape and your discs best in the
field."

"Thanks for the Audiotape samples. We are using your
plastic base tape exclusively for
the original recording of our radio
programs. We find that there is
practically no loss dubbing from
tape to discs."

AUDIO DEVICES, INC.
*

Trade
Slnrk

444 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.
Expo,' Dept.:

ROCKE

WSJ

Y.

INTERNATIONAL, 13 Eost 40th St., New York 16, N. Y.
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very

pleased with yourAudiotape samples.
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Voltmeters

Precision

FAST ACCURATEREADINGS
2 cps to 700 mc
e

ANOTHER

-hp-

e.[ yni n

SERVICE

Person -to- Berson Help With

au -lye

Your Measuring Problems
Almost anywhere in America, -hp- field
representatives can give you personal
help with your measuring problems.
They have complete data on -hp- instruments, their performance, servicing
and adaptability. Call the nearest -hpfield representative whenever,wherever
you need help with a measuring problem.

seen

-hpMODEL

400C.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Neely Enterprises
3021/2 W. Central Ave., Albuquerque 3-2245
BOSTON 16, MASSACHUSETTS

Burlingame Associates
270 Commonwealth Ave., KEnmore 6 -8100
CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS
Alfred Crossley & Associates

From 2 cycles to 700 megacycles, there's an accurate, easy -to- operate
-hp- voltmeter to fit every voltage measurement requirement. You can

4501 Ravenswood Ave., UPtown 8.1141
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
M. P. Odell Co.
2536 Euclid Ave., PRospect 1.6171
DALLAS SI TEXAS

choose from 5 precision voltmeters (including a battery- operated
instrument) the ones which precisely fill your measuring need. Each
has the familiar -hp- characteristics of high sensitivity, wide range,
versatility, compact size, and time-saving ease of operation. These -hpprecision voltmeters are used by radio stations, manufacturers, research
laboratories and scientific men throughout the world.

Earl Lipscomb Associates
4433 Stanford St., LOgan 6.5097
DAYTON 2, OHIO
Alfred Crossley & Associates
410 W. First St., Michigan 8721
DENVER 3, COLORADO
Ronald G. Bowen
852 Broadway, AComa 5211
DETROIT 5, MICHIGAN
S. Sterling Company
13331 Linwood Ave.,
FORT MYERS, FLORIDA

TOwnsend 8-3130

FREO. RANGE

INSTRUMENT

VOLTAGE RANGE

Arthur Lynch & Associates
P. O. Box 466, Fort Myers 1269M
HOUSTON 5, TEXAS

-hp -400A

Earl Lipscomb Associates
3919 Riley St., Linden 9303

-hp-

10 cps

4008

2 cps

to

1

.005

me

Rm. 807, Security Bk. Bldg.. High Point 3672
46, CALIFORNIA
Neely Enterprises
7422 Melrose Ave., WHitney 1147
NEW YORK 13, NEW YORK
Burlingame Associates
103 Lafayette St.. Dlghy 9.1240
PHILADELPHIA 44, PENN.
Burlingame Associates
422 Coulter St., TEnnessee 9 -2006
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
Neely Enterprises
954 Howard St., DOuglas 2 -2609
LOS ANGELES

ST. LOUIS 3, MISSOURI

-hp-

400C

to 100 kc

20 cps to

-hp-. 404A

2 cps

(Buttery Op'd.1

-hp-

410A

0001

2 me

12

MAin

r

l0 300 r
ranges
v

0.1 v to 300 v
7 ranges

20 cps to 700 mc

Within 3%
Within 3y.
Within 3%
Within

5/.

Within 3%

INPUT
IMPEDANCE

16

Add

shunt

10 meg.,

20

µµtd shunt
10 meg.,

15

µµfd shunt
10 meg.,

20

µµfd shunt
10 meg.,

1.3

µµfd

shunt

PRICE

$185.00
195.00

200.00
185.00
245.00

HEWLETT -PACKARD CO.

-hp.

instrument, write direct to fac-

1

tory or contact the nearest -hptechnical representative.

876 -D PAGE MILL ROAD

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

Export Agents: Frazer & Hansen. Ltd.
301 Clay Street, San Francisco 11, California, U.S.A.

Harris-Hanson Company

208 North 22nd St.,
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

v

,0005 v to 300 v
11 ranges

to 50 kc

For complete data on any

9

.005 to 300
9 ranges

HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA

Ilivins & Caldwell

ta

ACCURACY

5461

Burlingame Associates
712 State Tower Bldg., SYracuse 2.0194

laboratory instruments

TORONTO 2 -11, ONTARIO, CANADA
Atlas Radio Corporation, Ltd.

56C King St. West, WAverley 4761
WASHINGTON 9, D. C.
Burlingame Associates

2017 S

F

Street N. W., DEcatur 8000
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NOW AVAILABLE
SUB- MINIATURE

HER-

METICALLY SEALED
J.A.N.

COMPONENTS
FOR SPACE SAVING
APPLICATIONS.

110c-00144
"PRODUCTS

Q

lo4

`

of

EXTENSIVE RESEARCH"

Sub- miniature HI-9 Inductors featuring torDiameter:
old coils
7/s"
x 1" high. Hermetically sealed. Compression type termi-

-

INCREMENTAL
UCTANCE BRIDG

nals.

1110'*EDANCE RANGE: On a mh. to
1000 h. in five ranges. Iadu:sance values are
read directly brsps a tom: sial decade and
No.

multiplier switch. This scams can be extended
to 10,000 henries by 86.9 use of an external

resistance.

INDUCTANCE ACCUIJ.
minus 1% through the :re

3thin plus or.
range fro

cycles.

60 to 1000

Sub -miniature hermeti-

cally sealed transformers-Diameter: 13/16"
x 1" high

.

Glass

type terminals.

'ee

"

ee

INDICATOR

No. 1030 ?RE IIENCY FANGE: Flom 20
c'c.es to .`0 k:lo-ycles. "Q" RANG: From
05 to 5013. 'Q" 3f inductors can be
n easured wit-i up to 50 volts acsoss the

-miniature transformers with octol

Sub

Indispensable instr-rment for measurement d "Q " and indu:tance of coils.
"Q" and cupaci$ance of ccacitors dialech:c losses and power facer of insulating
nra:erials.
c DiL

A NEW LINE OF

sockets.
ALSO

HIM FIDELITY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
iyp No.
F1950

2A3's, 6A5G8s,
's. 6L6's.

30C.A's,

pull 2A3's
6A5G8s,
Push
275A's, 6A3'ó, 6L61s.

A's,

Push

275A's,
FI951

F1954

Primary
Impedance

Primary matches following
typical tubes

Push

oull
6

Full 245,

prime
Push pull

250,

6V6,

:01

42

ar 2..5

F1958

245,

A prim.

6V6,

250,

42

2n.

Push pull 6B5, '
89, 6V6, Class

53,

,

2030000

5000 >hms

30, 20, IS, 10,
7.5, 5, 2.5, 1.2

20 -30000

,hms

500, 333, 250,
200, 125, 50

20 -30000

800) ohms

30, 20, IS, 10,

20 -30000

7.5, 5, 2.5, 1.2

cycles

10,000 ohms

500, 333, 250,
200, 125, 50

20 -30000

10,000 ohms

30, 20, 15, 10,
7.5, 5, 2.5, 1.2

20.30000

250) ohms

8000

if

6F6,

:9

Push pull 685, 6A6, 53,
89, 6V6, Class 8 46, St.

F1962

Push

6F6

High qua ity output tran3iermer combLaes unusually vide
'equency rang. together mith
eery low phcse shift and harmonic distortion. Frequency
-sage 1/2 Db 2)- 30,000 cycles.

F1963

Push

300Á's,
F1966
F1967

pull

20 -30000

38C0

ohms

500, 333, 250,
200, 125, 50

20-30000

61.6

20.30000

61.6

3800 onms 30, 20, IS, 10,
7.5, 5, 2.5, 1.2

parallel

2Á3's,

6A3's, 6L6

pull 6L6 or
pull parallel
Push pull 6L6 or
Push pull parallel
Push
Push

watts

watts

IS

watts

IS

watts

36

watts

36

wafts

50

watts

50

watts

cycles
20 -30000

s

A5C 's,

15

15

cycles

30, 20, 15, 10;
7.5, 5, 2.5, 1.2

t

watts

cycles

500, 333, 250,
200, 125, 50

6A iG

watts

15

cycles

ohms

2A3's,

15

cycles

25C0

parallel

300A's, 6A3's, 6L6

level

-from

500, 333, 250,
200, 125, 50

9

F1959

pull

er

your requirements.
± t/=db
Maximum

ohms

5000

A
F1955

Secondary
Impedance

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS DISCRIMINATORS
AND NARROW BAND
PASS FILTERS FOR
TELEMETERING APPLICATIONS. Send us

cycles
cycles
cycles

cycles

SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG!

SEED TRANSFORMER CO., In
DEPT.
2

AA

1718 -36 WEIRFIELD ST.. (RI

I.

',00D) BROOKLYN 27, NEW YOR
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reproducing units, designed to
function without distortion- producing interaction. Built-in multicellular horn properly loads high frequency unit and permits optimum
dispersion of "highs." Frequency
response of 30 to 16,000 cps more
than spans the FM range.

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION

COVER

Phantom view of the now well -known Presto PT -900 tape recorder mechanical unit,
photographed with a lucite panel so that all of the internal workings may
he seen clearly. This machine was the first to incorporate a three head design into a portable unit capable of broadcast quality.
AUDIO ENGINEERING (title registered U. S. Pat. Off.) I.. published monthly at 10 McGovern Ave.,
Lancaster Pa.,
by Radio Magazines, Inc., D. S. Potts, President; Henry A. Srhober. {'Ire- l'rcident. Executive and Editorial
Offices; 312
Madison Avenue. New York 17, N. Y. Suteseription rates-United States. U. S. Possessions and Canada,
$3.00 for 1
year, $5.00 for 2 geais; elsewhere $4.00 per year. Single copies :t5c. Printed ln U. S. A. All rights reserved.
Entire
contents copyright 1950 by Radio Magazines, Inc. Entered u Second Class Matter February 9. 1950 at the Post
Outre. Lancaster, Pa. under the Art of Much 3, 1579.
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Enthusiastically acclaimed by
engineer and music lover alike, the
ALTEC 604B Duplex is still the
finest loudspeaker of its type ever
produced.
Its smooth frequency response,
fine musical qualities and exceptional efficiency make it the choice
for professional monitoring, auditioning, and for those whose critical
tastes demand the best for home
music installations. On one frame,
the 604B Duplex incorporates independent high and low frequency
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DEALERS EVERYWHERE

1161 N. VINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
161 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 13, NEW YORK
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recision products
CLOSE TOLERANCE
RESISTORS
(JAN and standard types)

Wire -wound precision resistors have characteristics
suitable for many exacting modern circuits. Shallcross
Akra -Ohm resistors meet these requirements and
are available in several types, shapes, and mounting styles. They are noted for high stability, low
temperature coefficients, low noise levels, uniformity, long life, and extreme accuracy in matched
pairs and sets. Ask for Bulletin R3.

LECTRICAL
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
PRECISE

E

Resistance Standards
Decade Potentiometers
Decade Resistance Boxes
Bridges, Wheatstone
Bridges, Kelvin Wheatstone
Bridges, Limit

í

Decibel Meters
Tone Generators
Telephone Test Equipment
Low -Resistance Test Sets

Insulation Test Sets
Bridge Components
Write for Catalog No.

10.

,

G

7IAL

RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICE

Toduy's complex circuits frequently require the design development, and production of highly specialized components, sub -assemblies, or instruments which
fall outside the realm of standard engineering or production facilities. The
Shallcross Research Department has been specifically formed to handle such
assignments. Composed of electronic, electrical, instrument, mechanical, and
chemical engineers of broad experience and backed with adequate modern
facilities, this unique service group combines a highly technical as well as an
intensely practical engineering -production viewpoint. We invite you to submit
your requirements for review and recommendation.

SHALLCROSS MANUFACTURING
4
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T

HIGH QUALITY
ATTENUATORS
Improved materials and production techniques for
Shallcross Attenuators have resulted in a line that
sets new higher standards of attenuation performance for practically every audio and communications use. Shallcross Audio Engineering Bulletin
No. 4

I

will

be sent on request.

" "

CUSTOM -BUILT
SELECTOR SWITCHES
Shallcross builds single or multiple deck selector
switches having up to 180 positions. fest units have
given satisfactory performance at 250 volts 10 amampere ?LC. Contact reperes and at 2300 volts
sistance ranges from a low of 0.0005 ohms to a
maximum of 0 005 ohms depending! upon the size
and material of the contact surfaces. You are invited to outfine your requirements on Shallcross
Specification Sheet No. 6.
1

,

..
rr

HIGH -VOLTAGE
Test and Measuring Equipment
Shallcross high-voltage instruments
and corona- proteced resistors pro-

GGp091111-"".
n

vide maximum accuracy, safety, and
dependability in a broad range of
applications, from nuclear physics to
electrostatic generators, precipitrons,
power supplies, transmitters, and
many others. Wr.te for Bulletin F.

COMPANY
AUDIO ENGINEERING

Dept.

A -40

Collingdale,
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The Other Side

Sir:

-

LETTERS

We are not unduly sensitive to informed
criticism. In his article "Audio in England"
in your January issue however, Mr. Hartley appears to us to be indulging in a
private war of his own and goes beyond the
limit of fair comment, and we hope we may
be allowed to occupy a little of your space
in reply. Admittedly he does not mention
us by name but as we are the company
manufacturing the Klipschorn speaker in
this country he might just as well have

In developing quality loudspeakers one is
frequently faced with the fact that nature,
in establishing basic principles, did not seek
the advice of loudspeaker engineers and the
wavelengths of low- frequency sounds were
made much too long. It is much too late to
alter this now that all the text books have
been printed and we must make the best of
a bad job. Some speakers. according to
their makers' specifications, solve the problem by ignoring the basic facts altogether
but, somehow, never seem to be so satisfy-

done so.

For many years we have been convinced
that the most promising way in the development of high quality reproduction lies in

multi-channel loudspeakers and have manufactured instruments of this type since well
before the war. The main difficulty, of
course, has been to obtain adequate low frequency response at reasonable efficiency
without introducing resonance and, at the
same time, to keep the overall size of the
instrument small enough to be used in an
average living room. When the specification of the Klipschorn model appeared in
the American technical press it appealed to
us as an ingenious solution to the problem
and we obtained permission from Mr.
Klipsch to make an instrument incorporating his principles using, of course, our own
high- and low- frequency units. We do not
pretend that this is everyone's speaker
size and price (f135.0.0d, not f200.0.0d)
prevent that-but as a well designed instrument based on sound logical principles it
seems to us to want a lot of beating.

-

The Vitavos

Klipschorn

Reproducer

ing in performance as one, such as the
Klipschorn, which prefers to tackle it in a
more complicated manner.
At the same time, the statement "In many
cases this is not due to any inherent dishonesty on the part of the manufacturers
concerned" implies that there are some
British loudspeaker manufacturers who, are
in fact, inherently dishonest, a statement
which to our knowledge is quite unfounded.
On the subject of Radiolympia, we would
mention that this is quite a flourishing affair really and was not held in 1948 merely
because the trade had more orders than it
could possibly meet and not because it could
not afford it as Mr. Hartley suggests. Last
year 395,465 people paid to come and see
the products that the Radio industry was
trying to sell them and the majority of
reputable manufacturers took part. Mr.
Hartley, for reasons of his own which must
be respected, prefers not to participate in
Radiolympia.
Demonstrations at these exhibitions are
always a problem particularly where high
quality equipment is concerned as a large
number of the visitors will have only a
casual interest. At the last show, reasonably sound -proofed rooms were erected and
three loudspeaker firms had sufficient faith
in their products to let them be heard by
one and all, the other rooms being taken by
radio and television set manufacturers. Unfortunately, a strike hindered work and the
demonstration rooms were only completed
half way through the show and then somewhat hurriedly, so that we were unable to
arrange quite so elaborate a demonstration
as we had intended.

avid
Ñ/4«Aec*d
YOU'RE THERE WITH
.

SAVES UP TO 500%
ON HANDLING TIME
Handle up to 400 feet of mike cord with short cord ease
Here's one of the handiest tools ever made for the Radio -Audio Engineer
light weight
Saves
either in studio or outside use. Rugged
foster
. with
less confusion
time
gets the job done easier
fewer jangled nerves. A must for every special events and remote crew.
MAKES CORD LAST 5 TIMES AS LONG!
PORT -O -REEL pays for itself in cord saved. Cord size governs capacity.
Some stations and networks use over 400 -ft. of 2 -wire shielded mike lead,
other units equip for 120 -volt power transmission. Unwind cord needed

-for

...

... set

brake.

off. Non -slipping
400 ft. of cord in only 40 seconds)

Reel turns with operator as cord is drawn

tipping.

Re -wind

...

Weighs only 9 -Ibs. without cord
Low, level -wind cord guide prevents
kinks and knots.
Available without cord or equipped
with any standard cable and plugs to
your specifications.
Handy screw binding posts permit
quick attachment or change of cord
on unit.
Send for

...

...

...

...

... non

-

Available with receptacle in frame
for plug -in of feeder cord or for attachment of feeder cord to screw
binding posts.
Moisture -proof running constant collector ring ... reel out or wind while
no audible sound
.
broadcasting
through transmitter.
Patent, and Patent eendum

e

hase

eavy

literature, prices and name of nearby distributor.
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INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL WORKS, 1505 CHICAGO ST., OMAHA 2, NEBR.
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Loudspeakers are made to be listened to
and, in our opinion, it is misleading the
public to demonstrate something which they
cannot repeat in their own homes. Special
recordings and the like were therefore out
of the question, and, as we do not manufacture amplifiers, we took three standard
models with three commercial pick -ups,
typical of the better class apparatus available in this country today, and let people
hear whichever they preferred.
The input was from the normal B.B.C.
programmes, a special B.B.C. demonstration
programme which could be heard in any of
the rooms, and standard commercial gramophone records. We even went so far as to
invite people to bring their own test records if they desired to do so and quite a
number brought records of varying qualities
to which they were accustomed to listening.
We certainly had no other complaints
concerning the "High non- musical content"
to which your correspondent refers although
a certain amount of scratch and background
noise is unavoidable with a reproducer having an extended high -frequency range and
operated from conventional amplifiers and
pick -ups. Fortunately not everyone shared
Mr. Hartley 's view and we sold more
Klipschorn Reproducers than we had anticipated in spite of the "bad demonstration"
and "inept musical approach."
If we may now be allowed to be a little
personal
. we have found that the snap
judgment is the one to be avoided and that
the loudspeaker which sounds most impressive at first listening will frequently not
stand the test of time. As for the ears hecoming conditioned-like a wine taster's
palate, presumably
is our experience that
continued listening makes us more sensitive
to minor defects.
It wasn't the "maddening smile of ignorant complacency" that our assistant wore
it was an outward symptom of the mental
indigestion that occurs towards the end of
an exhibition through answering the questions of innumerable people, a few of whom
admit to knowing nothing of loudspeaker
design, fewer still who know quite a lot, and
a great majority who combine the knowledge of the first group with the authority
of the second.
J. W. Maunder, for
VITAVOX LIMITED
Westmoreland Road,
London, N.W. 9.

-it

-

AMPERITE
STUDIO MICROPHONES

at
at

band.
Hence, all push -pull, all- triode, direct coupled audio amplifiers may be the answer
to ultra-fidelity.
Ted Powell
5719 69th Lane,
Maspeth, L. I., N. Y.
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CLOSE TALKING

and DISTANT PICK -UP

YOU CAN SHOUT RIGHT INTO IT. or STAND AWAY
In either case, Quality will be perfectly natural.
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Direct -Coupled Amplifiers
Sir:
\Ve noted Bonavia -Hunt's letters in
Wireless World (British) concerning his
tests on direct -coupled audio amplifiers
with some interest. In 1939, we noticed a
distinct improvement in quality when direct
coupling was used between a diode detector
and the first audio stage. Later, we noted
an improvement when a .01 -µf mica capacitor was shunted across all coupling ca-

pacitors.
Power engineering texts state that coupling capacitors in power networks tend to
exaggerate higher harmonics because of decreasing impedance with higher frequency.
Capacitors are said to develop dielectric
hysteresis as well as a dielectric lag or
viscosity effect at low frequencies. Studies
of wide -band video amplifiers indicate that
coupling capacitors tend to help produce
non-linear phase-shift and transient distortion, particularly at both ends of the pass
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EDITOR'S REPORT
STANDARDIZATION
the subject of standardization reappears from time to time on the agenda
of this page -probably because once settled for one
field, it crops out in another. With magnetic recording
in general use for about three years, it seems that standardization should have reached this new industry. Various manufacturers currently employ different methods of
equalization-although the final result in each case is
the same, and the signal as played back is nearly an exact facsimile of the original.
Presently accepted standards cover only the most
necessary points-tape thickness and width, reel dimensions, tape speeds, frequency response limits for the
primary and secondary standards, and the limits of
flutter and wow.
Tape recorded on one machine may not necessarily
reproduce on another within the required limits, since
the amount and type of equalization may differ in the
two systems some machines perform all the equalization in the recording process -others split up the equalization. With minor variations, reels are interchangeable
on similar types of machines.
While methods of measuring signal -to -noise ratio are
prescribed, limits of values have not been set up. Within
the industry, manufacturers have cooperated to arrive
at a reasonable working arrangement for the equalization, but the fact remains that no definite standards have
been established.
Some recorders are equipped with plug-in equalizers
so that the user can adapt his machines with a minimum
of effort in the event of future standardization. Others
are so constructed that the change could be made in a
relatively short time in the shop. Until standardization
is accomplished, the prospective purchasers of new
equipment should make sure that equalization can be
changed readily, and at reasonable cost.
FOR ONE REASON OR ANOTHER,

;

I

R E

CONVENTION

As this is written, the annual convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers is being held in New York,
together with the Radio Engineering Exhibit which
occupies Grand Central Palace for four days each
March. Some $7 million worth of equipment is attractively displayed by over two hundred manufacturers.
As always, this convention attracts engineers from
all over the country, and the exhibits are always interesting to those who attend. Relatively few audio
firms are represented, though, since audio appears to
be a small portion of the electronic and radio industry
as a whole. A few of the audio exhibits are shown on
8

page 21, these having been photographed on the morning the show opened.
Another meeting of interest to radio people-parthat of the National
ticularly those in broadcasting
Association of Broadcasters, to be held at the Stevens
Hotel, Chicago, from April 12th to 19th. The first four
clays are devoted to the engineering conference, with
the remaining four of interest to management.
.

-is

AUDIO ANTHOLOGY
Publication date, Jutse 15, 1950.
This will be welcome news to many readers who so
graciously took the time to express their desire for the
book of reprinted articles mentioned in the January
Letters column. You have helped us make the decision,
and the publication date is now definite -"Audio Anthology" will make its bow on June 15th.
The Anthology will consist of most of the articles of
interest to the "audio hobbyist," including those which
described amplifiers, pre -amplifiers, noise suppressors,
volume expanders, tone and loudness controls, loudspeakers, cabinets, and complete home reproducing
systems. Over thirty major articles will be included in
the 128-page book, which is priced at $2.00 with heavy
paper covers, and at $3.00 with stiff board covers.
To ensure getting your copy from the first printing,
you may enter your orders prior to publication -although many of you have already expressed your intention. Your orders should be accompanied with check or
money order, and the price includes postage.
ERRATA
Several minor ( ?) errors have crept into these pages
in the last few months-some as a result of misinformation, others due to carelessness, we regret to say.
The circuit of the Musician's Amplifier, Nov. 1949,
shows the output transformer primary connections
6,4,3,1, reading from top to bottom. These connections
should be reversed, to read 1,3,4,6. Normal transformer
connections are such that the amplifier will oscillate if
wired up as shown. An easy check of the correct wiring
may be made by removing the feedback loop momentarily, which should cause an increase in signal output.
If the signal decreases, the connections are wrong.
The parts list for March Audiana failed to include
C,;. This capacitor should be a 1 -µf, oil -filled snit it was
listed incorrectly in the line "Co C12-."
On page 18 of the March issue, two curves are shown
in Fig. 3 with a legend 123-in both instances, the legend
should read R2.
We trust these errors will not have occasioned any inconvenience to readers who have had time to try out
the circuits mentioned.
;
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PICKERING
FOR

LOUDSPEAKER
MODEL 1ß0L
A

low -cost high

quality loudspeaker with
wide -range response
(within 5 db, 45 to 12000
cycles) and low distortion
the only loudspeaker
with acoustically adjustable
boss response . .
occupies
less floor space than
any
smooth

facturers,

other high quality loudsquare

-

less

than

FINEST AUDIO QUALITY

recording studios, broad-

casters and music enthusiasts who demand the effect of a live performance
from their records.
The nearest approach to a live performance is a recording played by a
system equipped with Pickering High

.

speaker

CARTRIDGES

No other Pickup will reproduce
LP records with the fidelity of
Pickering Cartridges . . they are
the most widely used by record manu-

Designed to satisfy the mus-

ical ear.

THE

PICKUP

one

foot.

..

Fidelity Audio Components

.

Speaker, Cartridge, Arm, Preamplifier, Record Compensator, etc.
Pickering Cartridges Series 120 and 150 are for
standard records
. Series 140 are for microgroove records
They track with phenomenally
low record wear and virtually eliminate harmonic
and intermodulation distortion as well as frequency
discrimination
all Pickering Cartridges available with either sapphire or diamond stylus.

...

...

PREAMPLIFIER
MODEL 130H
preamplifier represents the most
advanced design ever achieved in

PICKUP ARM

This

...

phonograph preamplifiers
it equalizes the boss response of records and
transcriptions and provides the necessary gain for high quality magnetic
ckups . . . its intermodulation and
h
onic distortion is exceptionally low
er than most professional
equip

RECORD

COMPENSATOR
MODEL 132E

-

with 6
positions of equalization,
provides the flexibility reThis compensator,

quired to properly equalize
for the different recording
characteristics used by various record manufacturers...
it is a most important addition to record playing systems
using magnetic. pickups.

%

MODEL 190

The only arm specifically designed for optimum perform-

ance on both microgroove and standard records.

Statically balanced to eliminate tendency to skip when

jarred.
Minimum vertical moss to track any record without
imposing extra vertical load on grooves.
Sensitive tracking force adjustment.
Magnetic arm rest.
Rugged frictionless bearings.
Plug -in cartridge holder.
One -hole mounting
self -contained levelling screws.
Cartridges used with this arm require 50% less vertical
tracking force than when used in conventional arms.

-

For the finest audio
Oceanside, N. Y.
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quality specify Pickering Components

High Fidelity Components are available through leading jobbers
detailed literature will be sent upon request.
and distributors everywhere

Pickering
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TWEETERS
WIDEST SELECTION
BEST
VALUE HIGHEST QUALITY
Noise Annoyance

SEIBIECIMMEED
MODELS 4408, 4409
CYCLE

A quantitative method for the determination of a relation between noise and annoyance and the design of a meter for
measuring noise annoyance is the subject of
an article appearing in Wireless Engineer
for January 1950. Seventeen sources of
noise, including random pulses, AM and
FM hiss, record noise, and pulses repeated
at rates from 0.1 to 16 cps, were compared
with a wide -range band of random noise.
The comparison was made by a number of
"test listeners" who equated the annoyance
and loudness of the various test sounds with
the reference noise. Measurements were
then made by six types of noise meters and
statistical frequency distributions drawn for
each test.
From the data thus collected, it was
found that a meter indicating "the mean square value of any input waveform less
the mean value (usually negligible or zero)"
is a satisfactory meter. A recommended

-600

Recom
highest quality

TWEETERS:

mended for

reproduction systems requit.
ing a low crossover fro.
quency. Cobro shaped horn
results in perfect wide ongle
distribution. Frequency
spans* 600 to 15,000 cycles.
Model 4408 handles 6 watts
and 4409 25 watts.

MODEL 4407 ADAPTER
MOUNTS 4401 TWEETER
IN ANY 12" CONE UNIT:
Converts ony I2" cone
speaker into o wide ronge co.
axial reproducer in o few
minutes.
Instoltetion is ex.
frowsty simple and results in
e dual speaker occupying Iit.
tie more space than the orig
mot cone speaker. Complete
with 4401 tweeter.

MODEL 4401 -2000 CYCLE
TWEETER: An economical 6
watt unit for converting any
good 10-15" con. speaker for
extended ,.spans to 15,000
cycles. Wide Angle horn.
compact
design and low
price bring excellent high
fidelity well within the popu
for price r

MODEL 4402, MODEL
4404: Model 4402 reproduces to 15,000 cycles. Crow
over at 2000 cps. Horizontal
dispersion 100 °, Vertical 50 °.

Handles 12 worts. Compact
design mounts in any radio,
phono, or speaker cabinet.

Model 4404 incorporates
4402 tweet., in handsome
walnut cabinet complete with
highpaa filter and high fre.
auency volume control. Any.
one can install.

MODEL 4405
FILTER:

An

HIGH PASS

effectne

and

economical unit for pr
ono lows mooing the tweeter
umt. Contains high frequency
control to balance highs and
lows. Cutoff frequency 2000
cycles.

4410, 4420 LC
CROSSOVER NETWORK:
Genuine LC frequency dividMODEL

ers for segregating highs and
lows. Not to be confused with

.,

ordinary high -pass filters.
Crossover frequencies: Model
4410 600 cycles, Model 4420
2000 cycles. Attenuate! controp included and wired.

Write for Illustrated Catalog Today

-Address Inquiries to Department

B

LOUDSPEAKERS INC
10

Mkt
et

VI

-

Vi

OM-

meter is a modification of the mean- square
meter in which the sensitivity drops at the
rate of 3 db per octave as frequency decreases, changing to 6 db per octave below
two cycles per second. This characteristic
corresponds to the actual measurements of
the annoyance. From this meter characteristic it can be seen that the sounds with high
repetition rates are most annoying as are
wide -band low -level sources. Although not
discussed in the article, an Annoyance Unit
immediately suggests itself, based on percentage annoyance from zero or no annoyance to 100 per cent, the point at which
the annoyance producing sound is reduced
or eliminated by the listener.
Output Impedance Changing
A convenient circuit for changing the
output impedance and damping factor of a
power amplifier without switching transformer taps or power resistors is described
in an article by Thomas Roddam appearing
in Wireless World, February 1950. The
circuit makes use of both positive and
negative feedback and is easily applicable
in any power amplifier employing 20 dh or

more of negative feedback. The simple
practical circuit developed in the article is
shown in Fig. 1. With the exception of R.,
this is a conventional negative feedback
amplifier with a small amount of cathode
degeneration in each stage. The introduction
of R. adds positive feedback and theoretically permits the plate of V, to have zero
internal impedance when R. is adjusted to
the critical point just below oscillation. The
large amount of negative feedback around
the outside loop will keep the gain constant
regardless of tFie positive feedback up to
this point. Recommended operation is at
the point where the system sounds best. This
technique for adjustment is best because the
program quality changes concurrently with
the change in output impedance and damping of the loudspeaker.
The article concludes with a suggested
application to the Williamson amplifier.
The method of implementing this modification in the Musician's Amplifier' is shown
in Fig. 2. The single cathode resistors of
V, and of V. and V, have been split to permit positive current feedback across both
sides of the push -pull circuit. R/ is the
positive- feedback control resistor, and the
minimum end section prevents the output
impedance from going negative with the
occurrence of oscillation. Rf may be a
dual 0.1 meg potentiometer, and as in the
original circuit adjusted for satisfactory or
improved output quality rather than any
quantitive measurement.

An additional suggested use for the circuit
when adjusted for very low values of output
impedance is to feed multiple loudspeaker
lines across those speakers which are
switched for intermittent use. Under these
conditions, the output level will not change
as long as the power output capabilities of
the amplifier are not exceeded.
'At-n10 ENGINEERING, Nov.
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CORES
POWDER

COMPLETE LINE OF CORES
TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

four standard
1

25, 60, 26

and 14.

* Available
wide range of
sizes to obtain
in a

nominal inductances as high as 281
mh 1000 turns.

* These
toroidal cores are given
various types of enamel and
varnish finishes, some of
which permit winding with

...

hdrr.R

HIGH Q TOROIDS for use in
Loading Coils, Filters, Broadband
Carrier Systems and Networks
for frequencies up to 200 KC

For high Q in a small plume, characten.zed by low eddy current
and hysteresis losses, rt NOLD Moly Permalloy Powder Toroidal
Cores are commercially available to meet high standards of physical
and electrical requirements. They provide constant permeability
over a wide range of flux density. The 125 Mu cores are recommended for use up to 15 kc, 60 Mu at 10 to 50 kc, 26 Mu at 30 to 75 kc,
and 14 Mu at 50 to 200 kc. Many of these cores may be furnished
stabilized to provide constant permeability (±0.1%) over a specific
temperature range.
v

1lunuJm

run,l under licensing

It

with Western Electric Company.

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
SUBSIDIARY OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

heavy Formex insulated wire
without supplementary insulation over the core.
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Throughout history, scouting parties have gone out ahead of man,
ahead of settlements, ahead of civilization itself. Today, Bell System
scouts are engaged in a new kind of
exploration charting a path for
microwaves using equipment specially designed by Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
The portable tower shown is constructed of light sections of aluminum and in a few hours may be
built up to 200 feet. Gliding on roll-

--

EXPLORING AND

12

INVENTING,

DEVISING ,AND

ers, the "dish," with its microwave
transmitter or receiver, is quickly
positioned for line -of -sight trans-

mission, then oriented through

electric motors controlled from the
ground.
Test signals show how terrain
and local climate can interfere with
microwave transmission. Step by
step, Bell's explorers avoid the obstacles and find the best course
for radio relay systems which will
carry television pictures or hun-

PERFECTING,

FOR

CONTINUED

IMPROVEMENTS AND

dreds of simultaneous telephone
conversations.
A radio relay link similar to the
one between New York and Boston
will be opened this year between
New York and Chicago. Later it
will be extended, perhaps into a
nation -wide network another example of the way Bell Telephone
Laboratories scientists help make
the world's best telephone system
still better each year, and at lowest
cost.

-

ECONOMIES
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For Golden Ears

Only

JOSEPH MARSHALL

Details of an amplifier design which follows standard practices without
any corner- cutting in an endeavor to provide the best possible reproduction.
AN

AUDIO

AMPLIFIER

Wh1Ch

%ill

please 99 per cent of the listeners
is not difficult to produce; but
bridging the gap between this adequacy
and the near perfection necessary to
please the hypercritical few Golden Ears
is another matter entirely.
The assumption that all that is necessary to produce high fidelity is to provide
a wide frequency response has been discredited for many years. It can be taken
as the fundamental law that the acceptable bandwidth is inversely proportional
to the distortion generated by the system.
To attain a bandwidth which will embrace the whole audible spectrum, the
system distortion must be held down almost to zero.
The inescapable conclusion is that an
audio system intended to reproduce
sound with the greatest possible realism
must be designed first with the end of
reducing distortion to a minimum and
only secondly for wide response. With
tubes and components available today, it
is no trick to produce a wide response.
But reducing the distortion to a point
which will make this bandwidth tolerable.
let alone enjoyable, to the critical ear is
a difficult and trying problem.
Three years ago the author constructed
a laboratory amplifier for the purpose of
investigating the problem of attaining
the maximum fidelity and minimum distortion. It consisted of a heavy duty
power supply capable of delivering any
combination of voltages necessary for a
home -type amplifier, and of an audio
section whose layout permitted relatively
easy and rapid changes of circuits and
tubes. Meters were built in to provide
easy measurement of plate currents and
tube balance, sas well as of the output
voltage across both resistive loads and
loudspeaker and line loads. Literally
scores of circuits and modifications have
been tried and tested ; hundreds of frequency runs and distortion measurements have been made; and all have been
checked with critical subjective tests.
The decreasing residue of distortion was
hunted down until no further improvement could be achieved.
These experiences are expressed in
the amplifier to be described. It represents the nearest approach to perfection
achieved in the three years of experi* Ozone, Tennessee.

AUD'O ENGINEERING

nicuuUiun and. we ,inecrel believe. the
best that can be done with presently
available tubes and components. It will

deliver 10 watts at any point between
20 and 20,000 cps with less than 1 per
cent distortion. Below 8 watts the distortion is so low that it cannot be measured accurately with equipment available
to us. The intermodulation distortion is
approximately 1 per cent at 10 watts and
just over 2 per cent at 15 watts, rising
more steeply beyond that. All these figures are with a loudspeaker load.
The frequency response is actually
much broader than the 20-20,000 cps
mentioned above. Without bass attenuation (described and justified later), the
frequency response is down only 5 db
at 5 cps and 3 db at 30,000 cps. The design is quite foolproof and can be recommended to anybody with any construction experience at all, providing no
changes are made in the circuit or components.
A glance at the parts list will show
that the total cost of the amplifier -even
if receiver type power supply components are used-will run to around $75.
Various short cuts and expedients
intended to reduce cost were tried. In
fact, we don't believe we missed any
possible ones, but the total cost is still
a considerable saving over commercial
amplifiers with a claimed performance
approaching this.
The Circuit

With the exception of a few elements
which may lift eyebrows slightly, the
circuit and parts are standard and conventional. Briefly, the circuit consists of
a single -ended input stage, transformer coupled to a push -pull triode driver
stage, transformer -coupled to push -pull
triode output stage. All transformers are
of broadcast standard quality, and attempts to use cheaper ones with modifications intended to correct deficiencies
proved to be unsuccessful. Some feedback is applied to each stage. A two stage feedback loop embraces the output
and driver stages. The driver stage also
has a small amount of current feedback
through the absence of cathode-bypass
capacitors; and the input stage has the
same type of simple current feedback.
The main loop provides about 14 db and
the others about 4 db each. This feedback produces a high order of damping
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of the lou,kiwaker, and accounts partially for the excellent transient response.

Output Stage

The output stage employs 6B4's
(6A5G's will give a lower hum level if
they can be obtained). This stage operates with fixed bias which is obtained
from a selenium rectifier fed by a 6 -volt
filament transformer in reverse. A resistance- capacitance type of filter could
replace the one shown with no sacrifice
in performance. The bias voltage is regulated by an OA -3 (formerly VR-75).
This may be considered an excessive refinement, but we think not. After monitoring the plate currents of the output
tubes for three years we are impressed
by the wide variations which occur with
relatively minor changes in line voltage.
We believe the effects of these variations
are minimized by the use of voltage
regulation. Furthermore, the voltage
regulator tube is an effective hum filter,
and since the 6B4 family of tubes has
a rather high hum level at best because
of the filamentary construction, every
possible step must be taken to hold the
over -all hum down to a minimum.
To protect against bias failure, a resistor is wired in the filament return circuit and shunted by a 125 -ma fuse. The
sudden rise of current caused by a failure of the fixed bias will blow the fuse
and throw in the cathode resistor, providing cathode -bias operation until the
fixed bias is repaired and restored.
The 6B4's are balanced by potentiometers which control the amount of bias
applied to each tube. It will he noted that
the tubes are neutralized. Our experience, not only with this amplifier, but
with others using these tubes, indicates
that neutralization is needed in so high
a percentage of cases that it might as
well be incorporated in the beginning.
It is not necessary to neutralize perfectly if fixed capacitors of approximately 17 µµf are wired in, there is no
need to adjust the neutralization further.
The 6B4 family will produce parasitic oscillations at the slightest provocation, as might be expected, considering
the high grid -plate capacitance of 17 µµf.
The parasitics may not be audible and
indeed may %yell be way up in the r.f.
range. But notice what happens to the
plate current when the tubes are neutralized-in more than half the cases the
;

13

current will be reduced, indicating that
there was oscillation, or at least regeneration, at some high frequency.
However, even if no parasitics existed,
the neutralization would still be sufficiently desirable for other reasons to
be worth the slight cost of the fixed
capacitors. Neutralization improves the
input admittance of triodes and therefore
improves the high- frequency response.
It also reduces the effective capacitance
shunted across the input transformer,
and this moves the resonant peak (due
to transformer inductance and distributed and stray capacitance) up into the
supersonic range, yielding a smoother
and wider bandwidth.
The Driver Stage

In an amplifier using triode output
tubes, the critical point is the driver
stage. We are convinced that most of
the troubles experienced with triode amplifiers are traceable to this stage, and
also that most of the residual distortion
can be traced to this stage rather than
the output stage. Yet little attention is
usually paid to this stage-either in the
original design or in trouble- shootingwhen the design fails to meet the expected specifications.
A signal in excess of 100 volts grid to -grid is required to obtain maximum
output from the 6B4 family of tubes.
The tube manuals indicate that there
are any number of tubes capable of producing an output of 100 volts or more
in push -pull. In actual practice, however,
it is very difficult to obtain this much

drive without distortion, particularly if
feedback is used.
In this amplifier, a high- quality transformer couples the drivers to the output
tubes. A considerable sum of money
could be saved by eliminating this transformer, and we have made repeated attempts to do this ; but we can say categorically that if nearly-perfect reproduction is desired, the saving is not worth
the troubles produced. As a matter of
plain, though possibly incredible fact, we
found no combination of tubes and resistance coupling which would provide the
necessary drive for maximum output
with fixed bias without excessive distortion. (See Appendix.)
The drivers are a pair of 6C4's, by
far the best of the tubes tried for this
purpose. They will not only supply a
higher driving voltage more easily, but
their input admittance is low because of
low grid -plate capacitance. This is reduced even further by cross neutralization with fixed 1.5 µµf ceramic capacitors. No adjustment of neutralization is
necessary. The neutralization is especially desirable if the smaller of the
specified input transformers is used;
these have a relatively low resonant
14

point, and the neutralization helps move
it upward.
A balancing control is incorporated
for the drivers. It consists of a small pot
in one cathode circuit. Balance is most
easily adjusted by connecting a voltmeter from plate to plate and adjusting
for zero voltage difference -preferably
at near maximum drive.
We found, however, that the static
balance obtained this way is not sufficient to insure balance over the full dynamic and frequency range. Actually,
the tubes will remain balanced only over
a small portion of the range. To provide
dynamic balance, a choke is incorporated
in the common plate circuit. Since this
choke is common to both branches, it
tends to equalize both the d.c. plate currents and the resultant a.c. voltages, and
to keep this stage operating Class Awith no variation in plate currents.
The Feedback Loop

Originally we tried the type of feedback using a 10 per cent feedback winding on the output transformer. This is
common practice with tetrodes. Such
transformers are not commercially available for triodes. However, we had one
made to order for these experiments. The
idea was to eliminate the phase shifts
at the extremes of the frequency range
due to resistance -capacitance networks.
The idea was abandoned after many
trials, though with reluctance. The desired part of the result was achieved
unfortunately, not without undesired effects. It is difficult to run this type of

-

loop over two stages with transformer
coupling, and the loop had to be confined
to the output stage alone. But ten per
cent feedback to the grid of the output

stage increases the required driving
voltage by more than a third-from approximately 100 to over 130 volts grid to -grid. It is almost incredible that this
much drive cannot be supplied without
distortion -even with a step -up transformer-but it turns out to be a fact. The
6C4's come closer to it than any other
tubes, but even they generate measurable
distortion at maximum drive. So the
idea was abandoned after many combinations of tubes and circuits were tried.
Since drive is the critical point in a
triode amplifier, it is obvious that the best
point to apply feedback is to the input
of the driver tubes where the difference
feedback makes in drive requirements
can be compensated for most readily. To
avoid frequency discrimination and excessive phase shift in the feedback network, the capacitors are large electrolytics shunted by paper capacitors, for low
reactance at both low and high frequencies. This loop provides about 14 db
of feedback without increasing the drive
problem. With the transformers specified, no trouble should be experienced
with this feedback loop.

Phase Inversion

A transformer is used for phase inversion. This, too, reflects a great deal
of effort to get along without it. Every
type of vacuum -tube phase inverter we
could find references to was tried in
these experiments. Two gave acceptable
performance but were dropped for different reasons. (See Appendix B.)
The transformer provides a 2 -to -1
step -up ratio, but since the feedback loop
increases the required input level to
nearly 50 volts, additional amplification
was necessary to bring the amplifier input level to about 1 volt. Another 6C4
is used in the final model. The only notable point about this stage is the use of
a OD -3 (VR -150) in the plate circuit.
The voltage regulator tube provides
three important good effects: first, it stabilizes the voltage to this stage, and
since it is single -ended this is about the
only way to insure stable, undistorted
operation under varying line voltage.
Second, the regulator tube is possibly
the best of all hum filters. Third, and
most important, it is the best decoupling
element at low frequencies-much superior to any combination of choke or resistor and capacitor. In an amplifier
whose low- frequency response goes below 20 cps, decoupling is extremely difficult, and even if there is no actual
motorboating, there is enough regeneration to produce a considerable hangover
and transient distortion, especially when
a feedback loop is involved. The regulator tube provides sufficient decoupling
so that the lowest audible frequency will
not produce any form of feedback and
the hangover is minimized though a trace
will show on the scope at 20 cps.
Parallel feed is used for the input
transformer, and a switch provides for
a change in coupling capacitance. With
the 0.1 µf capacitor we get a slight rise
at 70 cps and a sharp cut -off below 50
cps ; with the 0.5 µf capacitor we get a
fiat response down to about 20 cps, and
a gradual falling off below that.
A low- frequency response which is
flat to below audibility is necessary for
good transient response, but it is not the
complete blessing it might seem. As a
matter of fact, with the 0.5 µf capacitor,
this amplifier has a response which goes
down almost to direct current. It will
respond readily to signals which are
below audibility, such as the low frequency produced by short-wave fading
or that produced by a phonograph record whose hole is eccentric.
It is true that these signals are not
audible, nor even measurable on ordinary
volume indicators. However, they are of
high amplitude as compared with the
signal and will drive the output tubes
into the Class B region of their operating curves, as the plate- current meter
will readily demonstrate. Even at low
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signal levels, where the signal itself is
barely sufficient for an output of 100
milliwatts or less and undistorted output,
the inaudible transient is producing
nearly maximum distortion. This results
in serious intermodulation distortion on
the desired signal at a listening level at
which we should have none at all.
The best cure is a switch which will
modify the low- frequency response to
conform with the signal situation. We
are convinced that a good deal of trouble
experienced with high -fidelity designs
is accounted for by this response to inaudible signals whose intensity is high
enough to drive the output tubes into
non-linear operation at levels 20 or 30
db lower than the design calls for.
The secondary of the transformer is
shunted by a resistor which should be
adjusted in value to produce the flattest
possible response and to eliminate or
reduce any peak which the input transformer may contribute to the over -all
response.

standard commercial items. Operating at
levels below 8 watts, it is essentially distortionless and can therefore be used
in the laboratory for measurement purposes. The small residual distortion in
the highest 3 db of the range is insignificant from an aural point of view.
Given a good loudspeaker system and
a signal source of low inherent distortion, it provides a high degree of realism and-perhaps more important-almost no ear fatigue. The best phonograph records, for instance, sound so
nearly like the live prototype that only
direct comparison could reveal the difference. Because of the lack of resonant
peaks, the scratch level with good magnetic pick -ups is quite low, and with the
best available records it is possible to
dispense with high- frequency roll -offsproviding the speaker system does not
have a pronounced peak in the 2 to 6
kc range-and the listener has a tolerance for a small amount of scratch.'
But the amplifier alone is no guarantee
of perfect reproduction. Experiments reveal that distortion masks distortion and
that the elimination of one component
of it reveals another underlying layer.
This amplifier will therefore reveal distortion which before was relatively unimportant. For instance, the diode detector in AM receivers will be irritating

Conclusion

Our three years of experimentation
convince us that this amplifier is as good
an amplifier for home listening purposes
as can be built with presently available
tubes and components. It is possible that
additional improvements could be obtained by the use of specially designed
transformers -those employed here are

(The de- emphasis network is still considered necessary. -Ed.)
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with this amplifier. Moreover, too many
stations -FM as well as AM -are still
content merely to meet FCC specifications on distortion, instead of improving on them. The great variation in distortion characteristics of phonograph
records, not only of competing companies, but even in the output of one
company and the run of one recording,
has been noted by many listeners.
However, this amplifier will take the
listener the longest part of the road to
perfection, and the total effect, even
granting the inadequacies mentioned
above, is worth several times the cost to
anybody whose ears are golden enough
to be irritated by the inadequacy of ordinary reproducing systems. Distortion
doesn't always add; on the other hand,
sometimes it multiplies. The elimination,
or virtual elimination, of the substantial
amount contributed by the amplifier provides the greatest -almost the only
improvement within our means. When
enough Golden Ears possess equipment
which will reveal the inadequacies of
program material and produce a sufficient demand for improvement, manufacturers and radio stations will be forced
to provide it. The sermon is included
merely to warn that the amplifier is only
one element
perhaps the most important -and that it is not sufficient in
itself to guarantee perfect reproduction.
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The KB -3A High -Fidelity
Noise -cancelling Microphone
L.

J.

-

ANDERSON ` and L. M. WIGINGTON

A new microphone design of especial interest to broadcasters and
public address system operators for close -talking applications.
has long existed for a high fidelity, close-talking microphone
which will provide better discrimination against background noise than do
THE NEED

present microphones.
In broadcasting, there is need for a
close- talking microphone which can be
used successfully in connection with
audience participation programs which
use public address systems. It is extremely difficult to maintain a satisfactory level from the P. A. system without
encountering acoustic feedback when
conventional microphones are used. A
close-talking type of microphone is also
needed for broadcasting or announcing
sports events where information is to be
relayed to the sport- caster by assistants
without interference with the running
comment. A microphone having these
same features is also needed for man -ofthe- street programs where undesired side
comments from bystanders must he eliminated. Equally important is the need in
the P.A. field where systems must he operated at high values of acoustic gain
without feedback.
To fill these needs, a microphone must

s

Supervising Engr.
Design Engr.
Microphone Engrg., Engrg. Prods. Dept.,
Radio Corp. of America, Camden, N. J.
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velocity microphone.

ro, rA2 = acoustical resistance of the air load on the front and back of the ribbon
M AA. inertances due to the air load on the ribbon
MAS = inertance of the ribbon
C.,S = acoustical capacitance of the ribbon
Z,.= acoustical impedance due to the electrical system
M.= inertance due to the slit between the ribbon and the pole piece
rAS = acoustical resistance due to the slit between the ribbon and the pole piece
rA,= acoustical resistance added between microphone screens
P_ = sound pressure at the front and back of the ribbon

have the following characteristics : it
should discriminate against a distant
sound source or random noise to as great
a degree as possible ; the response -frequency characteristic should be flat over
the frequency range for speech when
the sound source is close to the microphone ; the output level should be relatively high in order to assure a good
ratio of signal to electrical noise. The
microphone should be insensitive to
breath puffs resulting from closeness to
the talker's mouth ; the distortion must
he low for relatively high sound pressures; and the microphone should be
small in size and light in weight so that it
may be easily handled.
Talking close to a pressure microphone
or talking loudly will help to some extent
in realizing the desired objective ; however, a gradient microphone is especially
effective because it discriminates against
a distant source in favor of a close source
over a good part of the audio -frequency
range. In addition, the gradient microphone discriminates against random
sound because of its bi-directional characteristics.
Many close -talking gradient microphones have been made, although most of
them have been designed for services
where the fidelity requirements were low.
An example of this class is the noisecancelling carbon microphone built during the war and used extensively in military service. Limitations due to noise,
restricted frequency range, and distor-

tion are the principal factors which preclude the use of such microphones in
systems where fidelity is important.
The well known velocity ribbon microphone is one of the finest and simplest
first -order gradient microphones for high
fidelity. The use of this type of microphone for close talking has never been
considered desirable or feasible because
of the excessive low- frequency response
obtained under such conditions and because of its sensitivity to excitation by
breath puffs. Recent work done in an attempt to improve the windscreening of
small velocity microphones has led to the
development of the KB -3A, an excellent
microphone in which close talking and
discrimination against noise are accomplished with a ribbon element as the
moving system. The theory of operation
is explained in a simplified form in the
following discussion.
Theory of Operation

If in Fig.
the values of rA3 and rA4
are made equal to zero. the diagram represents the equivalent electrical circuit of
the acoustical, mechanical and electrical
elements of a simple velocity microphone.'
Figure 2 shows the impedance of the
various circuit elements as a function of
frequency, and in addition, shows the
driving force per unit of free field pressure App which is equivalent to
1

I H. F. Olson, "Elements of Acoustical
Engineering," Chapter VIII, pages 252-253.
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(p1 -p2) /p in Fig. 1. The curve Ap/p is
the driving force obtained when the
velocity microphone is driven by a plane
progressive sound wave or from a distant
source.
The output voltage from the microphone will be
e

where

=

13

I.

r
and

=

i

flux density
length of ribbon
velocity of the ribbon
Ap
Ap

5/ ,V

5

Fig. 4. Measured

response of Type
KB-3A close -talking microphone.
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where Ap

vibrating system
X.a.r = acoustical reactance of the
air load on the ribbon
X.AR = acoustical reactance of the
ribbon mass.
The above relationship holds over a
large part of the frequency range and
as long as Ap is rising with increasing
frequency at the same rate as X.aA and
XAR, the output voltage will remain constant.
If the microphone is placed close to a

h will
which will de-

small sound source, the value of

be modified by a factor
pend on the frequency and the distance
to the source. The relationship is shown

below'
Ap

(r)

where

c =

=

A

r (oo)

+ (c /2R10'

velocity of sound

f = frequency of source
r = distance to the origin of the
spherical wave.
The curve (op /p) (3/4) in Fig. 2
L. L. Beranek, "Acoustic Measurement,"
Chapter V. page 230.
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Fig. 2 when r.:1 and r,. is equal to 10
shows this effect on the value of Ap/p
when the source is at a distance of 3/4 acoustic ohms. Again it will be noted that
in. from the microphone. From the trend
the value of (op /p) (3/4) and Z.r (1)
of this curve, it is obvious that the re- are parallel functions and as a result the
sponse of the microphone is no longer output will be independent of frequency
a constant with respect to frequency at
as long as the microphone is 3/4 in.
this distance from the source, but will from the source. The sensitivity to a
rise with decreasing frequency starting
plane wave will, however, fall with deat about 3000 cps. The rise expressed in
frequency, the amount being
is
simply creasing
db is shown in Fig. 3. This
to the ratio of
proportional
an accentuation of the familiar "boomy"
effect which results when a velocity
(op /p) (co) to (Ap /P) (3/4).
microphone is used at short distances
In actual practice, the necessary refrom the sound source.
are added to the
sistances r.3 and
When the microphone is to be used acoustic system by placing layers of
only for close talking, this effect can be cotton or fiber glass between the inner
put to a useful purpose. It will be fur- and outer screens of the microphone
ther observed from Fig. 2 that for fre- unit. The response -frequency characterquencies below 1500 cps that (Op /p)
istic of the microphone for a small source
(3/4) is very nearly a constant with 3/4 in. distant is shown at (1) in Fig.
respect to frequency. In order to make 4, and is as predicted essentially fiat
the microphone output voltage a con- over the audio range.
stant with respect to frequency for this
condition, it is therefore necessary that Performance Characteristics
the mechanical impedance of the moving
The measured response of the microsystem be independent of frequency over
this range. This is readily accomplished phone to sound originating at a distance
at (2) in
by the insertion of suitable values of from the microphone is shown
be
seen
that the
it
can
From
this
Fig.
4.
r.., and r.. in the circuit.
[Continued on page 30]
The effect on Z.r is shown at (1) in
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Magnetic Recording
in Motion Pictures
M. RETTINGER

PART II. The fundamental aspects of magnetic tape recording, particularly for motion pictures, including a description of magnetic recording, reproducing and erasing
head construction, and a discussion of a.c. biasing, together with experimental results.
IORDER TO discuss the frequency response of a magnetic recording, it
appears desirable to assume constant current input to the recording head. In
practice, constant- current input is approximately accomplished by either connecting the head to a high- impedance
source, such as a pentode, or else by
placing a high resistance in series with
the head. While a pentode is the most

where

recorded frequency
The change in output level is given by
db = 20 log
Low Permeability Core

head should induce, in the recording
medium, a constant remanent flux given
by:
= 4t max stn WI.
During reproduction, the open -circuited induced voltage from the reproducing head having a coil of N turns
again neglecting some factors to be discussed later-will be proportional to the
rate of change of flux, as given by :

-
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When the recording medium is moving past the reproducing head at a speed
different from that at which it was recorded, a change in frequency occurs.
The new frequency is given by

f 1III

Vo

Thus, as the tape speed is doubled in
reproduction, the output level will increase by 6 db. That is, the output level
of what was formerly fo will be 6 db
greater at the new reproduced frequency
2fa. It may be noted that the output
voltage from the reproducing head at
low medium -high frequencies is independent of the velocity as long as the
signal is reproduced at the same velocity
with which it was recorded.
Demagnetization (the reduction in
remanent flux on the recording medium
as the wave length is decreased) is a
function of the geometry of the recorded
flux pattern and of the coercive force of
the recording medium. The greater the
coercive force, remanence remaining constant, the less will the little magnets on
the tape be able to demagnetize themselves. As far as the high frequencies
are concerned, the effect of increasing
the coercive force, thus, is similar to
increasing the speed of the recording
medium; that is, the output at the high

Fig. 15. Distribution of flux for heads
and tapes of differing permeabilities.

ft = fa

Vs

High Permeability Core

r

20

speed of medium employed
in recording
Vs= speed of medium employed
Vo =

in reproduction

Engineering Products Department, RCA
Victor Division, Hollywood 28, California.

Ob o

Permeability Tope

fa =

economical generator for the purpose,
the harmonic distortion from such a
source is considerably higher than from
a triode. A series resistance, of course,
incurs a power loss, which may be as
much as 20 db or more at 1000 cps. To
illustrate the condition, consider a recording head of 8 -mh inductance. On the
assumption that its inductance is independent of frequency and its resistance
small compared to its reactance within
the frequency range considered, the impedance at 100 cps will be 5 ohms and
at 10,000 cps it will be 500 ohms. A
5000 -ohm resistance in series with the
head will provide substantially constant
current to the head when the combination is connected to a 500 -ohm constant voltage generator.
Neglecting for the moment demagnetization and gap effects, constant sinusoidal current through the recording
*

-Low

High Permeability Tape

I

/,

Ht

H2

H3

H4

MAGNETIZING

H5

H6

HT

H8

FORCE

(left) Factors entering into the development of output curve for reproducing head. Fig. 17. (right) Comparison of remanent induction for recordings made with and without high- frequency bias.
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frequencies is increased while that of
the low frequencies remains the same.
Unfortunately, the larger bias current
required for the high- coercive force
media in turn effects a reduction in high frequency output from the tape so that
the net result, in practice, may be inconsequential. Increasing the remanence,
coercive force remaining constant, effects
a greater output level for all but the very
high frequencies. A decrease in output
level at the high frequencies results
when a high-permeability medium is
used, as illustrated in Fig. 15. The leakage flux lines from the air gap of the
recording head, seeking the path of
least reluctance, lose their peaky distribution character and become bulgy,
the more so the smaller the permeability
of the core relative to that of the
medium.
During playback, there is a slight recovery in induction at the shorter wavelengths as the recording medium passes
over the reproducing head, since the
poles on the medium become neutralized
by the magnetic core of the head. This
neutralization exists only as long as the
poles on the tape are in contact with
the head, after which they return to their

particular type of recording medium the
effect due to the demagnetizing forces.
The solid line of Fig. 16 gives the
theoretical frequency response of a
magnetic recording when gap and demagnetization effects are considered.
A flat frequency- response characteristic is provided for the over -all system
when the frequency response of the reproducing amplifier is made equal to the
inverse of the solid curve of Fig. 16.
Sometimes this equalization is "split,"
with part of the high -frequency compensation introduced in the recording

What happens when

AMPL TUOE MODULATED
HIGH- FREQUENCY

WAVE

Input output curve for tape
recording when high- frequency bias is
Fig. 18.

used.

original state of magnetization after
leaving the head. The head thus acts
somewhat as a "keeper."
The dotted line of Fig. 16 shows the
6 db per octave increase in the output of
a reproducing head when the recording
head is energized with constant current,
demagnetization and gap effects being
neglected, The dot -dash line of Fig. 16
represents the high -frequency attenuation due to the gap effect (discussed
in Part 1). The dashed line shows for a
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cording is made on a magnetically neutral tape in the absence of a bias may be
illustrated in Fig. 17. The dot -dash line
shows the normal magnetization curve
of the recording medium, with B1, Be, B,,
etc., indicating the remanent induction
values on the medium after it has passed
the recording gap. The solid line represents this remanent induction as a function of the magnetic field. This curve is
known as the recording transfer characteristic for low and medium -high frequencies; the non-linearity of this curve
about the origin gives rise to a marked
distortion when no bias is used.
The addition of a supersonic bias
causes the recording characteristic to
be linear about the origin, as well as
symmetrical in the first and third quadrant, thus preventing the production of
even harmonic distortion. According to
Toomin and Wildfeuer', when the bias
current is such that the magnetomotive
force which it produces approaches the
coercivity of the medium, the added
signal current produces a shifting of the
minor (bias) hysteresis loops vertically
inside the major loop in such a manner
that the remanent (signal) induction on
the medium is proportional to the distances on the straight portions of the
H. Toomin and D. Wildfeuer, "The Mechanism of Supersonic Frequencies as Applied to Magnetic Recording," Proc.
I.R.E., November, 1944.
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major loop along which the minor loops
are shifted by the signal magnetomotive
force. Thus, a quarter cycle of a 100 -cps
signal current superimposed on a 50.000 cps bias current "envelops" 125 complete
alterations of the bias current ; every
minor hysteresis loop produced by these
125 alterations of the magnetomotive
force is progressively displaced within
the major loop, the tips or peaks of the
minor loops sliding with uniform velocity along a branch of the major loop.
It should be noted, however, that the
symmetrically alternating bias current
alone produces in the recording medium
a symmetrically cyclically magnetized
condition in which the mean values of
both induction and magnetizing force
are zero. The bias current thus tends to
keep the recording medium in a magnetically neutral state when no signal is
recorded, with a consequent reduction of
background noise.
According to Holmes and Clarke, the
action of the supersonic bias can be
explained in terms of input- output
curves similar to those used for radio
tubes, when the input of the bias and
audio field is plotted against time on the
vertical axis and the output remanent
tape induction is plotted against time on
the horizontal axis. Such a curve is
shown in Fig. 18. The solid signal curve
on the horizontal axis is the resulting
remanent induction on the tape after
the considered portion of the tape has
left the air -gap and demagnetization
forces have taken their effect. It should
be noted again that the signal current is
merely superimposed on the bias current; it is not modulating the bias frequency in the manner an audio wave
modulates a radio frequency carrier, as
shown in the lower right -hand corner
of the figure.
2

L. C. Holmes and D. L. Clark, "Supersonic Bias for Magnetic Recording," Elec-

tronics, July, 1935.
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distortion measurements are frequently
preferred over total distortion measurements, since the latter may contain noise
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Experimental Results

Figure 19 shows the effect of bias
current on recording medium output
level for 1000, 4000, and 8000 cps. It is
seen that this level rises at first rapidly
and then decreases more slowly with increasing bias current. This decrease is
somewhat more pronounced for the
higher frequencies and may be ascribed
to an erasing action on part of the bias
flux in the recording head air-gap. The
curves were obtained by supplying constant current to a particular recording
head and employing a reproducing amplifier with a flat frequency response;
also, the same head was used both for
recording and reproducing. It may be
noted that another kind of head may not
produce peak output at the same bias
current for the three frequencies shown
in Fig. 19.
When harmonic distortion is plotted
against bias current, we find that the bias
current 1,,, which gives maximum output
from the tape does not, with some exceptions, produce minimum distortion,
but that a bias current either slightly
larger or smaller than 1,,, is more suitable in this respect. This is shown in
Figs. 20 and 21. Whether to use a somewhat larger or smaller bias current
assuming each will provide the same low
amount of distortion -will depend on
the resulting frequency response: if the
larger bias current will reduce the high frequency response excessively, the
lower bias current should be used -unless this lower bias reduces the over -all
output excessively. For this reason, it is
generally desirable to employ a type
of tape which shows a broad maximum
when output is plotted as a function of
bias current. The distortion measurements were made with a reproducing
amplifier whose frequency response
above 400 cps decreased 6 db per octave,
as it would most frequently under normal
operating conditions; with a reproducing amplifier having a flat frequency response, the third -harmonic distortion
percentage would, of course, be greater
than the amount shown. Third -harmonic

-

20

components which would obscure the
effects produced by the non -linearity of
the magnetization curve of the recording
medium.
Figure 20 is of chief interest to the
technician operating a magnetic recorder, since it enables him to select the
bias which gives greatest output with
least distortion. By drawing a horizontal
line corresponding to a chosen distortion, he can determine the bias which
gives maximum output without exceeding the preselected value of distortion.
It should be noted that the curves pertain to a particular type of tape; another
type may produce greater output at a
simihtrly low preselected value of dis-

Fig. 22. Typical overload characteristic.
tortion, but, at the same time, may require a higher recording level. This
latter requirement is usually not a serious consideration, however, since the
necessary audio wattage, at any event,
is not very large-at least as far aS
commonly available recording amplifier
output capacities are concerned. This is
true only as long as the larger recording
level does not increase the distortion
from the head due to higher flux densities in the recording head core.
Figure 21 may be used to determine
if minimum distortion occurs when the
bias is adjusted for maximum output

It may be noted here that bias values on
curves of this type are frequently expressed in "ampere turns," instead of in
amperes, in an attempt to provide more
general information. However, it has
been found that even when the same type
of recording head is used on another
recorder, somewhat different values of
bias are required to achieve identical
results, due to capacitance effects in the
recording head and associated wiring.
Figure 22 shows the overload characteristic of a magnetic film, and it is seen
that there is no sharp break in the curve,
as would be the case for variable -area
recording when "overshooting" takes
place.

Figure 23(A) shows the effect of
insufficient contact between film and
reproducing head, and it is seen that the
resulting loss for a 1 -mil air -space between film and reproducing head is far
more pronounced for the high than the
low frequencies. This can be explained
by a consideration of the "elementary"
magnets which make up the sound -track,
as shown in the insert. It is seen that
the flux lines for the longer or low frequency magnets extend much farther
into space than do the flux lines for the
shorter or high- frequency magnets. The
number of lines, indicative of the remanent induction, is the same for each type
of magnet, the lines for the shorter
magnets being crowded more closely to
the "dipole."
Noise

Two types of signal -to -noise ratio are
of interest in magnetic recording. One,

conveniently expressed as signal-tobackground- noise, gives the ratio of the
maximum (440 or 1000 cps) signal that
can be recorded and reproduced with a
limited amount of distortion (say, 2 per
cent) to the no- signal background noise
generated in the reproducing head when
the frequency response of the playback
amplifier is adjusted to provide a flat response for the entire magnetic recording
system. The second type of signal -to
[Continued on page 42]
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Overcoming Fletcher- Munson
Effects
NATHAN GROSSMAN
Presenting

a

and MEYER LEIFER

simple method of compensating for the natural characteristics of the
ear for various listening levels.

after
many years, in the Fletcher -Munson response curves illustrated in
Fig. 1, are now finding their way into
discussions of the design of audio equipment. Their significance is not always
appreciated, and attempts to translate
them into the art of audio design are not
always adequate or correct.
These researches showed that the ear
does not respond equally to different
levels of sound, nor equally to different
frequencies. The ear seems most sensitive to notes between 3000 and 4000
cycles, and responds poorly to the low
frequencies except for loud sounds, and
always poorly to the extreme highs. As
the listening level decreases, the sensitivity of the ear to low notes falls off
sharply.
The average radio listener hears music
from his apparatus at a level much lower
than the live music which is being broadcast. According to one authority,' this
level is about 30 db below that of live
music, and corresponds to about 55 db on
the Fletcher- Munson curves. In order
that the ear hear with the same intensity
as a 1000 -cps note at 55 db, notes of
50, 100, 3000, and 10,000 cycles, require
sound levels of 76, 70, 52, and 67 db reRESEARCHES WHICH RESULTED,

spectively. In other words, 24 db of compensation is needed at 50 cps, 18 db at
100 cps, and 15 db at 10,000 cps. In addition, a loss of 3 db is necessary at
3000 cps. At lower levels the amount of
bass boost required increases rapidly,
and may reach a maximum of 35 db or
more.
Because of the need for such large
amounts of bass and treble boost, equipment for home use should not be performed with a straight line frequency response. If a mirror -effect is made, as in
Fig. 2, of the Fletcher -Munson curves at
45 and 55 db listening levels, the result
shows what an air -to -air system with
perfect "Rat" characteristic sounds like
to a listener at these levels. An addition
of 18 db or more in the lows will not
necessarily result in boominess or excessive bass, especially where the highs
are preserved and the extreme highs accentuated. With the foregoing in mind,
several things can be done to improve
home listening.
Methods

York.

First, as it is easier to de-emphasize in
home equipment than to add emphasis,
the broadcast end should introduce emphasis in suitable parts of the sound
spectrum. This is not practical in the
extreme lows, but can easily be done in
the extreme high4. The latter is the

Frequency Range and Power Considerations in Music Reproduction, Jensen Technical Monograph No. 3, p. 6.

standard practice in FM broadcasting.
This benefit of FM broadcasting is generally lost in the receiver through in-
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tentional de-emphasis. By slight changes
in the output circuit of the discriminator
or ratio detector, the emphasis of the extreme highs can be retained. This can be
accomplished by disconnecting the deemphasis capacitor, or by putting in a
switch at "x" in Fig. 3, thereby making
the de- emphasis optional. The broadcast
emphasis can be turned into another advantage by changing the de- emphasis
circuit to conform to the circuit in Fig.
4, thereby introducing considerable bass
boost below 3000 cps, while retaining
much of the broadcast treble boost above
that point.
Second, tone controls and tone compensators should be designed to give
more than 25 db bass boost and more
than 10 db treble boost, and the point of
transition should be between 2000 and
4000 cps. This degree of compensation is
needed to enable the listener to correct
for indaquate bass or treble reproduction
from the loudspeaker itself, to correct for
losses due to the placement of the loudspeaker away from the corner of the
room or on the wall, or, in regard to the
highs, facing a wall which is a short
distance away. It is also needed to correct for listening level, which may be
lower than average, and for listener
preference. The selection of a high transition point was made after consideration
of many factors. Because this point
corresponds to the point of greatest aural
sensitivity, no compensation is needed
there. The selection of a lower transition
point, for example, at 800 cps, results in
boosts of 5-10 db in the region of 20004000 cps. This has two effects : first, it
partly cancels the boost relative to 50 and
10,000 cps ; and second, as shown in Fig.
2, it increases the peak in the 2000 to
4000 -cps region, thereby giving an effect
of increased treble without any improvement in tone quality or listening effect.
The use of 1000 cps as a transition point
for treble increase is common, but this
point is only a little better than the 800 cps point. The lowest point for satisfactory treble boost is 1500 cps. However,
where a separate bass boost is used, or
if bass boost alone is desired, the transition point of 800 cps is satisfactory, as
the intensity curves in Fig. 1 for needed
compensation begin to bend at this point.
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Fig. 3. Usual de- emphasis
FM receivers.

circuit for

An inadequate tone compensator of an
amplifier when matched to a given
speaker may result in a mediocre listening reaction, despite the wide range and
other good qualities of the loudspeaker
and the driving amplifier. It is important
to know the characteristics of the loudspeaker to be used before designing or
selecting an amplifier to drive it. Manufacturers can, therefore, be helpful by
furnishing with each speaker sold, in
addition to the usual information concerning voice coil impedance and power
handling capacity, a frequency response
curve for the particular model.
Lately, a number of bass compensators
have been designed or put on the market
which are capable of giving sufficient
bass boost. Most of these compensators
correlate the amount of the boost with
the setting of the volume control. As
a result, the amount of bass boost furnished at any given position of the volume control may not coincide with the
amount of boost required for realistic
listening. Moreover, with such an arrangement it is not possible to compensate for speaker efficiency, characteristics, or position, nor for room acoustics
or listener preference.
Compensator Circuit

After considerable experimentation,
the authors decided upon the tone compensator circuit shown in Fig. 5. This
circuit is a voltage divider operating in
two ways. By removing the 200 -tiµf capacitor from the circuit (by opening the
the switch), the treble range above 3000
cps is depressed. If, instead, the .005 -lif

capacitor is shunted to ground (by moving the arm of R, to the left), the range
below 3000 cps is depressed in level.
With both capacitors in the circuit, the
action is similar to that of a 3000 -cps
elmination filter, For various settings of
the response curves are shown in
Fig. 6, where it can be seen that this
compensator will provide realistic listening at softer than average home radio
volume, and that there is sufficient leeway
to compensate for such other factors as
listener preference, loudspeaker characteristics, and so on. By increasing the
resistance of R, to maximum, two things
take place: first, the response curve becomes more flat ; and second, the transition point is lowered from 3000 to 1500
cps. The resistor values chosen should
theoretically furnish more compensation; however, from actual testing, it
was found necessary to increase the
voltage-divider ratio in order to overcome the losses in the circuit.

R

0.27

Fig. 5. De- emphasis circuit with variable controls of both high and low

frequencies.
no de- emphasis in the FM receiver. Al-

though the treble boost may occur elsewhere in the reproducing system, the
final effect would be the same as if the
circuits were joined in one. The RC constant of the bass compensator will determine the transition point of the entire
system if it is at the same or at a higher
frequency than the RC constant of the
treble compensator.
It may be desirable in some instances to
use a treble boost which is separate from
the bass compensator, especially where
considerable treble boost is needed to
compensate for the 10-15 db losses which
occur at 10,000 cps in most loudspeakers
in addition to the compensation which is
required for proper aural effect. If this
amount of treble boost is used, an additional stage of amplification is necessary
becauses of the losses in this circuit. The
gain required should be determined by
experiment before designing the stage.

Met)

AU010
AMPL. INPUT
TO

DIODE OUTPUT
C

RC

%,-.005

50 to

1

sec

Fig. 4. Modified de- emphasis circuit.

A switch has been placed in the treble
boost circuit so as to make the treble
boost optional. The potentiometer R,
permits variation of the bass compensation while retaining a fixed treble boost.
This may be desirable when playing
records with smaller amounts of bass
compression, or when using a record
player pick -up which lias a heavy bass
compensation.
The circuit in Fig. 5 may be separated
into treble and bass boost parts and
placed in different parts of the amplifier. The bass boost circuit may be used
without the treble boost where there is

Operational Results

The circuit of Fig. 5 was put into an
audio amplifier and used with two different speaker arrangements. With one, the
best listening effect at the usual listening
level was noted at a 7000 -ohm setting
of
while with the other the optimum
setting was at 2000 ohms. These settings
were arrived at by increasing R, by steps

R

[Continued on page 43]
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A New Hygrometric Chart
"STYLUS"
Now THAT prewar competitive conditions have returned, it is time for
us to become conscious of the ef-

fect of high humidity on audio components. Such a condition prevails in
many parts of the country for several
months during the summer.
Resistance is high and reactance is
low in the average audio circuit so that
the most harmful effect of humidity is
the resulting d.c. leakage. The rise in
dissipation factor which is so serious at
radio frequencies is seldom of importance in audio. By upsetting amplifier
bias relations, d.c. leakage can reduce
gain, impair frequency response, and increase distortion in a most phenomenal
way. A particularly annoying aspect is
the speed with which humidity enters a
component and the slowness with which
it leaves, for it enters in days or weeks,
then takes months to leave completely.

In ordinary applications the acrylics,
the styrenes, and polyethylene can be
considered immune to moisture. For the
ultimate in high insulation value at

.

100 100

-90 99

w

\

higher cost, Teflon is available. However, for a low cost, high strength, rigid
sheet material which will withstand
soldering iron temperatures, we are still
forced to use the phenolics. There are
enormous differences between various
base materials and grades, and a given
grade may vary a thousand fold between
one manufacturer and another. Varnish
and silicone fluid impregnation seem to
exert little help over a long period of
time. The original material seems to be
the controlling factor.
Capacitors are extremely susceptible
to moisture unless properly protected,
and the old cardboard -cased unit is, of
course, the worst. In the new field of inexpensive molded paper tubulars, the differences between one maker and another
are very great. Even the hermetically
sealed are often not what they seem, for
the seal itself may develop electrical
leakage if the wrong material is used.
The glass bushing types seem the most
foolproof.
It is therefore necessary to humidity-

test most materials and products by long continued immersion in a humid summer
atmosphere-often 100° F. and 96 to 98
per cent relative humidity. Tests for
leakage should be made periodically,
preferably at the same voltage as will be
used in actual service. This precaution
is occasioned by the fact that the resistance often drops sharply as the voltage
rises, even though far below the breakdown point. A test at 70° F. is not an
adequate substitute for one at the higher
temperature. The relative humidity may
be kept the same, but the absolute value
of water vapor pressure will be much
less.

Because so many unexpected things
can happen when striving to achieve
very high relative humidity in a closed
chamber, -it is necessary to measure humidity as well as temperature. The instrument should be more accurate than
the ordinary desk hygrometer, which is
of doubtful value at high humidity. The
best for the purpose seems to be the wet
[Continued on page 34]
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Rauland 1825 High Fidelity
Phono Amplifier
NTEREST IN

with a gain of 103 db over -all, or from an
auxiliary input (such as a radio tuner)
with a total gain of 78 db. The input signal
for rated output is 2.8 millivolts at the
phono input, or 0.21 volts at the auxiliary
input, and frequency response is flat within
± 1 db from 37 to 21,000 cps.
The output stage employs two 6L6's with
17 db of feedback, and output impedances
of 4, 8, 16, 250, and 500 ohms are provided.
Rated power output is 25 watts, and .E's
tests show this to be approximated closely
at five per cent distortion, a measured power
output of 22 watts was found at 1000 cps
with a line voltage of 114 volts. At 60 cps
the output at five per cent distortion was
measured at 21.2 watts ; at 10,000 cps, 18.6

commercially available equip-

Iment is second only to constructional
information in the opinion of many
audio enthusiasts, since many users of this
apparatus prefer to purchase ready -made
standard amplifiers and other devices rather
than trying to construct them in their own
workshops.
The Rauland 1825 High-Fidelity Phono
Amplifier has several unique features which
make it especially desirable for the residence installation, and one of these is the
method of mounting. As seen in the photograph, the amplifier is a compact and selfcontained unit of more or less conventional
design with the preamplifier attached to the
main chassis. However, the entire preamplifier may be removed and mounted adjacent to a tuner or phono turntable or in any
convenient location up to three feet from
the main chassis. The control panel can be
interchanged with the bottom plate of the
preamplifier so that the tubés extend back
from the panel. and the mounting brackets
can be rotated to any position for attachment to the cabinet or panel, as shown.

-

..6

:

watts.
Two plug -in equalizers accommodate all
types of magnetic pickups, and another is
for use with crystal cartridges. The design
of these units is such that the same response
is obtained with all types 6f pickups. The

Performance

Flexible tone controls provide response
curves as shown at right, with a 10 -db boost
or cut at 70 and 10,000 cps. A switch selects
inputs from the phonograph preamplifier
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cutoff switch provides for flat response, or
for a droop of 12 db /octave above each of
the four cutoff frequencies.
Distortion remains well below one per
cent for average listening levels, and because of its adaptability and comparatively
low cost, this amplifier is considered excellently suited for use in home audio

systems.

Below: Schematic of Rauland 1825 amplifier. (M in resistor -value listings indicates 1000.) Curves at right, above: Frequency response, and range of tone controls. Lower curves show cutoff frequencies for phonograph reproduction at
various positions of the cutoff control.
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C. G. McPROUD

Construction Practice -1
-

-like any other
must be built before it can be used,
and there are almost as many different styles of construction as there are
constructors. Fortunately, performance
is not nearly as dependent on the actual
physical layout and arrangement in the
audio spectrum as it is in some others.
High -frequency techniques are quite
specific, and short leads, socket- mounting of resistors and capacitors, and point to-point wiring are mandatory if good
results are to be obtained. Anyone who
has assembled a television receiver from
a kit will remember how parts are placed,
and how little similarity there is to standard audio practices.
In this series, we shall discuss the
physical design and layout of audio apparatus, choice of components, wiring
practices, cabling, and many other points
involved in the construction of amplifiers
and power supplies. This series will not
discuss circuit design -that will be assumed complete -but will carry on from
that point, considering each step of the
work necessary to convert a schematic
into a finished piece of apparatus. Circuit
design will be covered in a future series.
AUDIO EQUIPMENT

chokes are desirable, and rarely give any
trouble. In humid climates they are almost essential, to avoid failure due to
moisture in the windings.
As readers may infer, the writer is a
confirmed experimenter, and many of
these suggestions may be tempered with
a consideration of the possibility of rebuilding and the saving occasioned by
re -use of certain of the components, particularly the more costly units such as
transformers. For this reason, the transformer types preferred are those having
terminals rather than leads, because
once cut to a certain length for one
chassis, leads may not reach the sockets
or terminals in a new one.
The same suggestions apply to powersupply chokes, although space may be at
a preminum and open -frame chokes can
often be mounted under a chassis. Chokes
are less expensive than transformers,
however, and the need for re -use may be
lessened in the interests of space- saving
or of economy.
Let it be said firmly, however, that a
saving in cost of transformers is precarious -the best obtainable is usually
the cheapest in the long run. Transformers have an unusually long life -we
have never known a good one to fail
and their characteristics remain constant
over a long period. Once built into an
amplifier or power supply, they may be
expected to function perfectly for years.

Capacitors used in power- supply filters
preferably should be of the single- section
type, to reduce the voltage gradient
within the same case, although multi section units always seem to work satisfactorily with different voltages on the
sections. For cathode bypass use in audio
circuits, the high- capacitance, low -voltage electrolytics are ideal.
Coupling capacitors are necessary in
most amplifier circuits. The tubular
molded types are compact and well suited
for this use, for they are easy to mount
and have no capacitance to the case. The
grounded foil of tubular units should be
connected to the plate of the preceding
stage where the impedance is lower than
usual in grid circuits, since there is less
chance of hum pickup with this connection. Many designers prefer to employ
metal -cased capacitors for coupling use.
However, the capacitance to case must be
considered, and while some types are
satisfactory, others have too much capacitance for plate -to -grid coupling circuits, resulting in an attenuation of high
frequencies. In shunt -fed transformer coupled stages they are usable provided
the capacitor is located in the ground
leg of the circuit. The "bathtub" capacitor usually has a high capacitance to
Initial Steps
case ; for coupling use the upright, oil In most instances, the builder will
filled types such as Aerovox 16T or
have an idea of the size and shape he
18B, Sprague CNB, CNT, CAB, CAT,
wishes a piece of apparatus to have. Obor General Electric styles 60, 62, 64, 66.
viously, the size will be governed by the
and 68 have low capacitance to case, and
components required, particularly with
are easy to mount and neat in appearrespect to transformers, chokes, and filter Capacitors
ance.
capacitors. In general, however, these
For the highest class of equipment, it
In most layouts, there is usually more
components will rarely need to be reis usual practice to employ oil -filled caspace above the chassis than below, and
placed, and can be mounted quite close pacitors for filters. Except for the surtogether, with capacitors taking up the plus units that are now available, these the upright models with bottom terminals
which extend through the chassis reduce
space under transformers if necessary. units are quite expensive, but their
power
Assuming that a circuit is complete, factor is considerably better, they are the number of components under the
chassis. These models provide complete
the first step is to select the components. more efficient in filter circuits, and
less shielding for the capacitors, and make for
Many of these will be indicated by the capacitance is needed for equivalent
recircuit specifications, particularly trans- sults. However, when operated well a professional -looking amplifier.
For filter and equalizer use, mica caformers- power and audio -and chokes. within ratings, good electrolytics serve
pacitors are most suitable. They do not
The use of half -shell power tarnsformers quite satisfactorily, and are smaller
and normally have high voltage ratings, but
is not recommended for high -gain audio
less costly. It is recommended strongly in most instances there will be relatively
equipment because the chassis
steel
that an oil -filled unit be employed as the low voltages across these units, so this
is likely to have an a.c. field induced in it
first capacitor in a power -supply filter should be no deterrence to their use. The
because it is in direct contact with the (of the capacitor -input type) since
the
transformer core. The mounting with the ripple is high at this point, and a high use of ceramic capacitors for coupling
core perpendicular to the chassis is more ripple voltage means a high current -a.c. purposes is not recommended because
their insulation resistance is not as high
suitable. For the finest equipment, com- -through the capacitor with a n >nitin
as in the oil-filled or mica types.
pletely cased and potted transformers and reduction in life.
Since the additional cost of 600- or

-
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New "655" Microphone Provides Ultra -Wide Range,
More Rugged,
High Fidelity Response
Individually Laboratory Calibrated
More Versatile

RESPONSE:
40-15,000

TV

C.P.S.

Here, for the first time, you have a slim, trim microphone with all
the advantages of dynamic performance and utility! Only because
of the ingenious Acoustalloy diaphragm and other E-V developments has it become a reality! Meets the highest standards of
TV, FM and AM.
You can use the TV 655 on a stand, in the hand, or on a
boom...or you can easily conceal it in studio props. No additional closely -associated auxiliary equipment is required! Provides
effective individual or group pick -up. Reproduces voice and
music with remarkable accuracy.
Fully field tested and proved...the TV 655 gives you custom built quality, plus complete, rugged versatility. It's your answer
to complex microphone problems in studio and remote telecasting and broadcasting, indoors and outdoors. Ideal, too, for special events announcing, sportscasting, audience participation,
street interviews, recording and high quality sound amplification.
See for yourself! Write today for Bulletin No. 156 and full
information on how you can try this amazing new microphone.
Choice of durable, gleaming Alumilite or brown baked enamel
$200
finish. Model 655. List Price

2.5 OB

POWER RATING:

-53

OMNIDIRECTIONAL
ACOUSTALLOY

DIAPHRAGM
CHANGEABLE
LOW IMPEDANCE

REMOVABLE SWIVEL
1/2" OR 9fi "27

THREAD MOUNTING
CANNON XL -3
CONNECTOR
ALL PARTS
PRECISION GROUND

Similar, but
with acoustically- treated,
Model 655A.

pop -proof strong wire -

the popular Patsy Lee
TV 655. Note how
swivel permits aiming at sound
source without hiding face.

Shows

with the

mesh grille head. Stops
wind and breath blasts.
Eliminates wind rumble
in outdoor pickup. List
$200
Price

Shows TV 655 in the hand

400 CARROLL STREET
Export: 13 East 40th Street

AUDIO ENGINEERING

with

swivel removed. Note how convenient it is to handle for
ing or interviewing.

Shows TV 655 suspended on a
boom. Omnidirectional polar pat-

tern and firm swivel permits easy,
diverse use.
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1000 -volt capacitors is but little more
than 400 -volt types, the higher voltage
ratings are preferred by the custom
builder or experimenter for coupling use.
In commercial production of electronic
equipment, economics dictate the use of
the lower -cost items, but the additional
cost is of little importance to a person
who is making but a single unit.

input stage of amplifiers used for phonograph reproduction or with microphones.
When higher power must be dissipated
in bleeder or voltage-dropping resistors.
vitreous enamel wire-wound types are
most satisfactory. They may be used almost up to their dissipation rating with
a much lower factor of safety than usual
in resistor selection.

Resistors

Miscellaneous Components

For general use, the ordinary type of
metallized or moulded resistor in the
I -, and 2 -watt sizes are commonly used,
and are completely satisfactory for most
applications when used within their
power ratings. It is good policy to allow
a factor of safety of around 100 per cent
for resistors in plate and cathode circuits.
In standard sized assemblies, it is preferred to use 1- or 2 -watt resistors for
any application where there is a current
flowing. Half -watt units are satisfactory
for grid resistors or for tone correcting
circuits. In low -level stages, some care
must be exercised in the choice of plate load resistors. Precision wire -wound

The total number of component types
great to be considered all in one
article. However, some mention may be
made of a few of them. Many different
types of tube sockets are available, and
their selection is of some importance. For
general use, the socket which is mounted
in a keyed hole by means of a wavy
spring ring is most easily installed, but
a special punch is required to prevent the
socket from turning. Punches for these
sockets are easy to use, the Pioneer
Ham -R -Press being one of the most useful for chassis construction. The moulded in -plate sockets are reliable and make
good contact. For output stages, where
the potentials across the socket may be
quite high on peaks, ceramic sockets are
desirable to reduce the possibility of

types or the new deposited- carbon resistors (such as IRC type DCF) have
lower noise level than most commonly
used resistors, and are preferred for the

4 New

is too

Conclusion

The selection of other components will
be discussed next month, along with an
introduction to the layout of amplifier
and power -supply chassis. While not as

important as the actual electrical design
of the equipment, the physical form of an
amplifier often affects the performance,
and as much care should be exercised in
the mechanical layout as in the electrical
design. For optimum results, each step
must be carried out in the best possible
manner to make sure of obtaining the
desired performance in the finished
product.

Teci,n414e joh %ecrucitt
20 idtantiaf2 i>`t Saufra Re.cohcQif,
CALDWELL

recording was
proposed by the author several
weeks ago in conversations with
associates in sound engineering, but the
lack of suitable testing facilities delayed
for a time the making of critical listening
tests. Although comprehensive testing is
not yet complete, the results have been
so encouraging that presentation of the
method at this time seems appropriate.
This technique is based on the fact
that if a signal is passed through a network having phase distortion, and then
reversed and again passed through the
same network, the phase distortion produced by the network during the second
transit will exactly subtract from the
phase distortion produced during the
first transit, and the net phase distortion
will be zero. Obviously, some means of
storing the signal and reversing it must
be available, such as a magnetic tape recorder or a storage tube.
ANEW TECHNIQUE in

Cambridge Research Labs, 230 Albany
St., Cambridge 38. Mass.
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flashover with attendant damage to transformers. For miniature tubes, the mica filled sockets are preferred. Low -level
stages should be cushion mounted to
reduce microphonics, and several manufacturers make sockets which provide
for such cushioning.
Electrolytic capacitors of the fabricated or etched plate type are commonly
mounted on metal or Bakelite wafers.
For lowest hum level in high -gain amplifiers, Bakelite wafers should be used,
with separate leads connecting the shell
of the capacitor to a common ground
point.

P.

SMITH

By recording first on magnetic tape,
production. Perhaps additional light can
then reversing the tape and cutting a be shed by considering the typical trandisc or recording on filin from the tape sient in speech or music. The most typirunning in reverse, the disc or film can cal signal is a damped sine wave building
again be reversed for a final reproduc- up rapidly to maximum amplitude and
tion in correct time sequence, but pos- then decaying relatively slowly. When
sessing cleaner transients and resulting the recording is reversed, the oscillation
in a superior recording to a disc or film builds up relatively slowly, affording
made by conventional techniques.
time for the volume compressor to take
When a volume compressor is used, control and presenting a much easier
compression is applied to the reversed tracking problem to a cutting head.
signal when played into the disc or film
One interesting development is the
recorder. Improved compression char- fact that one can produce a cleaner reacteristics are obtained, since the com- production of a disc or from sound on
pressor has time to anticipate peaks, and film by reproducing it, played backwards
much smoother action is obtained.
onto a high quality tape system, and then
Part of the improvement resulting reversing the tape for the final reprofrom the "reversed tape" technique is duction. The improvement will occur
due to the phase properties previously when the phase characteristic of the
described, for the phase distortion in the original recording system and the phase
disc or film recorder and the phase dis- characteristic of the reproducer are simi
tortion in the disc or film playback will lar, so that subtraction of the two phase
subtract from each other, resulting in characteristics will result in substantial
less net phase distortion in the final re- improvement.

-
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GREATER ACCURACY

IMPROVED

DISTORTION

LESS

MANY OPERATING CONVENIENCES

ZERO ADJUSTMENT

CYCLE BiNCNEYENT

.aaú a

...

...

the Type 1304 -A
the Type 913 Series
many improvements over its predecessors
For
genera laboratype
obtainable.
its
of
instrument
is
the
finest
Beat -Frequency Oscillator
low
High
accuracy
oscillator.
-frequency
beat
no
other
tory use it has many features found in
are:
this
instrument.
Ot'iers
of
the
features
of
these are only some
low waveform error
drift
WITH

...

...

...

Zero Beat Indicator: neon lamp for zero beat at
line frequency or zero scale.

Frequency Range: 20 to 20,000 cycles.

Frequency Control: main dial is engraved with
logarithmic scale from 20 to 20,000 cycles;
frequency increment dial calibrated from +50
to -50 cycles.

Output Impedance: 600 ohms, either grounded

or balanced -to- ground, and essentially constant
at all output voltages.

Frequency Calibration: can be standardized to
within 1 cycle at any time by setting instrument
to line frequency or to zero beat. Frequency
control dial calibration is accurate to within
±(1% + 0.5 cycle).

Output Voltage: apptoximately 25 volts open
circuit. For matched resistive load, voltage
varies less than ±0.25 db between 20 and 20,000

Low Distortion: harmonic content approximately 0.25% between 100 and 7500 cycles with
0.3 watt maximum output; on HIGH OUTPUT
of 1 watt, distortion is less than 1% between
100 and 7500 cycles. Below 100 and above
7500 cycles distortion is greater.

db referred to

cycles.

Output Control: calibrated from +25 to -25
1 milliwatt into 600 ohms.
A -C Hum: for NORMAL output voltage
hum is less than 0.1% of output voltage.

a -c

Frequency Stability: drift is less than 7 cycles in
first hour from cold start, and is completed
in 2 hours.
TYPE

1304 -A BEAT -FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR

... 5450

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
90 West

St., New York

6

920 S.

AUDIO ENGINEERING

Michigan Ave., Chicago

S

1003 N

Seward St., Los Angeles 38
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AUDIO DEVELOPMENT

KB -3A MICROPHONE

8 WATT

PHONO AMPLIFIER

microphone discriminates against a distant source in favor of a close source
by values ranging from 6 db at 1000 cps
to 30 db at 100 cps for the equal sound
pressures at the microphone element. In
addition, because of the directional pattern shown in Fig. 5, the discrimination
against random noise is better than the
above values by an additional 5 db. The
net result is shown by the curve at (3)
in Fig. 4.
Fortunately, the acoustic resistance

Broadcast -Quality

Model 71-F- Based

on ADC's famous broadcast line amplifiers, the model
enhanced with a special phono preamplifier for wide range cartridges
such as G.E. and Pickering. The dislortionless double tone control system on
4 ft. remote cable simplifies mounting and provides the listener with the
proper equalization for most faithful reproduction of music and speech in the
home or studio.
71 -F is

Total distortion at full output does not exceed 2/.. Frequency response i -.4 db at 40
cycles to -.9 db at 15,000 cycles with tone controls at minimum. Up to 14 db boss boost
at 40 cycles and up to 12.6 db treble boost at 12,000 cycles. Noise level is 72 db below
8 watts full output. High impedance input, 4, 8 and 16 ohms output. 1- 6X5GT,
12AX7, 2- 6V6Gr,
615GT. Compact sise only 3%" wide e 16" long s 6'/s- high orer
all. Complete with preamplifier, tubes and remote control panel.

2-

I-

ADC Model 71 -B
Power Amplifier Stage

210

Fig. 5.

For use with high

quality radio
tuners incorporating tone controls and phono input connections. Bridging input matches any
tuner output including 500 ohms.
20 to 20,000 cps frequency response. Nominal distortion less
than 2% at 8 watts. Two stages
push -pull amplification. -65C7,
2- 6V6GT, 1-6XSGT. 4, 8 and
16 ohms output. Size 33/e e 16 x
1

5100

6%".

Are you building the MUSICIAN'S AMPLIFIER (Audio Eng. Nov. '491 or the original
WILLIAMSON design (Wireless World Aug. 49)? Then you know that the extraordinary

linearity and practically imperceptible harmonic and intermodulation distortion possible
with this circuit is dependent on the OUTPUT TRANSFORMER. It was logical to go to the
Originator's own stamping grounds, England, and to one of that country's finest quality
transformer manufacturers, PARTRIDGE Ltd., to mob., available to this country's Audio
Enthusiasts the right transformer. TERMINAL is proud to announce that it is now stocking

the PARTRIDGEWILLIAMSON Transformer especially designed for triode connected 807s
and with the secondary sections designed with commonly used Am
n V.C. impedances
in mind. The 20 Watt WWFB /0 -0.95 (VDN /4368 design) is fully potted with leakage
reactance less than 20 mh., shunt inductance of primary 100 to 130 Hys., self.cepocily
lest than 600 mmfd. per half-primary, frequency response within approximately
I Db. from 5 to 50,000 cycles
._.....
___
.....__
_...
._.

950

Send Jar Your Free TERMINAL Sound Catalog

Dis tribu tors of Radio A
85 CORTLANDT

30

ST.

NEW

YORK

7

N

Y

Fleeironie F.quipmenf

Phone WO,h

4

-3311

C,,hl.. TERMRADIO

1

'

150

added to secure the desired response results in a microphone which has less
sensitivity to wind and breath puffs than
is obtained with many diaphragm type
pressure microphones. Further, the
damping material serves as an excellent
screen to keep foreign matter out of the
moving system.
The output level from the microphone
is high because of the efficiency of the
generating element and the fact that the
small size allows the speaker to get very
close to it. In some cases it has been
found desirable to introduce attenuation
between the microphone and the preamplifier in order to prevent overloading
of the amplifier with resulting distortion.
As can be seen from the data presented, we now have available for the
first time a close- talking, high -fidelity
microphone (RCA Type KB -3A) having a high output level and exceptionally
good discrimination characteristics over
a wide frequency range. One television
broadcaster has successfully used the
microphone on an audience participation
program under conditions where usual
microphones gave unsatisfactory performance because of acoustic feedback
in an a: :nciatc(l P.. A. system. Its use in
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Directional characteristics of
KB -3A microphone.
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"45" RPM
TONE ARM

CLUTCH
ASSEMBLY
SWITCH

AND CAM SHAFT
ASSEMBLY

'BRAKE ARM"
ASSEMBLY

MICROSWITCH

The new RCA 45 RPM Conversion
Kit, MI- 11883 -installed. The kit is
complete with (a) clutch assembly

(speed changer); (b) brake -arm
assembly; (c) switch and com shaft
assembly; (d) microswitch; (e) dial
plate; (f) shaft coupling; and (g)
adapter hub.
The fine- groove tone arm and
pick -up for "45 RPM" are available
extra.

Play 45 RPM's on 70- series Turntables
with RCA Nit MI-11883
NOW you can handle 45's, 78's or 33 -1/3's -fine- groove or standard

-with

this kit, and

a

second tone arm (available extra).

Easy to Install

You install the single-unit, ball -type
speed reducer between the two flexible
couplings in the main drive shaft of
your turntable.You transfer the motor
switch leads to the micro- switch -included with the kit. That's all there is.
Easy to operate

motor-control knob on the deck of
the turntable controls the speed. Position No. 1 stops the motor. No. 2 shifts
the speed control to the 78 -331/3
A

---------.-----:

Order your kit (s) today

rpm speed -change lever (on turntable
deck). No. 3 shifts to "45 rpm" position (speed lever set at 78 rpm). You

2CA ENGINEERING PRODUCTS

DEPT. 19 7D, CAMDEN, N.

shift speeds instantly in either
direction while turntable is running.
can

45 RPM Conversion
at once. Price each, $70.00 °.

Send me

Same RCA broadcast

Send me_fine- groove tone arm and pick -up (s),
MI- 11884. Price each, $70.00 °.

dependability
Sturdy construction and accurate me-

chanical alignment assures you the
same quiet, trouble -free service for
which more than five thousand RCA
turntables are famous.

Kit (s) MI -11883

NAME

ADDRESS

AUDIO BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
MOEN,
PRODUCTS DEPAR TMEN
ENGINEERING

T. CA

In Caned... RCA VICTOR Company limited. Montreal

CITY

STATE

Y. J.

STATION
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a ball park and a race track has resulted
in higher acoustic gains than were for-

ci

for all TV Cameras

"BALANCED"

TV TRIPOD
Pat. Pending

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro
and friction type design
have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance,

effortless operation,
super- smooth tilt and pan

merly obtained with pressure microphones in sound booths of expensive construction. The KB -3A microphone was
also used with success at a large technical
society session where questions from the
floor were transmitted to a speaker system from a portable microphone. Microphones commonly used resulted in feedback before adequate acoustic gain was
obtained.
These are only a few of the possibilities, and this microphone should
_grove advantageous wherever a close talking microphone can be used. The
only restriction which need be remembered in extending the applications is
that the microphone must be used at
distances between 3/4 and 1 1/2 in. from
the source of speech if the discrimination advantages and fidelity are to be
fully realized.

action, dependability, rug-

GOLDEN EARS

gedness & efficiency.

jlrtrnt page

APPENDIX A

Below:
3

wheel portable

dolly

with

balanced

TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without
ragged or jerky movement is
accomplished with effortless
control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth
pan and tilt action with the
"BALANCED" TV Tripod.

Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks into position
desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle
and tripod head. Tripod head
mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments cleaning or lubrication. Built -in spirit level.
Telescoping
handle.

extension

signal at this point than anywhere else.
it requires another pair of voltage
drivers. and the additional cost of these
brings the saving in money to very little.
Also,

ARIEAA EQUIPmEnT
YROROWA

flEw

YORK CITY

The tube mnnuals which indicate that several triodes can supply 100 volts or more
push -pull into n resistive loud are not in
error ; they merely start with theoretical assumptions which are difficult to satisfy in
practice. For instance, they assume that the
tubes and circuit will be well balanced. The
only way to achieve sufficiently good balance
is to match the resistors and capacitors, and
though this is fairly simple when the required
Instruments are on band, It is a complication
which must be kept in mind.
More important, however, is the fact that
with fixed bias 6B-Pa require an input resistance not greater than 50.000 ohms. It is possible that one or two types of tubes could
produce 100 volts grid -to -grid into 50,000
ohms; but it would not be easy, and there
would be no safety factor, because the stage
would have to operate at its extreme limits.
The cathode loaded type of driver is promising but is rather ticklish to adjust for best
performance. Moreover. with the use of the
cathode -loaded driver, the driving problem is
merely pushed front-ward ; appreciably more
than 100 volts will have to be supplied to the
drivers-not taking a feedbock loop Into account-and it is no simpler to supply such
n

pan

The easiest and cheapest way to achieve
high -fidelity performance is to build In a
good safety factor. The critical driver stage
is the place where a good safety factor is
most desirable. A good 'transformer provides
balance of one per cent or better. provides additional gain, and simplifies biasing. In short.
It results in better performance and saves
most of the headaches.

Write for further particulars

1600

C.

APPENDIX

BOUND VOLUMES
of AUDIO ENGINEERING
1949

$8.95
Order Now -

Limited Supply

U.S.A. & Canada only

AUDIO ENGINEERING
342 Madison Ave.

32

151

New York 17, N. Y.
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The trouble with phase inverters of the
tube type is that they cannot be balanced
dynamically. with two exceptions which we
shall note in a moment, all phase inverters of
the tube type are unbalanced in their frequency response. Those in which the second
section obtains its voltage from the output of
the first section are unbalanced nt low frequencies because the second section obtains its
Input through two frequency discriminating
networks. while the first section obtains its
input through only one. Those in which the
load is divided between plate and cathode are
unbalanced at high frequencies because of differences in plate-to-ground and cathode-toground capacitances. The latter type. whose
unbalance Is preferable, suffers additionally
from high heater to cathode leakage. Finally,
being BC coupled devices, they are difficult to
balance without the use of matched or precision resistors and capacitors. Those who may
be skeptical of the Importance of balance in
RC coupled circuits are Invited to make dis-

APRIL, 1950
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,fo:Et
NOMOPF

PLUG -IN

NO/WORE 'EXTRA

NOW

All

3 CARTRIDGES

CARTRIDGES
PICKUP ARMS./

111

O4'EARM

lateral, vertical and microgroove -or any othe combiration desired

t.... SIMPLY TURN

KNOB

.
to select cartridge
Pressure Changes Automatically

-

Optimum Performance Assured
Separate Cartridge for Each Function

.

New miniature version of the Fair^had moving

coil cartridge permits this revolutionary advance.
Arm is amazingly simple and low priced. A new passive equalizer keeps total cost at a micimum. Write
for complete details.

New Viscous Damping

-

No Arm

Resonance
New Miniature

Cartridges-Lateral,

Vertical, Microgroove
A

Fairchild Masterpiece

01/7-CIZYZCZ RECORDING
EQUIPMENT
154 Sf.

7th Avenue
www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

CORPORATION
Whitesfcne, New York

tortion measurements first

on an amplifier in
which one RC coupled push -pull stage is un-

balanced by ten per cent. and then when the
stage Is balanced by matching resistors. These
disadvantages may not be Important enough in
ordinary usage to outweigh the advantage of
low cost, but in an amplifier for the Golden
Ears-where even the best attainable per-

formance falls short of perfection-the additional increments of distortion are too serious
to tolerate.

ALTEC presents the A -332A Amplifier, the first
amplifier designed specifically for use with the
famous ALTEC 21B Miniature Microphone! Internal
power supplies eliminate the need for additional
associated equipment, making it one of the finest
compact, flexible public address amplifiers ever
produced. It will accommodate any of the basic

21B Microphone types (stand, lapel or chest plate).

...

Two mike channels
plus one for variable reluctance pickup
are provided with individual gain
and bass controls. Overall high- frequency droop
control is also provided. Inputs may be mixed in
any ratio.

...

A -332A 18

watt
Portable P.A. Amplifier

The A -332A is truly the answer to high quality
public address or sound reinforcement systems
that will meet the most stringent requirements of
schools, churches, clubs, places of entertainment.

Amplifier is housed in grey metal cabinet. Front
panel is lighted and slanted for easy manipulation
of controls.
Ask for ALTEC brochures showing the best components to complete your high quality system.

DEALERS EVERYWHERE
1161
161

N.

PINE ST.,

SIXTH

AVF.,

HOLLYWOOD

NEW

YORK

takes the

Cross -coupled phase inverter.

1

38, CALIF.

13,

NEW YORK

"AC K"

ANS /NC CODPOAAT/ON

out of

PLAYBACK

REK-O-KUT'S
new 3 -Speed Player, Model P-43C, is
the quality instrument of the playback
field. No ackaty-acks, no rumbles, no
wows . .
just a continuous flow of
smooth, true sound.
.

EXTRA! EXTRA!
With the Model P -43C you can DUB
everything you have on your record into
ANY TYPE of recording mechanism...
wire, tape or disc...and the only "wow"
you'll hear will be that of your own
pleased amazement.

REK -O -KUT
3

-Speed Player,
Model P -43C

$8595
Incl.

F.dral

Tax

inferior to that of

n

good transformer.

The best of the phase inverters is the new
cross -coupled circuit recently developed. It has
no frequency unbalance except that due to differences in capacitance between individual
tubes of the same type. It is very easily balanced and, being directly-coupled, has an excellent low -frequency response. It requires few
resistors and no capacitors, and the resistors
are easily matched. however, It requires two
twin- triodes which consume more space than
a transformer. and the cost is probably as
great. Its one deficiency in our application was
that the gain of aU was not enough -without
an additional amplifier
provide the high
input voltage made necessary by the feedback
loop. So, in the end, we returned to the transformer and a voltage amplifier as the simplest and most satisfactory over -all solution
to the phase inverter problem. Nevertheless.
it is the best phase inverter we have tried. in
many ways superior to a transformer. The
circuit is given for those who would like to

-to

try it.
(See J. N. Van Scoyoc, "A Cross Coupled
Input and Phase Inverter." Engineering edition of Radio and Tcleriaion News. Nov. 194Á.)
Note: The two inputs can be used to mix
two input signals. If a dual potentiometer is

used, a two -wire Input (as a line or a high
Impedance pair from remote phono) can be
connected grid -to -grid. and the circuit will
provide complete cancellation of any hum
pickup on the line.

FEATURES

TURNTABLE..,cast aluminum, lathe turned

ground to micro finish.

with shaft hardened and

...constant speed, 4 -pole, fitted with REK -O.KUT'S exclusive
lamitex motor pulley ground concentric to the rotor.
SPENDS...7B, 45 and 331% with instantaneous selection, controlled by
adjustable stops for extra fine regulation.
DRIVE... inside rim type. Idlers completely disengaged from motor
and turntable when in neutral position. Idlers engage as built -in
switch starts motor.
PICKUP...16* with wide range dual stylus cartridge for playing 16"
transcripsions, standard and long -playing records.
CASE... finished in enriched grey leatherette.
MOTOR

For Complete Information About ALL REA"- O.1ß'1 T Products

REK-O-KUT CO.,
34

The cathode -coupled inverter does not suffer
any frequency unbalance if properly used.
However, being an RC coupled device, it floes
require balancing or matching of components.
Moreover, the heater -cathode voltage Is high
-about 70 volts. This can be corrected by
applying negative bias available from the bias
supply, but even so the residual unbalance is

Inc.

LONGIISOLAND

llrite...

CITOU;EÑARrD

HYGROMETRIC CHART
jfrom page 24]
and dry bulb type. Two matched thermometers are placed side by side. One
has the bulb left exposed (the "dry
bulb "), and the other has a tubular cotton wick over the bulb. The lower end
of the cotton wick is kept wet by a reservoir of water, whence the name "wet

bulb."
Ordinary hygrometric tables do not
provide much data in the region of greatest interest, so a chart has been computed
from U. S. Weather Bureau Psychro-
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Greater Flexibility Means Greater Value
The PT7 Recorder Mechanism and Ampli-

PT7's

NEW POSITIVE
DRIVE
Two -speed
hysteresis synchronous motor prevents timing errors, lost program
time.

fiers incorporate Magnecord's exclusive
Unit Construction. The same equipment
can be used in console cabinet, rack
mount, or for portable operation. New
PT7 -P amplifier features high -level mixing
for 3 high impedance microphones.
Write For Detailed Information

N.A.B. 101/2"

REELS
Now get long

Revolutionary new PT7 specifications have just
been released. Write for your copy today.

playing time even on portable
equipment. No overlap on rack
mount.

3

HEADS

Separate heads
for Erase, Record, and Playback
now allow monitoring off the tape.

PUSHBUTTON
CONTROLS
Separate buttons
for "Forward," "Rewind," and
"Stop" can be operated by remote control.

INC.
360 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO

1,

ILLINOIS

World's Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Professional Magnetic Recorders
AUDIO ENGINEERING
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INTERMODULATION

For

SET

DISTORTION TESTING and ANAL PSIS at L9W COST
WITH MODI -I. 162, using charts like these you cat.
measure and analyze the performance of an amplifier or a
complete system at a glance. Significant distortion is
shown much more clearly by the intermodulation method
than by trying to see directly the distortion of a single
frequency wave on an oscilloscope screen.
Use your own audio oscillator and oscilloscope with
MODEL 162 to identify these faults: wrong bias, wrong
load impedance, tube unbalance, regeneration, insufficient
drive capacity. For the first time phonograph pick-up
distortion can be tested at low cost with an intermodulation record.
Curves and pictures in instruction book tell how to read
intermodulation percentage directly, how to determine
harmonic distortion, how to adjust an amplifier for best
performance quickly by using the screen images as a guide.
Experience shows that an amplifier adjusted for

COMPLETE

CORRECT

ADJUSTMENT

TEST FREQUENCIES

low IM will also have low harmonic distortion, but
the reverse is not true. Low harmonic distortion
does not assure low IM.
This unit tests over a wide frequency range and
at 1:1 or 4:1 voltage ratio of the two frequencies.
It permits separate testing of low and high frequency overload.
It uses basic relation between total notch depth
and percent of intermodulation. Using special screen
supplied with unit, you can read percent of IM
divertit on the oscilloscope irna,e

rSIA-

INCORRECT ADJUSTMENT

Low: Any frequency from 10
to 250 cps. from external oscillator or 60 cps. from power
line via internal transformer.
High: Any frequency above
2000 cps. from external oscillator.

Price $88.50

INFORMATION ON REQUEST

metric Tables by C. C. Marvin, publication 235. To use it, subtract the wet bulb
from the dry bulb thermometer reading.
The chart will translate this difference
reading directly into relative humidity.
The graph was computed for a dry bulb
temperature of 100° F. but may be used
without significant error over the temperature range 90 to 110° F. in the high humidity region.
A glance at the graph will show that
98 per cent relative humidity corresponds to a difference of only a little
more than a half degree between the
wet and dry bulb readings. To read
this with any degree of certainty, expanded thermometer scales are necessary. It is very convenient to use long
stem thermometers with the bulbs and
most of the stems inside the test chamber, the scales alone remaining outside.
They are regularly made with long scales
covering a temperature range of only
10 to 12° F., and calibratèd to one or
two tenths of a degree. We have found
the Eimer and Amend No. 13 -575B to be
convenient. This particular thermometer
was made originally for Saybolt Viscosity tests, and covers the range from
94 to 108°

F.

1M

INSTRUMENT COMPANY
1947
BROADWAY NEW YORK 23, N.Y.

a

new high fidelity amplifier that has

of the best quality models

..

the features

.

but designed to sell for less!
THE ELECTRONIC WORKSHOP

$119.25 net

Jiff
the Electronic Workshop

Amplifier

A -20 -5

TECHNICAL DATA
20 watts at 1% total harmonic dis-

An input selector switch provides

tortion
20 db

rolloff

Response ±
cycles

1

db from 20- 20.000

6Beeiu6y in Yowled
ARROWELECTRONICS
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a choice of 4 input channels,
one of which includes a
preamplifier for the GE or
other types of variable reluctance

bass and treble boost or

Variable high frequency noise
filter
Fletcher- Munson compensated
loudness control
Equalization for all recording
characteristics

AMPLIFIER

has a separate control
unit, beautifully finished in
mahogany. This contains all controls
necessary for operation. The
power amplifier unit may be
mounted up to 3 feet from the
control unit.
S-20

phonograph cartridges. There is
an individual volume adjustment
for each channel, so that when
switching from one program
source to another the output
volume will remain constant..

INC

82 Cortlandt St., New York 7,

N. Y.

NEW LITERATURE

l'reel.lou l'ottutionieter. .\ new in,truutent, employing :t standard cell in
combination with a potentiometer of 0.1
per cent accuracy, and permitting precise
measurements of voltage is fully described in a brochure available from

Southwestern Industrial Electronic Co.,
2831 Post Oak Rd., Houston 19, Texas.
Cushioning Materials. New 32 -page
catalog by Thomas Associates, 4607 Alger
St., Los Angeles 39, Calif. gives brief
specification data on a number of cushioning materials which meet Specs. AMS3215 and SAE -SB-715. The complete line
covers over 12,000 sizes and combinations
of standard bare metal and cushioned line
support clamps and blocks.
Antenaplex Systems. A non -technical
brochure, Form 2R -6301, describes RCA's
Antenaplex system for apartment houses,
hotels, department stores, institutions,
and other multiple -unit structures where
good television reception must be furnished from a single antenna system to a
large number of receivers. This brochure
is available from Sound Products Section
of RCA Engineering Products Dept.,

Camden, N. J.
Magnetic Data Storage. Storage of information for computing machines and
other similar applications is described
in a bulletin entitled "Magnetic Storage
Systems" now being distributed by Engrg.
Services and Sales Divison, Engineering
Research Associates, Inc., 1902 W. Mlnnehaha Ave., St. Paul W 4, Minnesota.
Magnetic Tape Programs. A new
series of packaged educational recordings
on magnetic tape has been announced.
They include voices of 24 historically

great personalities originally recorded on
Edison cylinders in the years from 1888
to 1937, and including such names as
Gladstone, P. T. Barnum, James Whitcomb Riley, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, and
Will Rogers. These programs are described fully in a bulletin available from
Educational Services, 1702 E St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
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Soundcraft wishes to thank the soon.' recording ind-istry for its fine reaction to the Soundcraft magnetic tare
quiz of January. Nearly 50% response testified that recording engineers are vital!' interested in better tape.
Example #1: The quiz showed tila: mdst engineers p-efer low- :nertia plastic reels provided -hey will not warp or
shatter. We, therefore, located and procured for Sour_dcraft tape new -type, multispoke, sturdy polystyrene reels
that run true, stay trfe, and will not shatter from droppi-sg
e
or high speed rewind.
Example #2: Almost everyone complained abc ut gumming of heads. Soundcraft tape was, therefore, engineered
to have inherently low friction and homogeneity mach ti at
simply one of
there is nothing to rub -off onto heads
twenty -add fine features of Soundcraft tapi.
Knowing the desires of recordic g men everywhere,
Soundcraft was thus enabled to engineer and manufacture
magnetir tape that, regardless of what superlatives may
describe it, is sure to satisfy the greatest number o" critical

-

users.

Date: NOW

Gentleme':
Reeves Soi.ndcraft tape is a new companion
product to Reeves Soundcraft discs and styli.

ample of
Please serd
Soundcraft tape (200 ft. on 5" reel). We
brand
now use

"20 years with sound recording media."

and type

us

OUR Free

#

YOUR NAME

REEVES ÇoUfldC,1XftI CORP.
35.54 36th

V
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EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

Pops

Bow to the Right
THIS DEPARTMENT'S eyes have been sliding
to the immediate right with some in-

terest these months to welcome Uncle
Rudo's comments. The remarks to the right
of me on chamber music and jazz are to the
point. Of course, jazz (not "name-band"
stuff) is chamber music, if we must use that
slightly nauseous word ; nor would any
reasonably tolerant musician deny it for a
moment. If you replace "chamber" with its
proper modern term "room," you have
room- music, as opposed to hall -music;
close -up music as opposed to distant music.
Jazz or classical, it's all the same.
But what most intrigues me in Uncle R's
discussion is the relation between "live"
jazz and recorded. As for classical chamber
music, sometimes a really good recording
can give a breathless sense of presence,
plenty adequate for any purposes of musical
enjoyment. Jazz, perhaps, is different, in
that it is by nature unpredictable, and it's
hard to be unpredictable mom than once on
a record! The unpredictable elements in the
classical performance are similar, but perhaps more subtle -the notes are fixed, but
not the interpretation, which may soar or
fall flat in a thousand ways during the live
performance. The performer's personality
is not as important in good chamber music,
for interpretation is somewhat different
from composition; interpretation is great
when the artist somehow becomes a kind of
transparent medium through which the
original composer seems to be speaking
directly. Not so in jazz, where the original
composer has provided mostly a framework
of tune and harmony to hold together in-

dividual improvisation.
But on to Mr. Globus' March discussion,
if I may. When it comes to reproduced
listening for most common types of popular music, we might as well, as he suggests,
give up looking for the "original" live
performance because there ain't no sec![
thing! We never hear a popular vocalist,
for instance, minus some form of mike,
whether broadcast, P.A., or recording
mike. How many of us have heard Frankie's
actual voice, in the original? Bing's? More
than this, there are a number of popular
band instruments that depend entirely on
279 W. 4th

38

St., New York 14, N. Y.

electronically reproduced sound for their
function in popular music -the electric
guitar, for example. This instrument can
play with perfect equality against a trumpet
which, in the natural state of things, would
be a more powerful sound source than sevveral hundred guitars together. And this,
of course, not only in the broadcast and
recorded performances but in so- called
"live" performances as well. Indeed, the
whole over -all balance of the large popular
band- plus-vocalist is permanently determined by electronics and the writing of
musical scores (arrangements) for these
orchestras now automatically takes for
granted the electronic kind of sound. When
you come down to it, only the demands of
musical comedy -which for practical reasons is given mikeless in the theatre -keep
popular music from the all- electronic category. (A stage performer is still pretty
much impossible to pick up selectively
musical comedy singers must depend on
their own natural powers of amplification.)
;

"Lincoln Portrait"
The progress that popular music has
in what we might call electronic
instrumentation, based on volume balances
achieved via amplification, is most important to all music -otherwise I'd have no
business talking about it. But the interesting thing is that it is only beginning to be
deliberately. intentionally used in scoring
music outside of the popular field, for no
very good reason other than traditional
conservatism. Many composers are now
rather cleverly writing music that works
well both ways -take the Menotti operas,
"The Telephone" and "The Medium," which
are fine on the stage, but are really just
as adaptable to radio and recording balance
with mikes. The only specific dependence
on real electronic balance that I can think
of in "classical" music is a group of works
recently composed with a speaking narrator
plus full orchestra-for example, Aaron
Copland's "Lincoln Portrait." A single
speaking voice can be heard properly
against a large orchestra (even pianissimo),
only when it is amplified, and this work was
quite clearly intended for a radio -style
[Continued on page 49]
made

RUDO

GLOBUS

Recording Criteria -Part 2:
MONTH saw the first descent into
the "lower regions" of pop recording.
Now to analyze our findings and come
1, some sort of workable decision. As should
llave been apparent, there are fundamentally
no criteria in terms of sound which are objectively definable with relation to pops.
The notable exception is jazz, of course.
Therefore, inasmuch as the "jazz problem"
has been fulsomely covered in past articles,
we will concern ourselves here with only
the general pop problem.
What is most impressive is the total artificiality of the situation. More poetically,
we are dealing with an artificiality within
an artificiality. There is no longer any contact with reality, whatever that is. The unfortunate engineer is ultimately expendable
in this situation, for his is but to do or disc,
not to take the nasty risk. Back to classical
and all its more elevated and precocious
responsibilities for some clue as to the
LAST

situation
What determines the broader aspects of
a classical recording in terms of sound
coloration, acoustical conditions, dynamic
expansion, and so on? The tragedy of this
piece involves the fact that all the above
mentioned factors are sealed into a recording. The gadgeteers will howl about what
:

with expanders, resonators,
undsoweiter. Let's not be silly. What can
be done is ultimately too insignificant compared to the total so that one immediately
thinks of utilizing a can opener to lift the
sounding board of a poorly recorded piano.
Therefore
given certain possibilities
available to the recording engineers involved, there is the conspiracy of musical
director, conductor or soloist, public taste,
etc., to be reckoned with. From the 1930's
on, taste became a force to be reckoned with.
I am not referring to the foliating buds
spread evenly across the tongue; the ear and
its attachment to thousands if not millions
can be done

...

960

Park Ave., New York
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of accumulated "sound prejudices" is our
baby. This mechanism accounts for some
of the atrocities it has been our pleasure to
witness for many years. In 1931, '32, '33,
'34, '35, '36 the predominant taste situation
called for live, live, live, brilliant, brilliant,
brilliant. This was the period of Columbia's
foreign recordings of the Beethoven Ninth,
etc. But
around 1937 and '38 the fickle
ear did a turnabout (an unseemly metaphor), and the demand arose for dead, dead,
dead, no resonance, no brilliance, etc. True,
the engineers were involved in this monstrous chain of events. But they could never
have gotten away with it if it hadn't been
for lugs like you and me and the musical
ones who call themselves conductors, soloists, musical directors, etc. No need to go
into the changeabout of more recent times.
Ultimately, to make this thing as short as
possible, you and you alone know how you
want to hear music. Your opportunities for
developing a realistic and precise taste are
more limited than may appear on the surface. Even concert halls have their specific
acoustical conditions. The possibilities for
variations in sound production are enormous
and complex. Everything from atmospheric
conditions to seating arrangements plays a
part. You yourself are never the same kind
of sound receptor twice in a row. By this I
do not refer to accumulated ear wax or the
hanging of your hair over your ears. I am
concerned with mood, general temperament,
the baffling factor of sound memory, and
even the predisposition to anticipate your
"type of hearing."
Now apply this to the pop situation. We
pointed out last month that your entire
range of pop listening is artificial. Everywhere and anywhere a sound system is involved. Now the individual prcblem is a
totally indirect one. How do you want to
hear pop music reproduced? With the exception of jazz, you might as well make
your basic criterion recorded pops, for the
obvious reason already indicated. Popular
music is electronic music under all conditions and all settings. Should it all be recorded the same way or are there certain
possible variations?
This is the meaning of the above used
phrase "an artificiality within an artificiality." For example, Decca has recently released two singles on which Artie Shaw
and his Grammercy Five as well as full
band perform rather dully and poorly. A
local disc jockey premiered them in this
town and made some rather impertinent

...

concluding remarks about these tiresome
discs. His theory was that Decca had gone
Hi-Fi and this sophisticated and high -class
switchover has ruined what would have
been something terrific under the previous
hoi- polloi conditions. He squirmed around
the Hi -Fi business for a while, admitting a
sentimental fondness for clothes closet techniques characteristic of the past. But . .
the crux of the matter and the important
point came after stumbling around the metaphysics of Hi -Fi for a while. Genius disc
jockey maintained that Hi -Fi made the orchestra sound "like it really should have
on accounta it make instruments sound like
they really should, seeeee!" Soup -can technique, however, gave the orchestra a nice
warm sound
rich, firm, and fully
plucked. Dear friends
this one was
quite serious and is merely reiterating a
general point of view. Is he wrong? No!
Not in the least. Within the increased range
of possibilities, he has made his decision.
Every grown boy and girl must also make
a decision as to how they want to hear
music. Where does the engineer come in?
In the final analysis, lie does not and should

they say.
Jk' LONDON

;
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"We

have been a bit disturbed by the transitory, stop -gap state of
microgroove reproducing equipment, -and it was a pleasant surprise
indeed, to see your new Audax Polyphase,
single magnetic unit
able to play standard or microgroove, with equal facility and superb

-

-a

quality.

"It was

also most illuminating to see your carefully designed pick -up
provide such fine tracking, -an essential with microgroove records."

we soy...

Scores of other delighted listeners, including the most
critical skeptics, are saying equally nice things about POLYPHASE. Not since the advent of the Electric Pick -up in 1926
has there been such astonished praise and acceptance of a new
reproducer. This single magnetic pick -up does everything
and costs less than ordinary magnetic pick -ups.

-

but...
.

.

YOU BE THE JUDGE
DECIDE FOR YOURSELF
Polyphase head for any arm

.

...

NEW

POLYPHASE HEAD

let any arm

NM RIGHT

lot ]Pp and

45

rpm

lam LEFT
lot

There

78

rpm

Response: 30 to 10,000 c.o.s.
Point- pressure 6 -8 grams
Sapphire Styli or diamond replaceable individually as simply as you
replaced steel needles
Output about 25 m.v.
High or low impedance
Low needle talk
Ear -Quality Par excellence
Special arms highly sensitized through
compass pivoted design.

Audax for every purpose- record -changers, studios, etc.
Write for editorial reprint for Polyphase principles

is an

AUDAK COMPANY
500 Fifth Avenue

New York, 18

"Creators of Fine Electro -acoustical Apparatus since 1915"
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A MINIATURE CARTRIDGE
le/Líll/'¡,

SMOOTH

RESPONSE

CRYSTAL CARTRIDGES
ASTATIC'S NEW "AC" SERIES

Model ACD
Turnover Type

The tiny new Astatic "AC" Series Crystal Cartridges have a mechanical drive system with a new low in inertia. It's the primary source of a
new degree of smoothness of response. You will also note new tracking
excellence and low needle talk. Overall excellence of frequency response is particularly superior in the high frequencies. 1f you have not
already done so, by all means check the perfection of sound reproduction which these advanced little cartridges are capable of delivering.
"AC" Series Cartridges weigh approximately five grams and are about
5/16" thick x 1/2" high x 1 -1/2" long, not including pins. They are
available in double needle turnover or single needle models, the latter
in choice of three -mil stylus tip for 78 RPM, one -mil for 33 -1/3 or 45, or
with special Astatic All -Groove tip for all record types. Astatic's exclusive Type "C" Taper -Lock Needle, easily changeable without tools, is
used throughout. Housings are of
molded Bakelite, with metal mounting brackets (fit standard 1/2"
mounting centers), needle guards.
Write for complete specifications.

...

CORPORATION
CONNLA

Asiatic Crystal Devices manefactoed
ender Brash Detelojment Co. Meese,

U

LATEST RELEASES:
In order to ju,tiiy what appears above

ONtO

T.

qt=eatiil¢ct

TEST EQUIPMENT
,car44.'r
TELEVISION
GENERATOR
KIT

1:-.395°

!
4

.

'entd4 t
SIGN/.
T

Ai.

ER

KIT

$1950

Heathktts are beautiful factoryen. ,
quality servis instruments
suer.d
pplied unassembled. The builder
not only saes the u embiy labor
cost but learn a greet deal about
the construction and features of the
Instrument. Thin knowledge aids
materially ln the use and maintenance of th. equipment. Heathkit.
are ideal for and used by leading
universitlee and schools throughout
the United States. Each kit is complete with cabinet, 110V 60 cycle
transformer leatept Handi-Tnterl.
all tube., colts ueembled and calibrated, panel al road, Printed.chassis
all punched. formed and plated,
part supplied. Each bit is prodevery
ded with detailed Instruction maul for seaembly and um. Hmthkite
provide the perfect solution to the
problem of affording complete sen In equipment on a limned budget.
Write for complete cawog.

BAT T.E

R
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ELIMINATOR
KIT

óHAND

IT
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$13.50

BENTON HARBOR,10

MICHIGAN
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use ems
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Foolish and Inadequate Inc.

SWITCH KIT'

HEATH COMPANY
±Ye4rl,fit

and to make it contemporaneous with the
every day problems of today, this section
of the column this month will be concerned
with two recent releases, both of which are
good examples of theory applied. A preliminary statement is necessary. One of the
recordings to be reviewed will go unnamed
(in this connection) for purely personal
reasons. Though I would risk friendship,
my life, my future, and my income for the
sake of truth, etc., there is no sense making
my life uncomfortable for the next few
months. The recording was made by a
friend, and what happened is not his fault.
Sometime within the next few months I
will re- review it, without pointing out that
it was referred to here. Meanwhile, if you
happen to guess correctly, I'm not responsible. I will not even mention the name or
the record company or the type of recording
(LP or otherwise) for fear that the hawk eyed readers of Æ will spot the culprit too
easily.
Mystery Recording No.

ELECTRONIC

$24so

NE.Y

not. His function is to record as he is told
to record.
Arid here is the only tangible and realistic criterion we have for making final judgment. Is the final product exactly what was
intended? We may vigorously and violently
disagree with what was intended, but must
admit that this is ultimately an individual,
non -objective situation. Where the engineer
determines the intention of a given recording, he is fully responsible. In most cases
he doesn't. Therefore we attack or approve
of the taste and discernment of the individual or individuals who have determined
how a recording of a given work should
sound. Who is to determine which approach
is right and which is wrong? The only
available test at the moment is the eternal
dollar. Actually that isn't even a test, because the publicity drums and the local disc
monster can even convince the most tone
deaf rodent in the area of choice.
Therefore, the function of the record critic
(and every buyer of records must be to some
extent a record critic) is to determine as
closely as possible what his "personal taste"
is and then recognize that it has no more
validity than anyone else's. His second, and
probably most important, function is to indicate whether the individual recording represents a faithful and adequate job in terms
of what has been ordered for the specific
recording. I have purposely avoided menthe
tioning the ultimately major factor
musical question. This can be taken care of
some other time (and prepare for a seething
attack on the musical qualities of present
day pop music). Next month an analysis
of adequate and inadequate, efficient and inefficient pop recording techniques.

a..
CANIl-

MINT
stN
V.

-Nr.

This baby is an orchestral recording
which is entirely too unhappy and really
shouldn't have been. The music is good and
the instrumentalists were the best available
(on the level). I was present at the recording session and therefore can practice what
I preach in this case. There were about
forty men involved and a fair -to-middling
soloist. The studio was one of the best. We
liked the sounds we heard during rehearsal,
and to all intents and purposes the finished
product should have been one of the best,
on a par with the engineering talent available for this session.
But
extraordinary things began happening. The soloist was separated from the
orchestra and given his own mike. This
seemed logical because the first test indi-

...
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cated some weakness and a rather bad balance. It was then decided that the horns
should be given their own mike, the woodwinds their own mike, the percussion section their own mike, the brass their own
mike, and so on, ad- infinitum. For a moment it seemer that spring was here and
mikes were popping out of the ground like
fresh June radishes. Now there were almost as many mikes as instrumentalists and
as many engineers chasing around for
more mikes as would be required for a
dozen recordings.
Ten more tests altogether, each one resulting in this or that change in mike placement, and so on. Final test playback sounded
all right, so it was passed. Your eager
critic was rather confused by all this, since
it occurred to him that the final playback,
using a whole army of mikes, had resulted
in no improvement whatsoever. Came a day
several weeks ago and a chance to hear the
final product via a review copy. Sheer midsummer madness. The orchestra was cut
way down, the soloist built up to the point
where his booming rich sounds had all the
delicacy of an intoxicated foghorn. What
happened to the pressing itself is rather interesting. Crummy surface, poor tracking,
interesting off-center pressing effects, etc.
a vicious, nasty crime. Good
A crime .
music, good performance, and even good
d la how the date should
intentions
original
be recorded. But bad, bad, bad engineering.
The utilization of multiple mikes had only
resulted in a cutting down on the mikes
covering the orchestra section and a concomitant building up of the soloists' mike.
This is no time to go into the advantages
of single versus multiple mike set -ups, but
if there is any rationale to multiple mike
usage, here is a perfect case of its disadvantages. The ineptitude of the engineering
staff on this occasion is patently obvious,
(although the producer or musical director
usually determines the number of microphones). I can guarantee that the final
product is definitely not what was intended.
Therefore, I have no choice but to knock
this baby and knock it hard. Despite the fact
that it is musically interesting and was well
performed "live," the final product is not
acceptable. As promised, this baby will be
reviewed under its real, true to life name,
sometime within the next few months. Draw
your own conclusions then.
.

MICROPHONES PROVED* TO BE THE

FINE-QUALITY-ECONOMICAL

MANY MICROPHONE PROBLEMS
The "HERCULES"- Here is a revolutionary new

microphone unit that provides the ruggedness,
the clear reproduction, and the high output long
needed for Public Address, Communications, Recording at an amazingly low price!
List Price $12.93

MODEL 510

List Price $16.50

MODEL 520

...

it is good till the last drop.
But
one problem. This baby is over
recorded. It sounds perfectly magnificient
so long as good magnetic pick -up is available. With crystal
the usual over-re-

List Price $25.00

MODEL 505C

The "DISPATCHER" -Complete
unit, includes Model 520 Micro-

phone, A88A Grip -To -Talk
Slide -To -Lock Switch, and
S36A Desk Stand. Designed to handle the most
severe field requirements
of paging and dispatching
systems. Ideal for police,
MODEL 520SL
List Price $32.50

CONTROLLED
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MODEL R5

lk

railroad, taxicab, airport, bus, truck and all
emergency communications work.

RELUCTANCE CARTRIDGE

-

Available for service installation. Ideal for
replacement of crystal cartridges in Shure
cases of Models 707A and 708 Series. Can
also be used in most semi- directional microphones where space permits. Supplied with
rubber mounting ring.
*Specific in formation provided
on request.

List Price $9.00

I'atented by Shure

Br'

'

1,

SHURE BROTHERS, Inc.

...

...

-

Recommended for those applications where long lines are used and a rugged
hand -held microphone is needed. Ideal for outdoor
public address, mobile communications, hams,
audience participation shows, etc. Designed for
clear, crisp natural -voice response of high intelligibility. Has heavy -duty switch for push -to-talk
operation.
The "RANGER "

1

lington' s recent history. There is something
tired and commercially flip about the stuff
that's come out during the last five years.
This is musically so-so. Its only interest
lies in the instrumental use of the vocal,
which is moaned in a pretty falsetto by one
Kay Davis.
But what a rip- roaring recording. Before
we go all out for it, may we point out that
it is a Columbia 7 -inch LP. There has been
a controversy raging about these babies,
and rightly so. The first group of releases
on the 7- inchers were pretty punk. This
is a tremendous recording. Made in a large,
live studio, it is almost frighteningly live.
Why hold back
it is one of the greatest technical jobs of pop recording that
these tired old ears have ever heard. Fortunately, and wisely, it is a short record.
The danger zone is barely entered so that

-

Specially designed to provide quality music and speech reproduction at
moderate cost. A streamlined unit that lends itself
to fine -quality, low -cost installations where durability is an important factor. Features high output, good response, high impedance without the
need of a transformer.
The "GREEN BULLET "

Columbia -369
Duke Ellington and Orch. Vocal by
Kay Davis
This is a honey, a joy, a problem. We
have been unhappy and insecure about EICreole Love Call

ANSWER TO

Microphones and Acoustic Devices

223 West Huron Street, Chicago 10, III.
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cordedosis. Heavy blasting, distortion, etc.
This gives rise to the old controversy as to
whether records should be made to sound
magnificient on magnetics alone or should
sound good under any or all standard conditions
in other words, the over -recorded disc problem. But leave this for some
other time. What is important here is that
the engineers got exactly what they were
told to get onto this little baby. I heartily
recommend it as a demonstration piece.

...

ifyou want flat response

from 20 cycles to 20 kc

at
21

You of All People

Columbia 1 -369
Duke Ellington and Orch. Vocal by
Al Nibbler
This is the other side of the little gem
above. It has all the magnificence of its other
face but should be dealt with in terms of
its utter banality. This is poor, poor Ellington. As a standard pop, it might get by.
But as the production of the agile and inventive Mr. Ellington, it is tired, banal,
meaningless guff. Even the orchestra, magnificently revealed by the quality of this
recording, sounds tired. And sounding tired
in a live recording of this sort is a hard job.

watts with 2% distortion
or

20 watts with

distortion

1%

or

19 watts with

Pot Luck:
Just a word about our enthusiastic out-

distortion

%2%

burst last month on the jazz revival pitch. I
was cautious and fortunately so. I mentioned
that the big push by Jimmy Dorsey et al
might be an extreme manifestation of the

audio pacific amplifiers, and enjoy
the feeling of clean power at both ends
use

music business to stir up some excitement
on the novelty level. The possibility is a
reality. The big bozos are no more interested in reviving jazz legitimately than .
ho hum. The usual business. The switch is
already occurring. Someone has recently
whispered into these pearly ears that the
newest thing will be a revival of gypsy
music with vocals and 4 -4 beat, no less.
Gad, are we in a nit

Hollywood 38, Calif.

6110 Santa Monica Blvd.

audio pacific co
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IN ORDER TO FIND

MAGNETIC RECORDING

WHY NOT BIND IT?

-

Your reference library of AUDIO ENGINEERING can be up -to- the -minute by keeping your
copies in an AUDIO Binder.

...

. or wherever you do your experiYour den, workshop
mentation can be kept in "apple -pie" order when all your copies of
AUDIO ENGINEERING are within easy reach. The deep, blue cover
in addition, the backbone
will harmonize with any color scheme and
will be gold-stamped with AUDIO ENGINEERING and any year you
specify.

APPEARANCE

...

...

No more wondering what happened to last month's issue
Cr the month before
just reach for your Binder and no time is
lost finding the information you need
AT ONCE.

CONVENIENCE

WORKMANSHIP

...

...

DuPont Fabricord

...
... stainproof and

backbone with bound -in metal support
magazines securely in position.

COST

For only
...
reference.*

.

.

.

washable

...

rigid

center channel to keep
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noise ratio, for which no term has as yet
been coined, concerns the ratio of the
maximum signal to the noise-behind -the
signal, the noise being a function of the
signal strength. This latter type of
noise (often termed modulation noise),
while readily visible on an oscilloscope
screen as a crest-distorted wave when
a pure sine signal is recorded, is less
easily measured, although sharply tuned
band rejection filters have been employed
for the purpose."
Noise in magnetic recording may be
due to one or a number of the following

factors:
Non -uniformity in the ferric oxide
dispersion of the magnetic layer on the
film. This type of noise is usually
spoken of as the "ground -noise" of the
magnetic medium.
2. Incomplete erasure of a previous signal on the film.
3. Unsymmetrical wave shape of bias
current.
4. D.c. magnetization of head, guide roller, spool, etc. Anyone experienced
with magnetic recording operations
knows that considerable effort must
1.

$2.50 you can have this handsome binder for your

ready

'(Foreign orders add 500 per binder)

Audio Engineering
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.
Enclosed find $

Y

for

Binders

Name
Address

3

City

Zone
Year Wanted

1947

1948

State

1949

S. J. Begun, "Magnetic Recording," New
York Murray Hill Books, Inc., 1949 ; p.
:

..
4

1950.

214.
S. J. Begun,

"Measuring Procedures for
Magnetic Recording." Aunto ENGINEER nr,, April. 1949, p. 10
.
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sometimes be exerted to produce quiet
recordings. The writer's tools- screwdriver, pliers, even the shears for
cutting the magnetic film -are made
of non -magnetic 18-8 stainless steel,
It is also a good policy to demagnetize
recorder parts frequently with a demagnetizing coil which may be energized directly from the common 110 v.
50 or 60 cps current supply.
"Print- through" or "echo" effect,
when magnetization on one part of the
film on a roll is transferred to an
adjacent layer. This effect is more
pronounced in the presence of a strong
alternating field and at high temperatures.
Clicks and pops due to improper splicing.
Modulation noise. This type of noise
is a function of the signal strength.
Variations in contact between medium
and heads.
Variations in cross- section of soundtrack, scratches, etc.
The presence of foreign particles in
the head gaps.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

APPENDIX
It

HARVEYpresents
HR-1 5 AMPLIFIER KIT
Williamson amplifier circuit ...now oval able for the first time with
the Original PARTRIDGE transformer built to William.on's specifications. Order
this kit 01 once, build it in 3 hours or less and enjoy sound like you never heard
before. The HR -15 is a 2- chassis power amplifier for use with tuners or other front
ends having own volume and tone controls. All triodes, American tubes, 2- 6SN7's,
2 -807's or 6BG6's in p.p. output, 5U4G rectifier. Frequency response ± .5 db,
10- 100,000 cycles. 5 db rise at 2 cycles, 2 db rise at 250,000 cycles. Harmonic
distortion .025% at 10 watts at 400 cycles. Intermodulction distortion at 10 watts
output less than 1/2% using frequencies of 60 and 2000 cycles. Phase shift 20 °,
± 10 °, 20- 20,000 cycles. Output impedances 1.7, 6.3, 15.3, 27, 42.5, 61, 83,
109 ohms. Damping factor 50. Absolute gain 70.8 db. 20 db of feedback around
4 stages and the output transformer.
Kit is complete with tubes, punched chassis, prewire 1 resistor board, sockets,
genuine Partridge output transformer, and all necessary parts, =0O net.
The wondrous

'

E

New Electra -Voice ultra -wide range, high
fidelity dynamic mike with Acoustalloy diadiameter, 11?a"
phragm. Slim...only
long with swivel, Ss-í" without swivel. Trim
...aluminum case finished in Alumilite Dark
baked enamel with chrome trim, optional.
Polished fluted aluminum head. Dynamic
with Alnico V and Armco magnetic iron
magnetic circuit. Omnidirectional, becoming
directional at higher frequencies. Frequency
Response: 40.15,000 cycles ± 2.5 db. Output level 53 db below 6 mw. For use on
stand, hand or boom, blends readily with
surroundings and can be concealed in
props. Swivel is removable.
1

I

is sometimes desired to know what the

diameter of a roll of film or tape will be
when a certain length of film is wound on
a core of a given diameter. Conversely, one
may wish to know how many feet of film
a roll contains when its diameter and the
core diameter are known. The formulae are :

D=t+(d_t)=i.41.
I_ [(D-1)2-

-V SLIM, TRIM DYNAMIC MIKE FOR TV

E

(d-1721:c

E

4t

-V model 655. List Price $200
-V model 655A. Similar but with pop -proof grille head.
Stops wind and breath blasts

Net $120.00

Net $120.00

MAGNECORD MULTI -CHANNEL MIXERS
where D

= diameter of

Two new low -level multi -channel mixers for the PTO-1 Magnecord Series. Permit
simultaneous mixing of 3 or 4 mikes with the PT6 -1 amplifier in place of its

roll of film, inches

t = thickness of film, inches
d = diameter of core, inches
[

single mike input.

PT6-1M3-3-Channel Mixer Box
PT6-1M4-4-Channel Mixer Box

= length of film, inches

For instance, when 400 feet of .006" thick
film are wound on a 2" core, the diameter
of the roll will be
D =.006+

MAGNECORD SERIES 6
RECORDERS AND AMPLIFIERS

J(2- .006 +4x.006x400x12
3.14

PT6 -JA Recorder

and Amplifier...the

only combination on the market today
that offers such high professional quality at such a Icw price. Includes PT6 -A
Recorder plus Amplifier with low impedance microphone and bridging inputs,
10 -watt audio amplifier with monitor, speaker and ja:k for external speaker,
600 ohms balanced line output terminal.

= 6.37 inches

PT6 -1A- Magnecord combination

FLETCHER-MUNSON

$499.50
515.50
278.00
294.00
221.50

With high speed forward for cueing

from page 23]
of 1000 ohms and comparing each step
until the most pleasing effect was obtained. When the optimum setting was

established it was not changed again.
Even at low listening levels the bass in
symphonic music was still quite full, and
at all levels the bass was realistic. This
effect was obtained without the loss of
highs. Speech remained sharp, rich, and
natural; muscial instruments did not
lose timbre.
These tests confirmed that compensation for the Fletcher- Munson effect is
a necessity for realistic home listening,
and that such compensation should be
flexible and rather large in amount.

AUDIO ENGINEERING

$67.50
74.50

PT6

-A- Recorder

PT6

-AH- Recorder with

PT6

high speed forward for cueing

-1-Amplifier

WESTERN ELECTRIC SPEAKERS
Here's another good buy from Harvey's. Genuine Western Electric speakers
at a new low price, every one brand new in factor) sealed cartons. These
are the genuine article from our regular stock.

12"

- 728

-B

$41.90
Telephone:

h,

All
stork

for

Immediate

delivery.

8"

- 755

-A

$20.60

LUlcelnburg 2.1500

price, are
Net, F.O.B.

HARVEY
RADIO COMPANY

and

N.Y.C.
subject
to change

without

INC.

.

..............

NOTE: All

103 WNt 43rd Sf., Now York
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How to Get the Most
Out of LP Records
LP recordings must be cut at a lower "level"
than standard records because of the vastly
greater number of lines cut on a disc. Therefore, it is essential that the reproducing equipment used on LP's be of exceptionally high

NEW PRODUCTS
(olllluuous Loop Device. For those
applications which require the repetition
of a segment of program material recorded on magnetic tope, the new Magnecord PT6 -EL Continuous Loop Panel permits the playing of endless loops ranging

with stabilized degenerative feedback, and
offers output impedances of 4, 8, 20, 250,
and 500 ohms. An input selector switch
permits choice of source signals from
radio and phonograph, positions being
provided for both standard and LP records, with built -in equalization. Output
power is 8 watts at 2 per cent harmonic

efficiency.

distortion.
The new "50" rounds out the Goodell
line which also includes the NSA -20 rated
at 10 watts, and the AB -3 and ATB -3
rated at 16 watts. Further information
may be obtained from the manufacturer.
Breath Blast Filter. Undesired "pops"
due to breath blasts and wind noise encountered in outside pickups is effectively
eliminated by the use of the new ElectroVoice Model 335 Blast Filter, designed to

To you who are planning a new reproducing
system or are about to improve your present
one, Sun Radio's Audio Department can recommend Pickering LP cartridgesand associated equipment. Their quality and engineering
is the finest. They can do the job to your complete satisfaction -- providing you with reproductive fidelity never before attainable.
You can order these items from us by mail.
Or, better yet, come in if you can and see them
demonstrated in our famous S o u n d S t u d i o.
Here they are
.

..

PICKERING CARTRIDGES
Available with either diamond or sapphire stylus.

in playing time from 2 seconds to 15
minutes. The PT6 -EL will hold up to 600
feet of standard tape, and can be rack -

Extraordinary low record
wear. Minimum of harmonic and intermodulatlonfrequency distortion.

...

S -140S (Sapphire)
D -1408 (Diamond)...

mounted, or is available as a portable

unit. The tape feeds onto the outside of a
stationary storage reel. winds inside, and
then feeds out the center 'o the normal
tape path of the recorder.
The PT6-EL is finished In a gray ham merlold tone which matches existing

$15
$36

PICKERING PICKUP ARM Model 190
Only arm ever designed for optimum
performance on both standard and mi-

crogroove records. Statically balanced
to assure proper tracking with less vertical force, yet eliminating tendency to
skip when jarred
$24

Magnecord equipment.
8 -Watt Amplifier. A new. low -power
amplifier which provides a quality signal
for inexpensive home installations is just
announced by The Minnesota Electronics
Corp., 97 E. Fifth St., St. Paul 1, Minn.
The Goodell "50" has continuously variable bass and treble tone controls, and is
designed for use with a plug -in preamplifier for reproduction from magnetic
pickups. The amplifier employs two 6L6's

be used with E -V 630, 635, and 650 moving -coil microphones. The grille of the
filter is curved to give optimum filter ac-

tion without affecting the normal frequency response of the microphones with
which It is used. and aids broadcasters
and public-address operators in both
studio and field pickups. For full details,
write for Bulletin 86, available from
Electro- Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich.
New Tape Recorder. Featuring operational and performance qualities found
only in the most expensive studio equipment, the new Berlant Concertone line of
magnetic tape recorders is available at a
price formerly asked for popular home type equipment. The unit is available as

RECORD COMPENSATOR
Compensates through 6 set-

tings providing equalization
for different recording

characteristics

...

$ 9.90

SONAR HIGH FIDELITY
PICKERING PREAMPLIFIER Model 13011
Advanced design providing equalization of
bass response and necessary gain for high -

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
MODEL

T[O -*

Complete with
speaker and peer
,apply (In sep.
rate cabinet) ami
1200' reel of
tape.
Net $395.00

quality magnetic pickups. Less tubes, $18.75
Kit of Tubes
$ 2.57
On mail orders, send full amount or 25% with
COD's. Studio open weekdays 9 -6, Saturdays
9 -4:30. Send for 68 -page Audio Catalog.

( -MODEL
Net

RPA

..$45.00

them at all
leading dealers
See

tat"

Write for deserip

GKGGU

tive literature

now

& ELECTRONICS CO. INC.
122 -D DUANE ST.
NEW YORK 7, N.Y.
2 Blocks North of Chambers St.
BARCLAY
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nating hisses, squeals, and other undesirable noises occasioned by cutting too
deeply. This device is the first product
of Strandberg Recording Company, 705

used with any type of conductor desired.
For applications requiring insulation
over the shield, a vinyl cover has been
added, making a flexible lead which may
he had in various colors for coding. The
shielding may be had in tinned brass,
tinned steel, and a special bronze variety
which has the advantages of the strength
of brass with the lower cost of copper.
Complete information may be had from

Woodland Dr., Greensboro, N. C.
High -Voltage Connectors. A line of
six models of connectors designed for use
with pre -amplifiers operating at moderately high voltages has been announced
by the Atomic Instrument Co., 160
Charles St., Boston, Mass. These multi circuit connectors have an insert body
molded from melamine for high dielectric
strength, and are keyed to provide positive polarization. Also available for use
with these connectors is a special 'sixconductor cable consisting of three separately shielded leads, a coaxial cable,
and two unshielded leads. This cable is

the manufacturer.
Stylus Resharpener. Said to repair
all types of jewel or metallic cutting styli,
a new sharpener is now available for use
by recording studios and radio stations
which do their own recording. This device
actually cleans the tiny facets of the
stylus and completely removes all traces
of aluminum from the tip, thus elimi-

a basic model which consists of a cast
aluminum chassis 14" by 22" which carries the tape mechanism and the dual track heads. The amplifiers and the power
supply are contained on a separate shock mounted chassis. The addition of a custom case converts the recorder to a complete portable unit, and a console cabinet
-as shown -makes a complete unit suitable for studio use. Complete information
can be obtained from Berlant Associates,
9215 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 34, Calif.
Garrard Changer. A completely automatic three -speed record changer, the
Garrard "Triumph" model RC -80, was
recently shown at the 111E Show in New
York. This model is unique in its use of

another new
1000 Cycle Cross -Over Lo- Distortion

Two -Way Speaker System

High Frequency Horn
15"

Alnico V Woofer

only $1299

complete

VI

York 13, N. Y.
Monocoll Wire Shielding. A new type
of shielding which is especially desirable
in chassis construction has been announced by Kupfrian Manufacturing Co.,
245 Prospect Ave., Binghamton, N. Y.
This material consists of a helically wound, flat -wire shield, which may be

-2 -1b.

Hand -Rubbed Mahogany
Furniture

interchangeable spindles-one of the
standard type for 78's and LP's, and a
wide center -drop spindle for the 45's. It
is designed to accommodate most conventional types of pickups, and the tone

arm Is jewel mounted and provides true
tangent tracking. Speed is remarkably
free from effect of line voltage variations,
loading, or whether first turned on or
operated continuously. The turntable is
heavily weighted to give flywheel action.
For further information, write to Garrard
Sales Corporation, 164 Duane St., New

liOLL

Size:

Because of new and improved production methods, we are now able
to bring you this high quality, lodistortion, two-way loudspeaker
system at almost half the price of
other systems in the high quality
field. Make an AB test and learn
this truth.
Bass reflex boom is eliminated by
use of tube vent porting. The
usual mid -high peak "plateaus"
that masks the highs, common to
most HF drivers, has been reduced
so that impedance and sound
curves arc unusually flat. The Holl
Special Plastic Process of mechanically damping cone compliance improves edge damping and
reduces distortion caused by cone
break-up.

Amme----

CABINET
33;" h, 24"

w, 13i" d.
Finish: Medium or
Light Mahogany.
Construction: 1"
plywood used
throughout, interior heavily
padded. Bass reinforcement by
tube vent
method.

SPECIFICATIONS
watt: FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 45 cycle fundamental to
15,000 c.p.s. plus: MULTICELLULAR HF horn with Alnico V Driver:
1,000 c.p.s. cross -over, air core wind16- ohm -20

ings: 15 -inch, 2 -lb., Alnico V lo-resonant Woofer: No pad required on HF
section due to perfect match with
woofer section.
See and hear the Holl Speakers at your nearest distributor

or write for further details.

See

you at the Parts Dis-

Stevens
Show,
tributors
Hotel, Chicago, May 22 -25,

pUDlO

1950.
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

MERIT

C.

TRANSFORMERS
Lead Again
for Sound Equipment!
with
NEW OUTDOOR TYPE

LEBEL

Sound Recording. Instrumentation

double shielded over -all, and jacketed
with .060" neoprene, with an over -all diameter of approximately one -half inch.
Detailed specifications may be had from

Un Verni Line Transformers.
To couple Various
line impedances to Voice toil. Uni
I
mounting
bracket.
Designed specifically for maximum service In the
outdoor sound field.
Futures: Universal mounting (may be bolted or
clamped to speaker brackets; Weather -sealed at
moderate tost to withstand Outdoor conditions:
Encased in one piece drawn metal can; Potted to
resist moisture absorption; Terminal board mounted
inside can.

Mounting JO

the manufacturer.
Power Supplies. A wide variety of
regulated power supplies is available
from Furst Electronics, 12 S. Jefferson
St., Chicago 6, III., with output voltages
ranging from 50 to 1000 volts at current
drains from 0 to 500 ma. The unit shown
is a 500 -watt model, but others are
stocked with ranges from 1.5 to 150 watts.

Mtg. Center Case

2%o

J.

AUDIO CONSULTANT

370 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
NEW YORK 25, N. Y.

Custom -Built Equipment

U. S.
1121

Recording Co.

Vermont Ave., Washington
STerling 3626

Dimensions
H
43/4

7YPE

MICE

4040

S

975

4042

13 75

A

40.1

0 7s

D

4-7/16 3-9/1B
Consultation

PRIMARY

0 75

.

W

DIAS IMKDANCE

LIST

,q
. 4041

Fabrication

Design

SK. WATTS

250.500-I900.1500.2000
250.5001000.15004000
250401000.15002000

.6-16

45.S0

4-8

e

4.a.16

12

-e.16

25

Audio Facilities Corporation

12

WAVY DUTY OUTPUT /MNSFDIMERS
KA L..el TN. IoCAW. L.r. N SARAN
Ssc

5, D. C.

3+/a

608 Fifth Avenue

Mw.dmc. A8-15250.500 ON.,
OWN MOUNTING D

TYPE
140.

-3133
A.3131
A

Aä121

LIST

TINE

MCI
SI

PRl.
PRI. M.A MAX.
IkPEDANCE KR SIDE wATTS

50 PP. Pa, 61.6.PP 807
7.00 PP6L6.6Y6. MIA).
6A3. 6114. 45. MONT.
46
4.00 MfV6. 6F6

3300

u.

5000 c

7

6000 c,.

240

SS

SO

30

SO

14

240

ST

SO

1

SO

14

°SEALED.IN MOUNTING H

0-4033
A-4030

1650
1300

PP.

.02e

12.00

PP6V6. 6F6

A

Pos. 151.6.

PP. 807

PP.616

W..ln..paol.d. nN,d

bevies. NO

1300c1.
6600 ca.
8000 4.1
100% e.w VP

ens

information on
other transformers an
For

New York 20, N. Y.

Source impedances range from approximately 2.5 to 15 ohms in most models, and
ripple voltage is below 20 my in all
models. A brochure describing nine
models is available on request to the
manufacturer.
Hermetically Sealed Terminals. Meeting all classes of JAN -T -27 specifications,
the terminals shown consist of a tritluorochloroethylene thermoplastic resin body,
with the terminals molded in. Operating
potentials at sea level reach 3000 volts

the complete MERIT
line In Sam's
Red
Book or ask for New

MERIT

Catalog

4911

HERMAN

LEWIS

GORDON

Registered Patent Attorney
Patent Investigations and Opinions
Warner Building
Washington 4. D. C.

100 Normandy Dries
SIITH Spring, ltd.

National 2497

sllepberd 2433

No.

H

WITH MERIT OUTDOOR TYPE

EQUIP

TRANSFORMERS TODAY

Albert

E.

Hayes, Jr.

CONSULTING RADIO PHYSICIST

Mime
momP

AARTDSO

S

MEW

Tope-

TRANSFORMER CORP.

PRYOa

4415 NORTH CLARK ST., Chicago 40, III,
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peak, and current rating is 15 amps.
These terminals are made in both standard and special designs with three to
nine leads. inquiries are invited by the
manufacturer, Molding Corp., of America,
58 Weybossett St., Providence, R. I.
FM Modulation Monitor. Measurement of frequency departure of FM
emergency services transmitters is simplified by use of the new Model MD -25
Modulation Monitor, just announced by
Browning Laboratories, Inc., Winchester,
Mass. This instrument is designed for the
ranges from 30 to 50 mc, 72 to 76 mc, and
152 to 162 mc in four bands, and makes
it possible for one unit to be used in
checking transmitters on widely separated frequencies or on different bands.
Both coarse and fine tuning controls are

8 East Sampson St.

RATES

FOR

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
IN THIS DIRECTORY

$10 Per Month.
Orders Are Accepted
for 12 Insertions Only
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provided, enabling the engineer to make
precise adjustments of the instrument to
match the carrier frequency. Upward or
downward swings up to 20 kc can be
measured with an accuracy of better than
one kc, using an easily read 4 -in. meter.
The audio output permits use of the

put to a conventional speaker. The input impedance is 16 ohms, and the frequency response is flat within t 3 db up
to 15.000 cps. Complete specifications
and prices are contained in Bulletin 107,
which may be had by writing Stephens
Mfg. Corp., 8533 Warner Drive, Culver
City, California.
New Knight Recorder. Featuring a
long playing time and ease of operation,
the new magnetic tape recorder recently
announced by Allied Radio Corp. is especially suited for use in business and industry. Simplified tape threading eliminates fumbing, and only one control is
required to operate the tape transport
mechanism-Record -Play, Off, and Rewind. Recording speed is 7% in. /sec., and
the rewind speed is twenty times as fast,
another unusual feature in a moderately

monitor for aural or visual checks, using
a loudspeaker or an oscilloscope. The
sensitivity of the instrument is sufficiently
high that less than one my is required
on the antenna terminals for complete
measurement. Complete information may
be had from the manufacturer.
Continuous Playback Machine. Where
it is necessary to provide a continuous
program of high -quality music or voice,
the newly announced Ampex Model 950
will serve as a compact, reliable unit.
This model is designed to use a twin track magnetic tape of one -hour duration in each direction, and the use of
Ampex heads ensures the highest quality
from this type of program material. After
playing for one hour, the machine automatically reverses by means of a special

priced unit. A neon bulb indicator ensures
proper recording level, using microphone
or radio tuner for input. A speaker is
built in for convenience, but external
speakers may be used if desired. For full
details, write to Allied Radio Corp., 833
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III.

Reil/M
ROYAL EIGHT"

compares with

any 12" speaker!
PERFORMANCE CURVE
pERMOFLUY 8114.1

MC11.10ACY IN CYCLES

`

>lR SECONR

This averaged laboratory response
curve of the Permo?ux 8T8 -I proves
that it compares with the finest speakers
regardless of size or price.

It's Your "Springboard" to Extra
Sales with Customers who wont
12- performance but don't
want to pay a 40% higher price.

thyratron circuit, and the second track
is played in the other direction, using a
separate playback head. It may be preset to play for two hours and stop, or it
will play continuously, as desired. The
tape speed is 7% in. /sec., and frequency
response is within ± 2 db from 50 to 10,000

From the resonant boom of jungle drums to the light warble of the
flute, this new 8" speaker reproduces sound with superior sensitivity
and fidelity. The tonal qualities of this magnificent speaker can only
add to the excellence of any audio equipment.

± 3 db from 30 to 12,000 cps, with less
than one per cent harmonic distortion at
an output level of ± 17 dbm. Complete information on the Model 450 may be obtained by writing Ampex Electric Corp.,

cps,

Special processing provides extra- strong cone; allows cone to be soft suspended from basket and held at coil -end by extra -large spider.
Permits more faithful reproduction at lower frequencies. Deeper, cur vical cone greatly extends high-frequency response.

San Carlos, Calif.

Tweeter Adapter. Designed for converting a dual speaker to a three -way
system, or for making a full two -way
speaker from a conventional driver, the
new Stephens Hy -Son Model 107 Super High- Frequency Reproducer system c..'
ers the range from 3500 to 20,000 cp-.
This unit is only 7 in. deep over all, and
is sold complete with dividing network.
Due to the small mass of the moving
system, together with a carefully designed throat configuration, very low distortion Is claimed. The unit is simply connected across the high -frequency speaker
of a two -way system, or across the in-

AUDIO ENGINEERING

Permoflux Royal Eight" (Model 8T8 -11 is ruggedly - built, and simple
to install. Provides big speaker performance in a small frame- uses
smaller, more economical baffle. List Price $15.00.

PERM
"SOUND
M O

X

F L U
E R
4900 W. GRAND AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL
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Variable Transformers. For labora-

I,ory and testing use, it is often necessary
to furnish a source of a.c. voltage which
is controllable over a wide range. The

l

Powerstat Model 116 recently
provides a range of voltages
135 volts when used with
,,oirce, while the Model 216

-DRIVE
15C
PLAYBACK

SOUNDEX

FLOATIN

announced
from 0 to

a 115 -volt

provides a

UNIT

A NEW
DRIVE SYSTEM
SELF -ISOLATING
SELF -ALIGNING
Floating Disc Drive permits an absolutely
uniform load and constant torque on the
motor and kills transmission of vibration.

PICKUP ARM
Single stylus model with interchangable

1.

FIRg9e1(Qiigi

cartridge carrier.
Double stylus model.

2.
133

NORTH SIXTH AVENUE

See Your Local

Towards perfection

.

.

MOUNT VERNON

Distributor

Write for Bulletin

.

The LOWTHER -VOIGT Sound Combination

..

.

With its absolute sound distribution it differs from ordinary
speakers as an air -conditioning system does from an electric
fan.
The exacting reproduction from natural bass to crystal clear
treble -technically speaking from 18 to 20.000 cps. -carries
the listener to the Realm of TRUE SOUND, not entered by
others.

Only those who beard it's unsurpassed acoustical efficiency
could believe it's phenomenal PRESENCE EFFECT
For technical specification on the unique driver see March issue, Audio Engineering, Ipage
461 or write for free technical brochure and information.

Priced from 149.50 (driver unit 135.00, exponential horn blueprints 14.50)
Horns also available in kit form
Some territories still open.

Erclusice distributors in New York City:

ARROW ELECTRONICS COMPANY,

82

Cortlandt Street

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Makers of the world's most exacting speakers, amplifiers and pickups

West 42 St.
LO 3 -0400
New York 18, N. Y.
and at Lowther House, St. Marks Rd., Bromley, Kent, England

11

Langevin

range from 0 to 270 volts when used on
a 230 -volt line. Both are designed for use
on single- phase, 50/60 cps lines, with
Model 116 being rated at 7.5 amps, Model
216 at 3.0 amps. A wide variety of styles
is available to suit differing requirements,
and full information may be obtained
from The Superior Electric Co., Hannon
Ave., Bristol, Conn.

Bach Rew:eta
Acoustical Designing in Architecture, by
Vorn O. Knudsen, Ph.D., Professor of
Physics and Dean of the Graduate
Division, University of California at Los
Angeles: and Cyril M. Harris, Ph.D.
Member of the Technical Staff, Bell
Telephone Laboratories. Murray Bill,
New Jersey. 457 pages. New York: John
Wiley & Suns, Inc., $7.50.
For audio engineers as well as architects, this book fills the long standing
speculative gap in the collected knowledge
of architectural acoustics. Carefully assembled in the first fourteen chapters are
the fundamental principles and methods
of good practice for the acoustical design
of all types of buildings. The last six
chapters are devoted to specific applications of the earlier material. No outline
by chapter or section can cover the diversity of useful material presented.
The presentation is clear. and having
been written for the design architect as
well as the engineer. many charts, tables,
and monographs have been included for
ease in computation rather than mathematical analyses. However, there are
frequent references to more detailed
mathematics and engineering articles for
those desiring further Information.
The make -up of the book -including
paper, layout, type, and illustrations
merits notice, since it contributes greatly
to the over -all usefulness of this volume.
It is recommended for architects. plant
and building engineers, audio engineers,
and students as a valuable guide to the
design and acoustical correction of buildings, and as an aid in the design and Installation of auxiliary equipment. such as
sound systems, heating and ventilating
machinery. hoists, and elevators. As the
authors point out, attention to the acoustical design of these equipments can prevent them from becoming noise annoy-

-
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Lost in the Concert Hall

RECORD REVUE
I

f un; page

..ì6.1

balance between the voice and the music.
Even so, "Lincoln Portrait" was given some
years ago in Carnegie Hall by the Boston
Symphony, solid bastion of traditionalism,
and there were no mikes. ('Twouldn t do
to have one of those new tangled gadgets
at a serious concert, I suppose.) The narrator practically split a gut, to be rather
literal and yet from my seat, which wasn't
a bad one, not a word in twenty was intelligible. How would you like to recite the
Gettysburg Address to some thousands of
people and have to out -shout a major
symphony orchestra in the process!
If you want to hear how "Lincoln Portrait" was intended to sound, listen to the
recordings of it. There, you see, the balance
is as the composer intended and calculated.
Just as in popular music, there can be no
live' performance of this work in the sense
of no -mike, no- amplification.

Amplifying Older Music
But such cases are few and far between.
The biggest problems along these lines come
with the necessary recording, broadcasting
and amplification of music that definitely
was never intended for it. And the most
extraordinary misunderstanding and miscalculations can happen here. Take, for an
interesting physical example of what we get
into, the harpsichord -plus orchestra combination -not because I wish to foist that
instrument on you, though it's one of my
pet likes, but because its proper reproduction is an extremely interesting problem,
and typical.
The harpsichord is not unlike the guitar,
technically. It has a small sound, volume wise, but its musical effect packs a considerable wallop. Moreover, when heard at
reasonable loudness, its tone is huge, impressive, more orchestral-sounding than
even the piano at its biggest. (I mean when
the volume level at the car is properly
high.) In the time of Bach and Handel,
when the biggest harpsichord concertos
were written, concert-giving was altogether
different than now. Music was played not
for large public audiences in huge halls, but
for groups of invited guests, anywhere
from a dozen to perhaps a half -hundred or
more. (If you entertained 50 guests in your
house, you'd feel you were putting on a
pretty big show. Think of it that way.)
In any private establishment, even a
king's palace, seven or eight instruments
can make a lot of noise. For the concertos
of Bach's day the instrumental group often
grew as large as thirty or so. (Again,
think of 30 instrumentalists jammed into
the drawing room of the largest house in
your town. Quite an awesome array and
a lot of sound, too.) Now the harpsichord,
the big one of that day, with four sets of
strings and intricate gearshifts to switch
them and couple them together, was an impressive affair in such circumstances. Ohviously, it could be heard and heard well.
Common sense will tell you that it wouldn't
have been composed for if it hadn't been effective. People wrote music to be played, in
those days, and usually played within days
or hours after it was written, too. A Bach
or Handel harpsichord concerto, or equivalent (in the thousands), performed as
written, in its intended surroundings, was
a mighty and impressive piece of music and
the harpsichord was no dainty, fragile
thing but a lordly and commanding instrumental voice. You can read that "between
the lines" in the kind of music written for
it. It's not apologetic music.

AUDIO ENGINEERING

breath, and hears practically nothing. And
of all -they simply rave over the
beautiful, etherial, delicate sound! Phooey.
But you can't entirely blame them -after
all, they may never have heard a harpsichord in any other situation but this wrong

-worst

Today? In the modern concert hall the
harpsichord, lost in huge volumes of empty
space, flanked by a grossly swollen orchestra ten times the proper volume, suffers an
extreme laryngitis. All you hear, if anything, is a faint, distant, tinkle, the higher
overtones of the strings, which penetrate
through the lower sounds like a fine scalpel.
Nice effect. But not what the composer
intended! Amplification? Classical music,
at least in concert form, is a conservative
business. It seems that most harpsichordists
would rather go unheard than be amplified. Silly, but only the truth. (It's partly
the sound man's fault, for doing a few notoriously bad jobs that have scared the
musicians away from what should be sound
reinforcement, not straight P.A.) When
Landowska performs in Carnegie Hall, the
audience sits on pins and needles, holds its

one.

And so we come to recording of the
harpsichord -plus- orchestra. Aha!
Now,
you see, the "original" can be restored.
With intelligent microphoning, a Bach
harpsichord concerto can be made to sound,
for once, very much as it did to Bach's
contemporaries. Without any doubt the
electronic treatment has had much to do
with the extraordinary come -back of this
instrument in the last twenty years, after
more than a century of total disuse. (Incidentally, of course the harpsichord has
been the object of some fine and furry
snobbery. Anything of the sort is likely to

naidind
High -Fidelity
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U/L LISTED
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5- Position Frequency Cut -off

Remote Preamplifier
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Percentcge Intermodulation Distortion taken
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RACON

Highest Music Quality

TWEETER

(.

At Low Cost!

Here's how you can bring the concert hall
right into your own living room! Simply
add this Racon tweeter to your present 12
or 15" cone speaker and enjoy to the full
the luxurious, life -like brilliance of FM
and wide range recordings.

MODEL
CHU -2
$37.50

Clean

Response is clean and uniform, with excellent usable output to 15.000 cycles. High
frequency horn logarithmically expanded as
two horns for wide, uniform distribution
pattern. When used with crossover network,
will handle amplifiers rated to 25-30 watts.
Input impedance 4-15 ohms. Dimensions
103" wide, 7" high, 83" deep.

ALL RACON

List Price

Band Wagon

Output to
15,000 Cycles!

\j)

Wide Distribution Pattern!

Cast aluminum throughout. Cutout template provided for easy flush mounting.
Free wiring diagram and instructions to
build an economical professional type 1,000cycle crossover network.
Listen to the Racon tweeter at your nearest
distributor or write for free Catalog A

EXCELLENCE

ACOUSTICAL

L

.

52 East 19th Street, New York 3, N.

Y.

PRODUCTS ARE GUARANTEED FOR 18 MONTHS

TWIN -TRAX* TAPE RECORDERS'
WIDER FREQUENCY RESPONSE
GREATER DYNAMIC RANGE

LONGER PLAYING TIME

curd &welt f.vzíee f

Professional -type specifications that mean
professional quality, operating ease, and
and more. Yet the Twin -Trax Recorder series is
available to you direct from the factory at low
factory prices, starting at $285 for complete
high -fidelity recorders, and $89.50 for precision built basic tape transport mechanisms.
If you are thinking of buying a tape recorder,
or if you use recorded sound for any purpose
for personal enjoyment or in your business, there
is a Twin -Trax instrument for you. There are
more than 30 standard and special Twin -Trax
models available, including continuous-playing
instruments, two -speed models, 24 -hour recorder,
MU. PIC.CS. PAT. OTT.
etc.
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learn why Twin -Trax is the only professional recorder in the popular price field. Save many dollars by dealing direct with the factory. Write
today for illustrated 16

AMPLIFIER CORP. OF AMERICA
Broadway New York 13, N. Y.

page catalog, including

complete technical data.

FINE FURNITURE
for HI -FI EQUIPMENT
Versatile, beautiful cabinetry to solve
your installation problems
Professional inquiries invited.

Model EF equipment cabinet.
Other models available.

Write

DESIGN TRENDS
475 FIFTH AVE.
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But one more quirk of this particular
u: ut -ss. Some composers of today, for
casons not entirely artistic, have jumped
onto the modest harpsichord bandwagon.
Wanda Landowska, the great harpsichord
name, has, like most virtuosi, had her large
share of works specially dedicated to her
for her own performance on the harpsichord. Some are really written for harpsichord. Some, alas, are written for Landowska and more particularly, shall we say,
for Landowskás press agents. Period.
There are "harpsichord" works that might
as well be played on a steam calliope as on
a harpsichord! One wonders whether the
composer was quite sure which instrument
he was writing for.
In contemporary music for the harpsichord, then, some interesting questions
arise. Just what effect did the composer
have in mind? There are several clear possibilities. 1) The close-to, powerful room sound of the harpsichord, plus a group of
a dozen or so orchestral instruments, perhaps a few more
very potent sound in
the proper balance, as Bach knew well
enough. 2) The faint, barely audible tinkle
of the harpsichord in a large modern concert hall, especially when "accompanied"
by an orchestra of 75 or a hundred pieces.
The effect is not to be sneezed at, though
it is utterly unlike the above. 3) The opposite effect, where the harpsichord, electronically amplified with its own solo mike,
can be made to sound tremendous, louder
titan an entire orchestra-or at least its
easy equal, according to taste.
This last effect, (3), has as you probably know, been used quite a bit in popular
music. The harpsichord has figured as a
solo in more than one name band, and most
effectively, too.
But take two interesting examples from
the strictly classical field. First, some
months back, Landowska played one of her
dedicated works, a harpsichord concerto
by the French composer Francis Poulenc,
in a New York Philharmonic Carnegie
Hall concert. The concert was both broadcast and live -and I've had reports from
both which are diametrically opposite.
Question: just what did M. Poulenc intend?
Complaint #I, from Carnegie Hall,
where the music, as usual, was entirely
ultamplified. The piece was nice, but the
harpsichord -so went the grouse -was
virtually inaudible. Like a good child, Mme.
Landowska could be seen but not heard.
The orchestra, mind you, was large -no
chamber affair. Even that nice, silvery
tinkle was lost most of the time. Did
Poulenc really mean it that way? If not,
then what did he mean?
Complaint #2, my own. Friends of mine
took down the same music from the wide range FM broadcast, on Iii -fi (15 "). tape.
I've heard it several times. In this version,
as broadcast via FM, the trouble is exactly
the opposite. The harpsichord is so loud
that the large orchestra is more than over-

-a

trouble -free construction that you would normally associate with recorders selling at $1000

398 -4

attract the musical drones, so to speak. But
disregard them. Remember, the harpsichord
was no more exotic in its day than the
piano or the Hammond organ is today,
and it shouldn't sound that way, nor does
It. Listen to the harpsichord for what it can
give you in music, and forget the aesthetes.
They're wrong, not you.) In effect, then,
the harpsichord cannot be properly heard
by most of us in any form but the electronics- treated. It is therefore right in a
category with Mr. Globus' P.A: ed jazz.
Very few of us are lucky enough to hear
it live, played close-to in a properly chosen
acoustic situation.

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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balanced! The mike was so close' that the
string tone is completely unnatural, and
rather ugly. I've heard many a live harpsichord, at proper distance, and I know that
a hi -fi mike placed practically inside the
machine will give a most unrealistic reproduction of the real harpsichord tone. ( Same
applies to an oboe or a human voice. My
stock term for too -close vocal microphoning
is "tonsil-close." )
Now the question is, what did Poulenc
intend? Surely he must have counted on
the harpsichord being heard! And yet I'm
sure he did not intend it to sound as huge
and overbearingly metallic as it did in the
broadcast. Judging from the texture of the
music, I would say that this concerto definitely requires sound reinforcement of the
harpsichord to be effective-but not to the
degree that CBS thought necessary. Mr.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR
i

MAGNECORD PT6 -IA MAGNETIC
TAPE RECORDER

Magnecording at its finest! Used
by commercial stations and recording studios throughout the world.
The only moderately priced portable magnetic tape recorder on the
market today with a flat frequency
response from 40 to 11,000 cps ± 2
db.
twice the range of many

Globus please note.
De Falla

Another example (which Sat. Review
readers may have seen briefly discussed
some months back). This one is quite
astonishing. Back in the years between 1923
and 1926 the Spanish composer Manuel De
Falla wrote a harpsichord concerto. The
date should tip us off that De Falla did not
contemplate either recording or sound reinforcement Hardly, in 1925. The orchestra is small, only a few instruments, obviously with the intention of letting the
harpsichord get in a word edgewise.
1 here are two recordings of this work,
one with the composer himself, dating from
'way back (though not 1925), the other
a wide -range postwar job, with Ralph
Kirkpatrick. I knew this music for a good
many years solely from its recorded version
and it always bothered me. The harpsichord
sounded forced, ugly, stentorian in tone,
though it was recorded in what seemed a
a perfectly proper way-to give the sort
of balance that works beautifully with
earlier harpsichord pieces of Bach's day.
That is, the harpsichord held its own in
volume against the combined sound of the
small orchestra. But it didn't seem right.
Then came the day, recently, when at
last I heard this selfsame work for the
first time in a live concert, in New York's
Town Hall (seating something like 800
people). Mirabile dicta, the music, without
any amplification whatsoever, sounded
wonderful. The harpsichord took on its
modern guise
came through as that
typical faint, etherial tinkle, but this time
quite clearly etched against the small orchestra's sound. A lovely, "high fidelity"
silvery sheen, with almost no volume at al,
yet perfectly clear.
Get it? The light dawned quickly. Manuel
De Falla, writing in the 1920's was scoring
for the harpsichord as heard in a large hall
minus amplification, and being a fine musician, he knew how to use that sound to
perfection, tiny as it was. Along come the
recording engineers and give the music the
Bach -Handel treatment, "restoring" it to
something it wasn't supposed to be restored

-

to!
I'll have to admit that it will be a fine
headache to record that concerto in the style
I suggest, as De Falla, I'm quite sure, intended it. Even the harpsichordists themselves are apt to be strangely obtuse, like
all soloists, when it comes to balancing

t There is one necessary qualification here: this
broadcast was miked for AM, not FM. Given the
usual restricted AM tonal range, the harpsichord
would not have sounded so strangely tinny. Just
one more example of the utter unsuitability of the
present practice of duplicate AM -FM mike pickups.
When will we recognize that FM, like high fidelity recording, needs very different microphoning from that used in AM? From the standpoint
of optimum mike pickup alone, AM -FM duplication is quite indefensible.
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can be carried anywhere. Either unit can be combined with other Magnecord field
or studio equipment. Includes 10
watt audio amplifier
5499.50.
lbs. each

ELECTRO -VOICE Mo del 655 DYNAMIC
MICRO PHONE
Amazingly small, streamlined
mike for TV and stage use. Dimensions only 1 má" dia., 111/g"
long (without swivel 8 1/" long).
A slim, extremely convenient mike

!

-it

other units. Extremely low distortion and wow. Meets most stringent NAB broadcast standards.
Built in two conveniently proportioned cases averaging about 2f

wit's ultra wide range. Omnidirectional becoming directional at
high frequencies. Frequency response 40- 15,000 cycles ± 2.5 db.
Output level 53 rib. below 6 mw.
For use on stand, hand, or boom.
Easily concealed is props.
List Price 1200.00-Net 5120.00.
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SOUND & RECORDING COMPANY
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These high quality switches
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NEW AUDIO- PACIFIC

Hi -Fi AMPLIFIER

FGeuttd

their part against other elements. (After
all, they never hear that faint tinkle-from
the keyboard, the harpsichord sounds lovely
and loud enough to satisfy any performer's
ego!) But perhaps this is academic. I think
with this illustration it must be clear that
we are just beginning to understand the
problems in classical music involved when
electronics steps in to alter nature's own
balance of sound. And we would all do
well, we in the classical field, to study jazz

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
FINEST QUALITY

20- 20,001) CPS, within .25 db

High Fidelity Performance!
Amazing Low Prise! Recommended by Leading
Consumer Research Organizations and by Sound
Engineers. Only 1% Distortion at 19.6 watts.
Hum Level: -72 d5 below rated output 120
watts). Rich, brilliant, startling reproduction,
with tube noises, hum, and harmonic distortion
at the vanishing point. Volume Control and On/
Off Switch. 7 x 11 x 8" H. 19 lbs.
60
No. A16425, Exclusive at Newark .. Net
A New Concept in

Se

7K
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music -and admire the sureness
of technique in that realm. No misunderstandings there.
The two recordings of the De Falla
Harpsichord Concerto: Columbia MX 9
(2) and Mercury DM 5 (2), the latter an
excellent wide -range job. Both on 78.
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Tightly coupled and reactively balanced windings

Offenbach: Tales of Hoffman.
Theatre Nationale de l'Opéra -Comique
(chorus, soloists, orch.), Cluytens.
Columbia LP:
SL -106

Economy with no sacrifice of quality
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING MODELS
12.5 WATTS
TO -240 4,000 ohms @$8.75 net
TO -250 5,000 ohms @$8.75 net

(3)

Here's one of the best LP's to date and
it comes from France. It's not one of those
hi -fi demonstration recordings, since this
involves singing ; but even so, you'll find it
hard to beat bath in clean, accurate higher
tones (perhaps not the super -super high
ones) and in superb acoustical conditions,
sense of "presence," and realism.
But what's really best about this recording is the opera itself and the performance.
This one is grand opera Gilbert- and -Sullivan and " Gaîté Parisienne" all mixed together-it has all the airs and graces of a
fulsome grand op'ry, many serious and quite
beautiful or dramatic arias and the like, but
also some hilariously funny sections. You
don't even need to know French to enjoy
these. and the extensive notes on the back
of the record cases help immensely. The
singing is superb and the acting as good.
This is a live, lively. spirited and inf ctious
performance, and you couldn't find a better
way to introduce yourself to opera on the
you have a yen
grand scale. Incidentally
for French, the diction and the recording
here are both so ultra clear that you'll catch
most of the French if you have even half an
ear for it. Try side 5 for an excellent taste
of the work.

-if

Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes.
Minneapolis Symphony, Mitropoulos.
Columbia LP:

(both)
Here are two other French items, while
we're on that country. The Massenet is a
pleasant suite of incidental numbers, not
unlike the Delibes ballet music, with nice
tunes, quite a bit of real substance as well.
A good demonstration record for quieter
moments -when your ears can't take any
more Gayne Suite and Scheherezade and
Bolero! Recording here is pleasant- sounding, too; none of the too -cold, hard sound

of some earlier Minneapolis recordings for
Columbia.
Françaix (his name seems to be in the
same category as Benjamin Britten's, of
Britain) was one of the bumptuous upstarts of the pre -World War II France;
he is most like the better known Poulenc
both write sassy, witty, humorous music,
sometimes dissonant, mostly very straight-

-

6,000
10,000
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TO -270

net
net

20 WATTS

25% deposit required

Prices F.O.B.
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ML 2074 (10")

Francaix: Concertino for piano and
orchestra.
Berlin Philharmonic, Borchard.
Francaix: Serenade for 12 Instruments.
Hamburg Chamber Orch. Jochum.
Capitol LP:
L 8051 (10 ")
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forward and consonant. Sometimes you're
apt to wonder whether these gents really
have anything worth saying at all. Sometimes you can forget the emptiness of their
music thanks to its wit and polish, and
that applies to these two recordings, very
similar, taken from what is probably pre-

BRITAIN'S
FINEST

;05.;,

war Telefunken 78 recording.

SPEAKER

R. Strauss: Rosenkavalier

.

COMES
TO
YOU
has been suggested that it Is Impossible to mike
a single cone speaker to cover 40- 15,000 cps adequately. Our reply Is that we have done it for two
rears and our reputation in Britain is now second to
none. Our sales still go up steadily and hundreds of
users confirm that our system does produce the moat
Natural, planing reproduction they have ever heard
in their homes. In fact, we go so far as to nay that
the half dozen or so high grade (and very costly)
woofer tweeter combinations we have heard are din

It

Ilnctly un- natural in the avenge size

room.

The Barker drive not only gives the frequency range
loud ahi has that exclusive feature of dead -beat con-

trol which pin- points transients and complex detail in
a mon satisfying
way. The Barker cone Is also
graded compliance
patented: it has pressed into it

right from

apex to rim, to give
very smooth, peakoutput. There Is nothing flimsy or maarpro about
magnet poles are flame cut and turned; frame is
solid cast lots; cone of strong doped linen; personal
care at every stage of making every unit.
That is why we have already had letter. from U.S.A.
Just as we get In Britain. telling in of the way in
which our speaker brings wide -band FM to real life.
But whether you are in an FM area or sat. if you
want NATURAL, satisfying sound from radio or good
records, write for details or send your cheque right
less

it:

away.

Two models, both 12 in. frame, 14,000 or 17,500
lines /sq. cm. Prices $45 or $00 by insured post to
your hums.

Waltzes.

Strauss: "Gypsy Baron" Overture.

London Philharmonic, Rankl; Kleiber.
London 78:
LA 118 (21
T. 5362 11)
Here are two excellent waltz items, to
balance off last month's mention of the topnotch LP waltz disc, " Waldteufel Memories," from London. If some readers of this
department are waxing wistful over the lack
of 78 -rpm records here listed
these
and the following, and you'll feel better.
I still am at a loss to explain the peculiar
"ffrr" quality that attaches to these 78 -rpm
Londons-and is not duplicated in most of
the LP's of the same company -nor do I
mean anything derogatory here, for the
LP's are to my mind on the whole better
than the 78's. It's just that the London LP
recordings seem to have different acoustics
altogether; listening to them blind, the
chances are that you would not recognize
them as "ffrr". (I haven't heard yet, or
heard of, any duplication in the London
catalogue on both 78 and LP-but then
London doesn't believe in publicity and I
never hear from them one way or the other.'
For all I know there may be London 45
albums of all the LP's and 78's, though we
reviewers haven't officially been notified of
the London 45's existence. It's on display
in the shops.)
. In any case, to return
to my starting point, the above waltz recordings are the real ffrr, just as we've
known it for the last few years, and if you
like that big, resonant sound, these discs
will more that please you. A comparison
with the Waldteufel LP disc will be interesting, if you can make it for yourself.

-try
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BARKER NATURAL SOUND REPRODUCERS
BCM /AADU, LONDON, W.C.I., ENGLAND.

'

B

ER LA
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CONCERTONE

Stravinsky: Petrouchka.
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande,
Ansermet.
London LP:
LLP 130

$295.00
Net FOB Los Angeles
The magnetic tape recorder that invites competition
living bound and high fidelity. Compare
CONCERTONE quality and performance with any
oilier recorder on the market.

-for

Sire:

22'

x

SPECIFICATIONS
x 5' mounting depth.

14'

Recording Speeds: 7.5' and 15" per second.
Frequency response: 2 db from 50 to 12,500 cycles
at 15 /sec.
2 sib from 50 to 7,500 cycles at 7.5- /see.
Flutter: Leu than 0.1% at 15' /sec.; 0.2% at
7.5' /sec.
Signal to noise ratio: 55 sib for full track recording;

50 sib for dual track.
Total harmonie distortion: less than 21/4 at normal
axiouni signal level.
Input and Output impedance: 0.5 megohm.
Minimum input signal: 5 millivolts.
Output signal: 2.0 volt.
Playing time, single
7' reel: 10 min. at
:
15' /see.: 32 min at 7.5- /sec..
los /a' reels: 33 min. at 15/sec.; 00 min.
at 7.5' /sec.
Double nove times for dual track recording.
Pesar requirement: 117V. 00 cycle cingle phase.
Complete descriptive brochure available upon request.
For the ultimate In all types of tape and wire
recording apparatus, euppllea, and service, call, write
or wire.

Wyom log

9600

What? Did I somehow manage to overlook this last month? Quite unintentional,
for this is the top LP -of -the- season, without doubt. All the sound effects you could
want, terrific recording, a demonstration
record par excellence for your LP equipment. I make only a mild reservation ; I
don't find myself too het up over the Ansermet performance. It seems slow, logy.
heavy, throughout
doesn't dance. and
after all, this is dance music. I'll take the
very old Stokowsky version any day, musically speaking. This LP, incidentally, replaces the older ffrr Ansermet version which
was made with a different orchestra by
Ansermet. It's a definite improvement, even
a big improvement, believe it or not. (The
old one was not one of the best ffrrs, even
at the time.) And so much for London,
which has taken away quite a bit of our
space. Deservedly.

-it

Bach: Jesus, Dearest Master (Iesu meine
Freude).
RCA Victor Chorale, Robert Shaw.
RCA Victor 45:

WDM 1339 (4)
MiteOSt AVENUE
LOS 0510511$ 44 CAU3.
7130
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Bach: The Well Tempered Clavier, Book I:
RCA Victor 45:
WDM 1338 (61
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CRAFTSMEN RC -10
HIGH FIDELITY
FM-AM TUNER

your idea.
This new tuner was

engineered
It is the precisely
questions
answer to hundreds of
of
the solution to scores
of
. the outgrowth
problems .
we've recountless suggestions
Developed
from you.
ceived
a few of
from yoJr ideas -and
retains every
ours -the RC -10
-8. And
RC
feature of the famous
it offers a host of innovations.
compenBuilt -in pre -amplifier
pickups.
sated for reluctance
Control
Automatic Frequency
eliminates drift, sim-

entirely
plifies tuning.
both
microvolt sensitivity on
FM and AM.
eliminates
10 kc filter on AM
inter -station squeas.
controls
Base and treble tone
20,000
for boost, cut, or 20cycle flat response.
the RC -100A ultra-senSEE
sitive, custom TV with
built -in booster.
the RC -2 high fidelity
HEAR
amplifier. All units finr 5

...

...

ished in chrome.
send 504
Write for information-or
for instructions nd schematics.

THE RADIO

g ¡0
Scot.

F,

tSrnen
INCORPORATED

1611 S. Michigan

ut.,

Chicago 16,111.
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AUDIO ENGINEERING SCHOOL
Practical engineering training in Audio fundamentals.
Disc, Film, Magnetic Recording, and Audio frequency
measurements.

Studio training simulates Broadcast, Motion Picture,.
Television, and Commercial Recording work.
Approved for Veterana
Hollywood Sound Institute, Inc.

1040 -A North Kenmore. Hollywood 27, Calif.
Correspondence Courus Available
Specify if Veteran or Non -Veteran

-

ADDRESS CHANGES
Subscribers to AUDIO ENGINEERING
should notify our Circulation Dept. at
least S weeks in advance regarding any
change in address. The Post Office Dept.
does not forward magazines sent to a
wrong destination unless you pay additional postage. We can NOT duplicate
copies sent to your old residence. Old
and new addresses MUST be given.
AUDIO ENGINEERING

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.

342 Madison Ave.

New York 17, N.

Y.

4alTa

MANUAL FREQUENCY CONiROLLED

SUPER CONVER'l'I71

RECOMMENDED BY
Brush and Magnecord

for "REMOTE"

RECORDING

Wherever 115 line voltage is not available, or hard to get, Carter Frequency
Controlled Converters supply dependable
AC power to make on location recordings
from STORAGE BATTERY POWER.
Used by leading networks, broadcast stations, and program producers.
Handy, Dependable Power
model operate,' Inh Pnnh and Magnecord

equipOne
ment. Delivers clean 60 cycle AC power. Requires no
altering. Frequency control feature compensates for input voltage variations. Available for 6, 12. 24, 28,
32, 64, and 115v. DC input voltage. Size
r Saes' it 7 % high. Weight only 153/4 lbs. Performance guatanteed.

8''

MAIL COUPON for

FREE

CATALOG

New Converter Catalog No. 349 illustrates entire line
of Caner Rotary Converter. for recording. TV, sound
polrotien, transcription players eta. SELECTOR CHART
Included tell, which model fits your needs. Mail coufor your copy and
name of nearest Carter
pon
rinow,

(OAT&
2648 N. Maplewood Ave.

MOTOR CO.
Chicago 47, Ill.

Carter Motor Co.

2648

N. Maplewood Ave.,

Chicago 47, III.

please send catalog n 349 with information on
Frequency Control Converters, and name of nearest

distributor.
Name

Station or
Company

L

Address
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Preludes and Fugues #1 through #8.
Wanda Landowska, harpsichord.
RCA Victor LP:
LM 1017
Here is the RCA contribution to the Bach
Bicentennial (1750 was the year he died)
and, incidentally, the first of the RCA LP
( "long play") recordings sent out to reviewers. The Landowska thus is the first
release from this company to appear almost
simultaneously on all three speeds. I have
the 45 and the LP and frankly, I don't see
any vital difference in quality, unless it is
ever so slightly in favor of the LP. Both are
from tape (as almost all the first RCA LPs
will be) and both are, as we might expect,
excellent. The LP record has a gratifyingly
smooth almost waxy surface, silent. with
neatly bevelled edges. The patching is. of
course, perfect and as usual, the greatest
contrast between the two versions is the inestimable advantage of unbroken performance. That advantage is only to be judged on
a personal basis; for some of us it is of very
little importance, for others (and this includes me) it is hardly less than priceless.
Judge for yourself ! The harpsichord recording (as distinct from the processing) is not
ideal here, nor was it in the earlier Landowska Bach Goldberg Variations. There is
too much of a wiry, twanging sound, and
I cannot believe it is inherent in the Land owska harpsichord itself. Not bad enough,
however, to interfere with the enjoyment of
this first in a series that will take in all 48
preludes and fugues-96 separate numbers!
A tremendous undertaking, and any person
who has studied any of these keyboard
works for as much as ten minutes will find
here a source of inspiration, and more important, information on the actual performance of the works, which is unparalleled.
Landowska is a great interpreter.
The motet for unaccompanied chorus,
"Jesu Meine Freude," is impeccably sung
by the Shaw group, with considerably mare
subtlety of expression, I'd say, than in
earlier Shaw Bach recordings, which tended
to be just a bit jejune, brash, in spite of
the outward finish and accuracy. Recording
is beautifully done, acoustically speaking.
Schumann: Manfred Overture; Weber, Abu
Hassan Overture.

London Philharmonic, Schuricht.
London 78:
LA 115 12)
Brahms: Variations on a Theme of
Haydn, Opus 56a.
London Philharmonic, van Beinum.
London 78:

LA 116 (2)
add to the
above waltzes. Same orchestra, same fine
recording. The London Philharmonic at
this point is a good orchestra, but not
quite as accurate in its playing as some of
the other top-flight groups, or so its recent
records would indicate. (Might be plain
lack of rehearsal.) It seems to be recording
with dozens of guest conductors these days.
These two albums are representative cf
Romantic
middle -to-heavyweight
solid,
music, impressive stuff for big speak_rs in
bigger enclosures. The Brahms ani the

More for the

78 users

-to

Schumann are familiar items, the

"Abu

Hassan" of Weber, one side, a rarity. It
has a luffly triangle, that practically drowns
out the rest of the orchestra. Must have had
its own private mike. Peppy music, not as
flowery (nor as important) as the other
items. These are good to excellent performances by top notch continental conductors; a few bloops and plops from the orchestra mar their musical effectiveness but
you won't be bothered too much by these.

The

BROOK
High Quality

AUDIO AMPLIFIER

-- --All Low

...,111as.

Siedet t0C3a0 welk)
Node' laAu.to watts.

Finest Audio Quality
you ever listened to

Mu

Triodes

Minus

Plus

Listening Fatigue
Plus

Brook
made

High Quality at
extremely low volume

Transformers
Plus

Plus

Brook's
own

High quality at
the full loudness of
a band or symphony

Circuits

"You can believe your ears when you
listen with a Brook Audio Amplifier"
'Frite TODAY for FREE Tecbn,cel Bulletin
and Detailed Distortion Analysis

BROOK ELECTRONICS,Inc.
Dept. AD -O,

34

DcHert Place

Elizabeth, N.J.

CUT YOUR RECORDING
EXPENSES 50 TO 90%

-

!

!

AVAILABLE FOR THE
NOINr FIRST TIME
A RESHARPENER FOR SAPPHIRE, STELLITE, AND STEEL
RECORDING STYLI ! ! !
We have developed and are able to
produce at a reasonable price an instrument and an effe_t:ve abrading
solution which we Unconditionally
Guarantee to repair Completely sapphire recording styli which are not
broken, but which have become noisy
(hisses, squeals, etc., of any magnitude) from contact with the base.
The instrument consists of a simple
nickle- plated feed screw and chuck
which facilitates the prcper amount of
abrading on the sapphire 1.3 renew the
highly polished facets which smooth
the groove wall and eliminate all objectionable noise.
Guarantee: Use this equipment on
10 of your defective needles; if you
are not unquestionably satisfied that it
has saved you more than its price in
resharpenings, return it, and the price
will be refunded without question.
-SAPPHIRE TIP CLEANSING
INSTRUMENTPrice

$9.50

Prepaid in

Unite d States

Strandberg Recording Co.
705 Woodland Drive
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Also available:

Greensboro, N. C.
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efftrerzi

NOW AVAILABLE
At your RCA Distributor

MODEL

POSITIONS
OPEN
PERSONNEL may be

51551

The sensational RCA
15t' Duo -Cone Speaker
.
. proud offspring of the
e

famous RCA

LC -1A

FOR RECORDING

TELEMETERING SIGNALS
(up to 40 kc.)
Almost overnight Ampex Magnetic
Tope Recorders revolutionized
radio network broadcasting. Ampex
succeeded in this most critical service because of simple and depend.
able operation, plus o tone quality
that is unequalled Ampex is now
available in
I models for
wide r nge of requirements. Inquiries for special instrumentation
and industrial control application
MODEL
VU

promptly,answerd.

300.0 $1575

o'ls

MOM. San Culos)

Standard units

;ave
7-IS

$0 i.p...

dualer

-

1 PE

=

LM

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER
Ttta GRSAT RADIO SnOWs^

Get FREE BOOKLET

today!

AMPEX ELECTRIC CORP., San Carlos, California
Without obbaatien plea.. .end 161.ga in.n.ated
book:. tcentasninatechni.ol.pacifica.;an. el Amp.

Megan, Tep *.cadets.

NAMF
ADDRESS
CITY

STAT

Ow owe is fort
Laboratory Research

T

Telameterona
Industrial Recording
Aarophysicol Research
F. Prism. Home Use

[,

Mulri_Channel Recording
R.cording.eroadcosUng

Distributed by

E

..

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES IHollywoodi
AUDIO 8 VIDEO PRODUCTS CORP. New York City)
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC COMPANY (Everywhere)
EXPORT: WESTREX New York City)
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and AVAILABLE
listed here at no
charge to industry or to members of
the Society. For insertion in this column, brief announcements should be in
the hands of the Secretary, Audio Engineering Society, Box F, Oceanside,
N. Y., before the fifth of the month preceding the date of issue.
Electrical Design Engineer Wanted:
By large, modern, Eastern manufacturing
firm for experimental development work
in Industrial electronics. Applicant must
have degree in electrical engineering with
communications or electronic option or
equivalent in 10 -15 years practical experience. Give details, including age, education, experience, references, availability, and salary expected. Box 401.
Wanted: E. E., electronics major.
with extensive bkgnd in magnetic and
audio cet design and acoustical theory
and practice. Must have at least 5 yrs
exp. in product design on products now
being sold nationally. Must be capable of
following product from experimental
through production, and be responsible
for specifications, quality control, field
tests. operation and service manuals on
product developed. Must be creative and
have an exceptionally high degree of
mechanical aptitude. State age, education,
and qualifications when answering. Location: Minnesota. Box 102.
Audio and Electrical Engineer: MS
in physics; MS in EE. 10 yrs research,
development, and design experience with
magnetic and disc sound recording,
acoustic measurements, and transducers.
Also experienced in magnetic recording
systems for computer applications. In
present position for 10 years, but desire
change to smaller company or consulting

You will

find the
answer
in

A Handbook of

problems AND

locate. Box 203.
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SOLUTIONS

for a certain problem -you will find your
answer quickly and easily in this book.
use

Good practice for your FCC exams. This book
shows you how to solve every problem requiring
mathematics in the FCC STUDY GUIDE for
licenses of all classes. You will find no better
handbook for practice in solving problems with
ease, speed and accuracy. $6.00

Just

Published

Television

etc

for Radiorot
.ao.

1"4"
ads

Advanced

Technology
course at RCA Institutes, 26, married.
with knowledge of music, desires position
in audio field; salary secondary. Box 101.
Audio Engineer: M.S. Physics, Electrical Engr; ten years research, development, design experience with sound recording, acoustic measurements, and
transducers. Thorough bkgnd in magnetic
and mechanical recording including magnetic recording systems for computer applications. Presently employed, prefer
firm in which could invest capital, small
city or suburban location. Box 201.
Graduate YTI: employed at present.
Desires position in audio field. Some experience. Age 20, single, and to good
health. Willing to learn, and will go anywhere. Box 202.
Andlo Engineer: experienced man
with family desires position in recording.
broadcasting, film, or TV sound. Excellent
operator, troubleshooter, and maintenance man. Superior knowledge of classical music. Studio and equipment design
and construction experience. Fluent English, French, and German. Willing to re-

721

Sava time and trouble. Arranged under radio
and electronic headings and completely indexed
for quick reference, these problems give you
step -by-step solutions to every problem commonly arising in work on receivers, power supplies, antennas, amplifiers, tubes, transmitters,
etc. If you are ever stuck" on a calculation; if
you need a check on your figuring; or if you
want to refresh your memory on the formulas to

firm. Box 402.
Audio Engineer. BEE from CCNY, 25.
married. Superior knowledge of music:
some informal experience with magnetic
recording. Desire position in audio. Salary
and location secondary. Box 301.

Graduate:

METER PANEL

(EXTRA/ $105

R

WHAT IS YOUR
PROBLEM?

let

°eI'

I

The how's

AND WHY'S in the practical

terms of operation & servicing
This book explains the theory as well as the
techniques of television construction, operation,
and servicing in the clearest, most practical
terms. It gives the radioman all the butt information he needs to meet the increasing demand
for skilled television technicians. It shows how
and why all modern equipment operates; includes all the essential mathematics and especially good maternal on antennas. $7.00

SEE THEM FREE
-I

f
11

I

IPlease send me a copy of the books checked
below. I agree to remit in full or return the
books within ten days without further obligation.

l

IThe Macmillan Co., 60 Fifth Ave., Now York

Radio L Television Mathematics, $6.00
Television for Radiomen, $1.00

ISigned

' Address

I

I
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ADVERTISING
INDEX

McINTOSH AMPLIFIERS
"THE GREATEST ADVANCE
IN AMPLIFIER DESIGN IN
MORE THAN 15 YEARS"

lrFlrtrO3e

I
Acro Products Company
Air -Tone Sound G Recording Co.
Altec Lansing Corp.
Amperite Co., Inc.
Ampex Electric Corp.
Amplifier Corp. of America
Arnold Engineering Company
Arrow Electronics Company
Astatic Corporation, The
Audak Company
Audio Devices, Inc.
Audio Facilities Corp.
Audio Instrument Company
Audio Pacific Company

These truly great amplifiers are
steadily winning favor by discriminating
engineers and quality conscious people!

The greatest value today available
because of their inherent perfection in
performance right in your home or
studio and their long life. Imagine an
amplifier less than % distortion including intermodulation and yet 6065% efficient. This amplifier approaches so closely the theoretical
maximum efficiency and zero distortion you can be assured of endlessly
useful life.
1

The acceptance of this equipment
has justified the three years of development and permits us at this time
to offer this same performance at reduced prices.

51

55
50
11

36
40
39

Cover 2
46
36
42

Barker Natural Sound Reproducers
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Brook Electronics, Inc.

53

Camera Equipment Company
Carter Motor Company

32
54

12

54

Cover

Daven Company, The

3

Design Trends

50

Electronics Research Pub. Co., Inc.
Electro- Voice, Inc.

52
27

You cannot afford to overlook McINTOSH amplifiers. They are the only
units to penetrate the sonic barrier of
Class "A ". It is the amplifier with a
future and not just a past. It is the
most economical of all to operate and
has the best quality yet achieved. It
has the power you need too.

Fairchild Recording Equip. Corp.
Freed Transformer Co., Inc.

33
2

General Radio Company
Gordon, Herman Lewis

29

McIntosh Engineering Laboratories Inc.
910 King Street

Hartley, H. A. Co., Ltd.
Harvey Radio Company, Inc.

56
43
46
40

Silver Spring, Maryland
Telephone: J r iprr 7.92110

46

Hayes, Albert E., Jr.
Heath Company
Hewlett - Packard Co.

.

base
We first apologise to those ss ho
report on use
waiting for that promised It
occurred to us
opinions of the 215 speaker.
mean a
that all the talk in the world didn't In the
thing in the absence of demonstration.
agents and
past year we have appointed several

the subthose aents are getting in touch with
scribers. to "New Notes" in their areas.
enBut there are a number of high -fidelity
and
thusiasts who have not gotten a local agent This
them.
for
something
do
to
we have got
that w
new idea of ours is based on the fact
to
have supplied a large number of speakers
trust,
on
completely
its
taken
have
men who
and find we have not let them down. In their
pride of possession they want to tell others
shat we can do in the way of producing life-

like musical reproduction at comparatively very
low cost.
there is no room to explain the scheme here.
but we rc sending details to every name oil
our mailing list. With those details will coney
the "consumer report", new technical data

sheets, and everything else which we think will
nterest you. So, if you have already been in
touch with us you don't need to write again.

But if you haven't, then you definitely ought
io send a dollar bill for "New Notes in Radio
ss hieh not only gives you disinterested guidance
.n the high -fidelity field. but will explain many
things which may have been puzzling you. You
also get regular mailings of data sheets.
\hove all, you will find that we are not just a
business house concerned with making and selling goods at a profit. We are big enough to
produce efficiently, but small enough to hope
that every customer is a personal friend. That
friendship we can only earn by giving you the
best possible before- and -after sales service.
Meanwhile, the speaker that has established
os in the U.S.A. is
THE HARTLEY- TURNER 215 at 540.00.
Postage and insurance paid to your door.

',

ill

H. A. HARTLEY Co. Ltd.
152 HAMMERSMITH ROAD
LONDON W.6, ENGLAND.

56

48

LeBel,

46
48

J

Lowther Mfg. Co., The

MacMillan Co., The

`WILLIAMSON'
SPL:CIF ICATII)1

This range of 20 watt push -pull output trans-

formers is intended for use In equipment reproducing the full audio frequency range with
the lowest distortion. The design and measured
performance Is exactly as specified by Williamson In the "Wire lee. World" August 1940
(see eo Audio Engineering November 10491.
Varied range
The transformer Is available for
of impedance including 0,000 ohms plate to
pieta for 807 tubes. All s condary windings
are brought out as eight e levirato section.
which may be connected in aeries or parallel
or In various combinations of series I parallel,
MIS ensuring that the performance Is un
affected over a wide noise of Impedances.
This is the best possible
transformer of it. type (weight
19 lbs.) Our new technical
data sheet is available and
will be rushed to you by

airmail upon application.
The price of the potted model

$19.50

is

poet free to your door. Imdelivery (rota our
mediate
steel.,.

PARTRIDGE
TRANSFORMERS LTD
Roebuck

Road,

Talworth, Surrey,

England

/
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Magnecord, Inc.
Magnetic Recorders Co.
McIntosh Engineering Labs, Inc.
Measurements Corporation
Merit Transformer Corp.

46

Newark Electric Co., Inc.

52

Partridge Transformers, Ltd.
Permoflux Corporation
Pickering Er Co., Inc.
Proctor Soundex Corp.
Professional Directory

56
47
9
48
46

Racon Electric Co., Inc.
Radio Corp. of America
(Broadcast Equip. Div.)
Radio Corp. of America

50
31

Department)

55
53
49
37
34

Radio Craftsmen, Inc., The
Rauland -Borg Corp.
Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
Rek -O -Kut Co., Inc.

Shallcross Mfg. Co.
Shure Brothers, Inc.
Sonar Radio Corp.
Strandberg Recording Company
Sun Radio Cr Electronics Co., Inc.

4, 5
41

SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR
Frequency Henze: Continu
variable from 5 to 1 00.0011
cycles. Wace Shape: Rise time les. than
0.2 ndemseeondv. Output t'olture: 75.
50. 20, 10. 10. 5 peak volts fixed.
Model 71.

02

5

,,,lis ,ern

uu nuisis

vnrleble.

MEASUREMENTS

CORPORATION
BOONTON

NEW JERSEY

44
54
44

Tech Laboratories, Inc.
Terminal Radio Corp.

United Transformer Corp.
U. S. Recording Co. ..
University Loudspeakers, Inc

to the

6

Langevin Mfg. Corp.

(Tube

TIt.\NNI'1/ItMFIt1

1

Industrial Electric Works
C.
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45
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Holl Audio Industries
Hollywood Sound Institute

ANOTHER NEW
HARTLEY- TURNER IDEA.
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CHOOSE...

from DAVEN'S complete line of

VOLUME
LEVEL

INDICATORS
Typo 920

Daven Volume Level Indicators are designed to indicate
audio levels in broadcasting, sound recording and allied
fields where visual indication of volume is desired. Extremely sensitive, they are sturdily constructed and correctly damped for precise monitoring. Preferred by leading scund and electronic engineers throughout the world,
these units incorporate all the latest DAVEN mechanical
and electrical features.

low -level bridging
type. Meter multiplier range:
-20 VU to +20 VU. Power sup AC,
ply, 100- 130 V, 60 cycle nor
with voltage regulator for
mal variations. Reference levmy into 600 ohms. Special
el:
ranges on request.
Rack model,

1

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Input Impedance

Frequency Range

Meter Scale

-7500 ohms.
Type S C and y
Type 915 --7500 ohms bridging
and 600 ohms terminating.
Type 920-12,500 ohms.
Less than 0.2 db variation from
30 to 17,000 cycles.
-- 20 VU to + 3 VU and 0 to 100%. Type A has VU reading on upper scale. Type B has percentage reading on upper scale. -cale is
large, clearly marked and carefully designed to minimize ey_ fatigue.
NAB Standard; 4 -inch square, rectifier type possessing ideal characteristics for monitoring purposes.
Rack models 19 in. long for standard relay rack; portable models
available walnut cabinets.
Standard, black alumilite panel. Other colors available upon r_quest.
I

I

I

c-

Indicating Meter
Mounting
Finish

T),pe 915
Rack mode ,

tsr-ninat rg

and brid;irq type. Meier

msltiplierran3es: Terninoting, -e NU to +12
VL; brioging +4 VU o

+.2

VU

eto.minatit),

-6 VU to +16'A1; bridg

ing, +a VU to +26 VU.
2 VU steps. Reference
level; l ms into 600 ohms

Type 910
Rack model has same
characteristics as Type

Write to Dept.

BE -5

for additional information.

Typ. 911

Available with
illuminated scale, if
911.

Portable model, bridging
type. Meter multiplier is
a cons-ont impedance'!"
netwok which extends
the range of the instru-

The Best Equipment
Deserves The Finest Attenuators
Always Specify DAVEN

desired.

...

mentin steps of 2 VU
from -4 VU to +42 VU
or + 4 VU to T 26 vU.
Reference level:
to 600 ohms.

191
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L
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E

N U

E
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1

my in.

NEW JERSEY

for every application

A wide range of units

J.T.C. Commercial Grade components
employ rugged, drawr steel cases

for _units from 1" diameter to 300
vertical mounting,
perFtlantent ni ld, aluminum castings
For power components up to 15 KVA.
Units are conserv-atived-i des gned
vacuum impregnated
sealed
with special sealing compound to

...

...

insure dependcbility urder
continuous commercicl service.
A few of the large number of
standard C.G. units a-e descried
below. In addition to catalogued (nits,
special C.G. units are supplied to
customer's spec ffcatinns.

VARIMAT :I- OUTPUTS FOR P. A.

CG

Universal units deigned td natc-s am tubes with n tao rated output
Output impedance 500, 200, 50, 16, 8, 5,
Power, to line or e, ce .c.
3, 1.5 ohms. Primary insecan.e 3)0e, 5000, 67G3. 7000, 8000, 10,000,
4,000 ohms.

Audio
Watts

Type
Ne.

CVP1

12

CVP-2
CV P-3

30
e0

CV P-4

12.5

CVP5

300

Inns

L1st

Prit.

Times

0.

42. 43.
47. 2A 1, tA6, 8F8,
42, 45, 21:.- 8-.6, .V-5, 0115

:31.8

5

9.00

INPUT, INTERSTAGE, MI} ING AND
LOW LEVEL OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

14.00

46't, 51'r. 100L14 BLJ't, 8(1. sa
800 s, 40.'e 871, 441,6'.. 845 it
211 242..'a 273A' , :34's, 1-845s,

20.00
29.00
50.00

Z13-1Y.1's

(2C0 ohm windings are balanced and con be used or 2.
Primary
3scs td try
Impedance
mpedanc.
No.
Applkat on
Cans
Ohms

UTC VARIMATCH

I

t

re

nitss

coil trarsformers will match any
o a SOC hm line. More than 50

a

Type
No.

Audio

Watts

CVL-1

15

CVL -2
CVL-3

40

131

1

plate to

grid

15.000

132

1

plate ta 2 grid.

15.000

Primery
Inge lanes

Se.ondary

ta P

:0:60 astral'

Line to

grid
hum- bucklrz

50,

200.

300

MAO

List

135

Line to 2 grid.
hum -buckles

50, 200,

500

3

8.00

235

Llne to 1 .r 2 grids,
hum.burkl tg: mustiple alloy shielded

50,

500

11.50

a

I rises to any RF Is ad.
Primary inpedcnces (ism 500 to 20,003 ohms
Secor dory inpesanos from 30,00D to 300 ohms

No.

CVM0

12

CVNI

30

CVN -2
CVM.3

CVM4
CVM

5

233

333

79

Price

Tarbes

318. 53. 2A..

8115

60

125

10

257

4..,

300
800

Brot

:8

,

T. 203.. 305, 838, 1-55, 2B-120

111.,

1F400

204A, 81,37,4. 25/T11

433

1'1' 6C'5. 16.

similar
45'..

PP 6t'5. 16, similar
triodes to listed bias
PP 45,
2

14.00

20.50
30.00
50.00
115.00

or

2.3. similar
filed blas

to
4

30,000 P to 1'

.ce

all

9.50
10.00
12.50
12.50

n'ra7

501

21

30

ni.)

1

13.50

)K se.IL

17.50

-erll

13.50

nyeaL

11.00

30001

a

740

cser.11

5,000

1.3:0

exnll

P to P

6.6'.

Sllsing

50,

140

Triode plate to line

15.000

141

l'l'

15,000

mo&

platee to

2ä7111

.91 ratio owr1

30.000 P to P

137

line

150 MARION STREET
EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST

15,000, 50, 200

61.1's, etc.

tubes

8.50

8

92. 46. 81.9. 2
BLB, 83s. 4-46. T-20, 1808
07, 347, TZ-30, IILr-30, 35 T

mike or
2 grids

eL6'.

List

.V3, BS, 2.3,

125

12180

M.dulet.r

T7pIce1

.0, 4t
41

r

triodes to AB
22A3's.

Nez.

Cl... C
Ina t

200,
oltns,

L6

cd

Ilum- buckng

Will match any modulate,

Mn.

30.000

/tingle pies, and low
Impedance
line to 1

VARIMATCH MODULATION UNITS

Audio
Watts

grids

2

1

8

for low hum pickup

17.50
136

Type

l'

2

134

Price

Im rodents
.2 tu 75 ohms
.2 to 75 ohm,
.2
75 ohms

.hmr
700.hmr
:00 ehm,
:sto

urger ej.
a -ara n-ersll

'37 (01

133

plates (c

Price

213.0. 2:1 r.lt.

1

75

CG

1

c

voice coil or group of voice coi s
voice coil combinations
bs at-taned, as fc lows:
.2, .4, .5, .S2,
5, 2, 2.5, 3. 3.3, 3.8, 4, 4.5,
5, 5.5, 6, .25, 6.6, 7, .2.5. 8, 9, IC. 11, 12 14, 15,
16, 18, 20, 25, 23, 30, 31, 40, 47, 50, 63, 69, 75.
1

List

Type

TO VOICE COIL TRANSFORMERS
The

ohms)

CG

'IARIMATCH LINE

CG

200,

500

.Sc1 -M.o

.2

l -alo

costal

orri

For

N. Y.,

100

10.00

5..

i0.

100

12.00

5,

:0e. .00

13.50

CABL_ì

full eetails on this line, write for Cnkieg
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12.00

50. 000

NEW YORK 13, N.

40th STREET, NEW YORK 16,

11.00

'

Y.

AR L At"

